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HASTINGS  
COLLEGE  
OF THE LAW 
 
 
Open Meeting 
Board of Directors 
 
 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
                                     
 
 
 
 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
 
 
The Board of Directors of the University of California Hastings College of the Law will hold an 
Open Meeting on Friday, September 13, 2019. A Closed Session will convene immediately 
following the Open Session (pursuant to Education Code Section 92032(b)(5) and (6) and 
Government Code 11126(c)(7) and (e)(1)). 
 
 
EVENT:  Open and Closed Meetings of the University of California 
   Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors 
 
DATE:  Friday, September 13, 2019 
 
PLACE:  UC Hastings College of the Law 
Alumni Reception Center, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
STARTING TIME: Open Meeting: 9:00 a.m.  
   Closed Session to immediately follow 
 
AGENDA:  See Attached 
 
 
This notice is available at the following University of California Hastings College of the Law 
website address:  http://www.uchastings.edu/board 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
For further information please contact John K. DiPaolo, Secretary of the Board of Directors, 
200 McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 565-4850.  You are encouraged to inform 
Mr. DiPaolo of your intent to speak during the public comment period 72 hours in advance of 
the meeting. 
 
The University of California Hastings College of the Law complies with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act.  Please contact the Secretary’s Office 72 hours in advance of the meeting for 
accommodations.  
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
OPEN SESSION AGENDA 
 
 
September 13, 2019 — 9:00 a.m. 
 
UC Hastings College of the Law 
200 McAllister Street 
Alumni Reception Center, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
1. ROLL CALL      
Director Chip Robertson, Chair  
Director Simona Agnolucci, Vice Chair 
Director Tom Gede 
Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
Director Mary Noel Pepys 
Director Courtney Power 
 
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD      (Oral)   
 
3. REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT     (Oral) 
 
*4. REPORT OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL 
*4.1 Resolution Appointing Denise Bradley-Tyson to the UC Hastings  
 Board of Directors       (Written) 
*4.2 Resolution Appointing Albert “Chip” Zecher to the UC Hastings  
 Board of Directors       (Written) 
*4.3 Approval of Minutes: May 30, 2019     (Written) 
*4.4  Approval of Minutes: July 12, 2019     (Written) 
 
5. REPORT OF THE BOARD CHAIR 
 5.1 Report of the Chair of the Educational Policy Committee 
  Presented by Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
5.1.1 Strategic Planning Update and Plans for the  
Board-Faculty Retreat -  
Academic Dean Morris Ratner and  
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CFO David Seward            (Written) 
  5.1.2 Enrollment Management Update -  
Senior Assistant Dean June Sakamoto        (Written and Oral) 
5.1.3 Bar Update - Academic Dean Morris Ratner,  
Assistant Dean of OASIS Stefano Moscato, and  
Director of Bar Passage Support Margaret Greer         (Written) 
  5.1.4 HPL Degree Update -  
Chancellor & Dean David Faigman and  
Academic Dean Morris Ratner         (Written and Oral) 
  5.1.5 Faculty Research -  
Associate Dean for Research Scott Dodson         (Written) 
  5.1.6 Staffing Changes in the Academic Program -  
Academic Dean Morris Ratner          (Written) 
 
 5.2 Report of the Chair of the Advancement and Communications Committee 
  Presented by Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton  
   5.2.1 Fundraising Results – Fiscal Year 2019         (Written) 
   5.2.2 Giving By Quarter – Fiscal Year 2017-19         (Written) 
   5.2.3 Communications Transition           (Oral) 
     
*6. FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR 
The Finance Committee meeting was held in the A. Frank Bray Conference Room, San 
Francisco, California, on Thursday, August 22, 2019.  By unanimous vote, the Finance 
Committee submits the following Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to pull any item 
from the Finance Consent Calendar to discuss or act on, may request the Chair to remove 
the item from the Finance Consent Calendar.  All remaining Finance Consent Calendar 
items shall be approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.     
 
*6.1 Core Operations – State Budget for 2019-20           (Written) 
*6.2  Budget Preauthorization- Kane Hall- Ratification          (Written) 
*6.3 Nonstate Budget for 2019-2020            (Written) 
*6.4 Nonstate LRCP Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Change 2019-20           
*6.4.1 Operational Review – Student Health Services         (Written) 
 
*6.5 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
 
 *6.5.1  Instructional Technology – Kane Hall – One Diversified, LLC    (Written)                                                                                                                        
  *6.5.2 Construction Services – Kane Hall – Roebuck          (Written) 
*6.5.3  Site Agreement – UC Davis Graduate School of Business         (Written) 
*6.5.4  Digital Marketing - LLM and MSL Programs - MF Digital         (Written) 
*6.5.5  Digital Marketing - JD Program - EAB Global, Inc.          (Written) 
*6.5.6  Web Services - Bar Preparation – Adaptibar           (Written)  
*6.5.7  Network Switching Equipment – IT – Eplus Technologies         (Written) 
*6.5.8  Networking and Wireless/333 Golden Gate – TBD          (Written) 
*6.5.9  Networking and Wireless/200 Upgrade – TBD          (Written) 
*6.5.10 Self-checkout System – Library – Bibliotheca          (Written) 
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*6.5.11 Professional Training – UC Path – TBD           (Written) 
*6.5.12 Testing/Training Support – UC Path – UC Berkeley         (Written) 
*6.5.13 Exterior Camera Upgrade – AVS Communications/TLCBD       (Written) 
  
 *6.6  Nonstate Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000 
 
*6.6.1  Database and Website Project – CGRS – Giant Rabbit, LLC        (Written)  
  *6.6.3 Professional Services – Arnold Foundation – Bowerbird         (Written) 
*6.6.4 Subcontract – Arnold Foundation – UC Berkeley          (Written) 
              
*7. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
*7.1 Nonstate Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Changes 
*7.1.1 Long Range Campus Plan – Revised Budget           (Written) 
*7.1.2 McAllister Tower – Elevator Maintenance & Repair         (Written) 
 
*7.2 Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000  
*7.2.1  LRCP Economic Consultants - Economic Planning Systems        (Written) 
*7.2.2 LRCP Programming Consultant – Evelyn Lee                 (Written)  
*7.2.3  LRCP Public Art Master Plan – Keen on Art           (Written)  
*7.2.4 LRCP Century Urban – Local 2/Unit Here            (Written) 
*7.2.5 LRCP – Financial Adviser - Public Financial Management         (Written)  
*7.2.6 Operational Review – Student Health Center – HBC/SLB             (Written)  
*7.2.7 Payroll Time Reporting System – Software License – UC Irvine  (Written)           
                            
  7.3 Financial Update - Five Year Budget Model 2020-2025                    (Written) 
 
  7.4 2018-19 Year-end Investment Report as of June 30, 2019 (Updated)       (Written) 
 
The following reports were discussed at the Finance Committee Meeting on August 12, 
2019.  These are listed below as informational items, and distributed in the agenda packet.  
  
8. FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORTS:  
8.1 2018-19 Year-end Investment Report  (Preliminary)           (Written) 
8.2  State Budget Report - Preliminary for 2018-19 Year-end          (Written) 
8.3 Core Operations – State Budget Planning for 2020-21               (Written)         
8.4 Nonstate Budget Report- Preliminary 2018-19 Year-end            (Written) 
8.5 Preliminary 2018-19 Year-end Auxiliary Enterprises Budget  
Report                      (Written) 
8.6 UCPath Payroll System Conversion - Project Update            (Written) 
8.7 Long Range Campus Plan- Project Update                   (Written) 
8.8 Annual Report on Insurance              (Written) 
8.9   List of Checks over $50,000              (Written) 
 
 9. REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR & DEAN 
9.1 Introduction of the new Chief of Staff Jenny Kwon    (Oral) 
9.2 Report of Action Taken in Closed Session Regarding Gifts and  
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Appointments (To Be Reported Out After Closed Session)   (Oral) 
9.3 Chancellor & Dean Report on the State of the School, including   (Oral) 
a. Developments with the California Bar 
b. Long Range Campus Plan, Partnerships with other  
       Institutions, Initiatives and Plans 
c. Questions from the Board 
9.4 Other Informational Items: Academic Programs, Student Services,  
External Relations and Personnel      (Oral) 
           
10.  DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, 
provide a reference to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place 
items on future agenda.  
 
11. THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION. 
The Board will adjourn to the closed session to consider the items listed on the Closed 
Session Agenda. At the conclusion of the closed session, the Board will reconvene the 
Open Meeting prior to adjourning the meeting, to report on any actions taken in closed 
session for which a report is required by law. 
 
*12. ADJOURNMENT         (Oral) 
 
Agenda Item: 1 
Board of Directors - Open 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
ROLL CALL 
 
September 13, 2019 
 
Meeting Start Time:  ____:____a.m. 
 
Present Call-In Absent  
□ □ □ Chair Chip Robertson 
□ □ □ Vice Chair Simona Agnolucci 
□ □ □ Director Tom Gede 
□ □ □ Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
□ □ □ Director Mary Noel Pepys 
□ □ □ Director Courtney Power 
 
 
   
Agenda Item: 2 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           Board of Directors - Open 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 
This item is reserved for members of the public to comment on non-agenda and agenda items. 
 
Agenda Item: 3 
     Board of Directors - Open 
September 13, 2019 
 
  
 
REPORT ITEM  
 
 
 
1. REPORT BY:  ASUCH President Myell Mergaert 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Report of the ASUCH President 
 
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 
             
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item: *4 
     Board of Directors - Open 
September 13, 2019 
 
  
 
ACTION ITEM  
 
 
 
1. REPORT BY: John K. DiPaolo 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:  Report of the General Counsel   
 
 
3.  REPORT:  Written 
   
   *4.1 Resolution Appointing Denise Bradley-Tyson  (Written) 
   *4.2 Resolution Appointing Albert “Chip” Zecher  (Written)  
   *4.3 Approval of Minutes: May 30, 2019    (Written) 
   *4.4 Approval of Minutes: July 12, 2019    (Written) 
   
 Action Item: *4.1 
Board of Directors– Open 
September 13, 2019 
 
   
 
 
 
ACTION ITEM  
 
 
1.  REPORT BY: General Counsel and Secretary John K. DiPaolo 
  
2.  SUBJECT: Appointment of Denise Bradley-Tyson to the UC Hastings Board of 
Directors 
 
3. RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board of Directors approve the appointment of Denise Bradley-Tyson to the University 
of California Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors. 
 
 
4. BACKGROUND 
 
Denise Bradley-Tyson, 60, of Pleasanton, has been appointed to the University of California 
Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors by Governor Gavin Newsom.  
 
In accordance with the California Education Code, Chapter 3 § 92206, vacancies on the UC 
Hastings Board of Directors are filled by the Governor with approval by a majority of the 
membership of the Senate. UC Hastings College of the Law By-Law 5.2 further requires that 
appointment to the Board of Directors be approved by a majority vote of the Directors. 
Biography 
Denise Bradley-Tyson has been founder and chief executive officer of Inspired Lux, Inc. since 
2015 and principal consultant of Denise Bradley Consulting since 2007. She led the opening on 
the Museum of the African Diaspora, where she served as executive director from 2005 to 2007. 
She is a member of Links Incorporated, the Harvard Alumni Organization and the Stanford 
Alumni Organization. Bradley-Tyson earned a Master of Business Administration degree for the 
Harvard Business School. This position requires Senate confirmation and there is no 
compensation. Bradley-Tyson is a Democrat.   
 
5.  PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors hereby approves the appointment of Denise Bradley-Tyson 
to the University of California Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors. 
 
   
 Action Item: *4.2 
Board of Directors– Open 
September 13, 2019 
 
   
 
 
 
ACTION ITEM  
 
 
1.  REPORT BY: General Counsel and Secretary John K. DiPaolo 
  
2.  SUBJECT: Appointment of Albert “Chip” Zecher to the UC Hastings Board of 
Directors 
 
3. RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board of Directors approve the appointment of Albert “Chip” Zecher to the University 
of California Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors. 
 
 
4. BACKGROUND 
 
Albert “Chip” Zecher, 54, of San Francisco, has been appointed to the University of California 
Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors by Governor Gavin Newsom.  
 
In accordance with the California Education Code, Chapter 3 § 92206, vacancies on the UC 
Hastings Board of Directors are filled by the Governor with approval by a majority of the 
membership of the Senate. UC Hastings College of the Law By-Law 5.2 further requires that 
appointment to the Board of Directors be approved by a majority vote of the Directors. 
Biography 
Albert “Chip” Zecher has been the general counsel of Intevac Inc. since 2013. He was the 
director of compliance for Comtech Xicom Technology from 2008 to 2013. Zecher was civil 
litigation partner for Pond North LLP from 2002 to 2006 and litigation associate for the Chubb 
Group of Insurance Companies from 1995 to 2002. Zecher is chair of the Board of Trustees of 
the Harker School. Zecher earned a Juris Doctorate from the University of San Francisco School 
of Law. This position requires Senate confirmation and there is no compensation. Zecher is a 
Democrat.   
 
5.  PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors hereby approves the appointment of Albert “Chip” Zecher 
to the University of California Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors. 
 
  
 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
QUARTERLY MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
MINUTES OF OPEN SESSION  
FRIDAY, MAY 30, 2019 
 
 
UC Hastings College of the Law 
Alumni Reception Center 
200 McAllister Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
1. ROLL CALL† 
 
Chair Combs called the meeting to order at 9:15 a.m. 
 
 Directors present: 
  
 Director Tina Combs, Chair 
 Director Chip Robertson, Vice Chair 
 Director Simona Agnolucci (joined 10:20 a.m.) 
  Director Don Bradley 
 Director Adrienne Go 
 Director Claes Lewenhaupt (by phone) 
Director Christian Osmeña (joined 11:30 a.m.) 
Director Mary Noel Pepys 
 Director Courtney Power 
 
 Directors absent: 
 
Director Tom Gede 
 
Staff present: 
 
  Chancellor & Dean David Faigman 
Academic Dean Morris Ratner  
Chief Financial Officer David Seward  
                                                 
† Topic numbers here correspond to those used in the agenda. Because some items were skipped or discussed out of 
order at the meeting, numbers here are not fully sequential. 
  General Counsel and Secretary to the Board John DiPaolo 
  Director of Operations Rhiannon Baillard  
Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton 
  Assistant Dean for Academic Skills Instruction Stefano Moscato 
Chief Communications Officer Alex A.G. Shapiro 
Senior Assistant Dean for Career Development Sari Zimmerman 
 
Other Participants: 
 
  Katie Gross, outgoing ASUCH President 
  Myell Mergaert, incoming ASUCH President 
 
2.  PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD      (Oral) 
 
The Chair invited public comment. No member of the public offered comment. 
 
3. REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT     (Oral) 
 
ASUCH President Katie Gross reported on a number of student activities over the last three 
months: 
• Students donated $1009 worth of socks, feminine hygiene products, underwear and 
similar items for local homeless shelters. 
• The “6 at 6” program, where six students have dinner with an alum, is now expanding to 
the summer and will include students outside the Bay Area, including Silicon Valley, Los 
Angeles, San Diego and Shanghai. 
• Students are now doing a suit donation program. 
• A library space has been adapted for meditation and prayer, responding in part to a need 
for Muslim students to have a place to pray. The room is temporary; Ms. Gross hopes a 
permanent space can be found. 
• Hastings Public Interest Law Foundation (HPILF), a student run 501c3, gives grants up 
to $4000 for summer public interest work by students. HPILF held a gala and auction in 
mid-March at City Hall, which lit its dome blue and gold for the event. $15,000 was 
raised for scholarships, but this was $20,000 less than last year. Currently HPILF is the 
primary mechanism for funding such public interest work, and it is primarily funded by 
student donations. However, the cost of law school and living in the Bay Area is 
increasing, and Ms. Gross encouraged the Board to find additional sources of support for 
such work. 
Ms. Gross introduced Myell Mergaert, the incoming ASUCH President. 
 
Mr. Mergaert stated that he wants a more student-centered approach at the College. He identified 
the following priorities: 
• More resources for students online- information 
• Increase educational opportunities, how to support students having trouble 
• Foster culture of giving back.  
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Chair Combs thanked Ms. Gross as well as the student body at large for their many contributions 
to the College and the community. She welcomed Mr. Mergaert to his role. 
 
 
    *4.  GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR  
 
The following item was presented as the Consent Calendar:  
  
 *4.1  Approval of Minutes: March 1, 2019    (Written) 
   
Chair Combs called for the approval of the Consent Calendar. Upon motion made and seconded, 
the minutes were approved. 
 
5. REPORT OF THE BOARD CHAIR 
 
 5.1 Report of the Chair of the Educational Policy Committee 
  Presented by Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
   
5.1.1 Employment Update      (Written) 
 
Academic Dean Ratner and Senior Assistant Dean Zimmerman reported on a significant increase 
in employment rates at 10 months after graduation for the class of 2018 over the prior year. The 
most significant increase was in the number of our graduates going into full-time, long-term 
(FTLT) Bar Passage Required or JD Advantage jobs that are not law school funded (the category 
to which US News gives the highest weight). That number increased from 67% for the Class of 
2017 (and 65.5% for the Class of 2016) to 74% for the class of 2018.  
 
Thanks to significant funding from the Chancellor and Dean, the College was, for the first time, 
able to grant twelve FTLT Bridge Fellowships of $40,000 each. All the fellowships went to 
graduates who either did not take the Bar or were retaking the Bar exam.  
 
The College’s overall FTLT Bar Passage Required/JD Advantage numbers increased to 78.7%. 
Similarly, the College saw an increase from 2017 to 2018 of 2% in graduates employed in JD-
required jobs, from 64% to 66%. UC Hastings’ increase of 11 percent in the number of students 
employed in full-time, long-term jobs exceeded that of any other California ABA-accredited law 
school for the Class of 2018. 
 
Responding to a question, Dean Zimmerman noted that the significant increase in students going 
into government jobs was in part due to personalized attention from certain professors and from 
CDO staff. She also noted that the tax concentration appeared to be connecting more students 
with potential jobs in business. 
 
  5.1.2 Bar Success Update      (Written) 
 
Dean Ratner and Assistant Dean Moscato reported on recent bar results and continuing efforts to 
improve bar performance. The February 2019 test showed a continuing trend of improvements 
relative to peer schools.  
 
Chancellor and Dean Faigman noted that the College is comfortably meeting the ABA’s standard 
that 75% of each class must pass the bar within two years: 82% of the class of 2017 has passed, 
and 79% of the class of 2018 has passed with only two administrations.  
 
Bar support for the summer of 2019 includes essay tutoring, group sessions, alumni and faculty 
bar mentoring, and other monitoring and coaching. The College is also offering scholarships for 
the Adaptibar program, which provides questions taken from actual bar exams. The College’s 
analysis shows a dramatic effect for students using Adaptibar at every quartile, but especially the 
third, where students are 38% more likely to pass when controlling for other factors.  
 
Dean Ratner indicated that the College wants all students to use Adaptibar and is therefore 
proposing to add a student fee of $360 over three years that would enable professors to use 
Adaptibar with their classes and students to use the program in studying for the bar. The Board 
and staff discussed the appropriateness of imposing a fee for this. Dean Ratner indicated that 
there were not ready funds available elsewhere in the budget. Mr. Maergert stated he believed 
students would support this, and that the unavailability of released bar questions was a major 
complaint among students. 
 
  5.1.3 Faculty Hiring Update     (Written) 
 
Dean Ratner provided the following information: 
 
Writing Lecturers. In academic year 2017-18, the faculty voted to adopt the 
recommendations of an ad hoc committee on 1L writing to shift from a staffing model in 1L 
legal writing that was almost exclusively adjunct-based to one that relies more heavily on full-
time writing lecturers, consistent with our capacity to support the new hires. The College 
currently aims to hire a cohort of up to six full-time writing lecturers by 2022.  This year, the 
College hired two new full-time writing lecturers, bringing our total cohort to three. The new 
writing lecturers are Angie Gius and Teresa Wall-Cyb. 
 
Clinical Faculty. The faculty recently lost two full-time long-term contract clinical 
faculty, one of whom retired and another of whom was appointed to serve as a state court judge. 
We recently hired a new clinical long-term contract faculty member and director of externship 
programs to run and expand our judicial, legal, and corporate counsel externship programs. Nira 
Geevargis was hired after conducting a national search.  
 
Research/Tenure-Track Faculty. The College’s ladder (tenure-track or tenured) hiring 
process this year did not produce a hire. The College is currently budgeting to hire one new 
ladder faculty member per year, on average. In academic year 2019-20, the College expects to 
make up to two ladder faculty hires.  
 
  5.1.4 Strategic Planning Update     (Written) 
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Dean Ratner did not supplement the written report. 
 
 5.2 Report of the Chair of the Advancement and Communications Committee 
  Presented by Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton  
    
5.2.1 Updated Gift Report      (Written)  
 
Mr. Dumbleton stated that $7.39 million had been raised fiscal year to date, in comparison with 
$6.00 million last year. The Board thanked Mr. Dumbleton for his excellent work. 
 
 7. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
7.2 Non-state Budget Changes - Long Range Campus Plan  (Written) 
 
Due to the lateness of the hour, the Chair asked that item 7.2 be presented next because it 
involved a presentation by visitors. Mr. Seward introduced representatives of Greystar, the 
developer that is working on the College’s project at 198 McAllister and that is in conversations 
regarding the project at 100 McAllister, and of other firms working on the project. Steve Schnoor 
of Greystar stated that the firm had 55 years’ experience with on-campus projects, including 
many graduate.  
 
Michael Cohen of Strada Investors said his company was deeply entrenched in the Bay Area. 
 
Mr. Schnoor and his Greystar colleagues Mike McCone, and Jared Everett indicated the 
following phases of work were anticipated: 
Phase 1: 657 units, 666 beds to be built at 198 McAllister at a cost of $274 million, 
excluding financing. 
Phase 2: Renovation of 100 McAllister at a projected cost of $190 million.  
 
A Board member commented that it was very helpful that Mr. Cohen is on team, given his highly 
regarded work at city hall. 
 
Dean Faigman expressed his thanks to David Seward, Anne Marie Helm and Rhiannon Baillard 
for their excellent work on the Long-Range Campus Plan. 
 
The Chair noted that early in her career at Morrison Foerster she was the only woman in Real 
Estate, and she was glad to see more diversity now involved in this area.  
 
ADJOURNMENT AND RECONVENING 
 
Chair Combs adjourned the open session of the Board at approximately 11 a.m.  Chair Combs 
reconvened the open session of the Board at approximately 12 p.m. The meeting proceeded as 
follows. 
 
Chancellor and Dean Faigman reported on the following actions by the Board during closed 
session: 
 
• Grant of tenure to Professor Binyamin Blum. 
• Establishment of New Scholarship Funds 
o Carmen Estrada ’77 Endowed Scholarship Fund 
o Jeanette M. Acosta ’16 Memorial Scholarship Fund   
o Fung Family Tax Law Scholarship Fund    
o Walkup, Melodia, Kelly & Schoenberger Scholarship  
• Establishment of Naming Right for the Walkup, Melodia, Kelly & Schoenberger 
Classroom  
• Change of Fund Name From “Pfaff Trial Lawyer Scholarship” to “Pfaff, Gill & Ports 
Trial Lawyer Scholarship”    
• Establishment of “The Class of 2019 Class Gift Fund”  
 
 *6. FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
Director Bradley, chair of the Finance Committee, presented the Finance Committee Consent 
Calendar, as set forth below.  
 
Chair Combs called for a motion to approve the Finance Committee Consent Calendar.  Upon 
motion made and seconded, the motion was approved. 
 
*6.1 Subcommittee on Audit and Approval of the 2019 Audit Plan (Written) 
 
*6.2 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
          
 *6.2.1  Furniture & Equipment – Research Centers –  
One Workplace       (Written)  
*6.2.2  Campus Security and Police Services - UCSF  
Police Department       (Written) 
*6.2.3 Hastings Magazine- DCp     (Written) 
*6.2.4 Ongoing Website Maintenance – Modern Tribe  (Written) 
*6.2.5  Digital Marketing Campaign - MF Digital Marketing (Written) 
 
 *6.3  Nonstate Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000 
 
*6.3.1  Arnold Ventures-Pharmaceutical Prices:  
Drivers & Solutions            (Written) 
*6.3.2  Arnold Ventures - Promoting Competition  
in Healthcare        (Written) 
*6.3.3  Dept. Health Human Services – Older Adult 
Legal Assistance          (Written) 
*6.3.4  CA Dept. of Public Health - Explanation of  
Flavored Tobacco           (Written) 
*6.3.5  Washington Ctr for Equitable Growth – Competition  
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Blocking            (Written) 
*6.3.6   SF Human Services Agency – Older Adult  
Legal Services      (Written) 
*6.3.7  Work Life Law Consulting – Cynthia Calvert  (Written) 
*6.3.8  LEOP 50th Anniversary Celebration – Ritz Carlton SF (Written)
 *6.3.9   Alumni Video – Corduroy Media, LLC   (Written)  
  
*6.4 Contract and Service Agreement Renewals for 2019-20  (Written) 
 *6.5 Cash Management – Transfer from GEP to STIP   (Written) 
  *6.6 Auxiliary Enterprises Proposed Budget 2019-20   (Written)    
   *6.7  Core Operations - Budget Preauthorization for 2019-20  (Written) 
  *6.8  Miscellaneous Fees for 2019-20                
    
   *6.8.1  Increase for Student Health Center      (Written) 
   *6.8.2   Increase for UC Students Health Insurance Program (Written) 
    *6.8.3  New Mandatory Campus Fee – Adaptibar MBE Bar  
    Review             (Written) 
   *6.8.4  Increase for Summer Legal Institute        (Written) 
   *6.8.5   Increase in Hourly Rates – UC Hastings Parking Garage     (Written) 
   *6.8.6   Continuation of Freeze on General Enrollment and Other  
    Fees            (Written)   
     
 
*7. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
*7.1 Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000  
 
Mr. Seward presented the contracts set forth below, except with respect to 7.1.4, regarding UC 
Path, because the vendor had not been identified. 
  
Chair Combs called for a motion to approve the contracts listed below as 7.1.1 through 7.1.3.  
Upon motion made and seconded, the motion was approved. 
 
*7.1.1  Sidewalk Cleaning – Tenderloin Community Benefit  
District             (Written) 
*7.1.2 Space Programming Consultant – Evelyn Lee         (Written)  
*7.1.3  UC Path - Communications Consultant – Kelly Services (Written) 
*7.1.4  UC Path - Training Consultant – TBD   (Written) 
 
 
  10. REPORT OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL 
   
At the request of Chair Combs, Vice Chair Robertson chaired the Board’s consideration of item 
10.3.  
 
  *10.3 Resolutions to recognize and grant Emeritus Status    
   *10.3.1 Tina Combs       (Written) 
   *10.3.2 Donald Bradley     (Written) 
 
Based on questions from the Board, Mr. Faigman stated that the General Counsel and Secretary 
research what Board members had been granted emeritus status.  
 
Vice Chair Robertson called for a motion to recognize and grant emeritus status to Chair Combs 
and Director Bradley.  Upon motion made and seconded, the motion was approved. 
 
Members of the Board and staff of the College expressed their deep appreciation for the 
contributions made by Chair Combs and Director Bradley. Chair Combs and Director Bradley 
stated that it had been a great honor to serve on the Board of Directors. 
 
Chair Combs resumed chairing the meeting. 
 
  *10.4  Election of Officers 
 
   *10.4.1 Chair       (Oral) 
   *10.4.2 Vice Chair      (Oral) 
 
Chair Combs invited nominations for Vice Chair of the Board.  Vice Chair Robertson nominated 
Director Agnolucci. Chair Combs seconded the nomination. No other individuals were 
nominated.  
 
Chair combs called for a vote on the nomination, and by a unanimous voice vote Director 
Agnolucci was elected Vice Chair of the Board. 
 
Chair Combs invited nominations for Chair of the Board.  Chair Combs nominated Vice Chair 
Robertson. Director Bradley seconded the nomination. No other individuals were nominated.  
 
Chair combs called for a vote on the nomination, and by a unanimous voice vote Vice Chair 
Robertson was elected Chair of the Board. 
 
Director Bradley encouraged the Board to review the State Budget Update at 8.1in the Open 
Session materials. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
Chair Combs adjourned the open session and the meeting of the Board at approximately 12:40 
p.m.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
       ______________________   
        John K. DiPaolo, Secretary 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
MINUTES OF OPEN SESSION  
THURSDAY, JULY 12, 2019 
 
UC Hastings College of the Law 
Office of the General Counsel 
A. Frank Bray Board Room 
198 McAllister Street, Room M-115 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
1. ROLL CALL      
 
Chair Chip Robertson called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. 
 
Executive Committee members present: 
 
Director Chip Robertson, Chair  
Director Simona Agnolucci, Vice Chair  
Director Tom Gede 
 
Executive Committee members absent: 
 
Director Courtney Power 
 
Other Board Members present: 
 
   Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
 
 Staff present 
 
   Chancellor & Dean David Faigman 
   Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
   General Counsel and Secretary to the Board John DiPaolo  
Chief of Staff to the Chancellor and Dean Jenny Kwon 
   Controller Sandra Plenski 
 
 
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD      (Oral)  
 
The Chair invited public comment. No member of the public offered comment. 
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*3. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
*3.1 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
 
Mr. Seward presented the following contracts:  
 
          *3.1.1  Instructional Technology – Kane Hall – One Work Place (Written) 
 *3.1.2 Construction Services – Kane Hall – Roebuck Construction (Written) 
 
Mr. Seward commented that he was gratified that eight bidders showed up at pre-bid conference, 
though only two bids were ultimately made. The winner has been good to work with on the sixth 
floor. The Committee discussed the future conversion of the bike area for a future business and 
the cost per square foot. 
 
*3.1.3 Site Agreement – UC Davis Graduate School of Business  (Written) 
 
Mr. Seward noted that UC Davis is more than doubling its enrollment from 45 to 100 students. 
 
*3.1.4  Digital Marketing - LLM and MSL Programs - MF Digital (Written) 
*3.1.5 Digital Marketing - JD Program - EAB Global, Inc.  (Written) 
 
Mr. Seward commented that the Board had previously approved MF Digital for marketing the JD 
program, but Director of Enrollment June Sakamoto wished to revisit that determination and 
allocate responsibilities between MF Digital and EAB as indicated above. There has growth in the 
LLM and MSL programs, and the College hopes that that is in part due to the Board’s prior 
investment in marketing. 
 
Mr. Seward noted that decisions made at this meeting will be presented for ratification at the next 
full Board meeting. 
 
Chair Robertson called for a motion to approve the contracts listed above. Upon motion made and 
seconded, the Committee approved the contracts unanimously. 
 
*3.2 Budget Preauthorization – Kane Hall 1st Floor Project      (Written) 
 
Mr. Seward noted that the College has been operating on a five-year budget so that the 
Board could monitor such issues as Decline in enrollment; capping of student fees; tuition 
discounting, as well as capital spending. There was an anticipated $6.5 million draw on 
reserves for capital activities. Achieving that amount, or less, means the deficits are being 
managed as well as or better than planned. We have switched the source of that $6.5 
million from state plant fund reserves to McAllister Tower reserves (non-state) in response 
to commentary from the State legislative analyst.   
 
Mr. Seward stated that the College was largely on target with respect to capital 
expenditures, and that a larger incoming class would help the operating budget. He said 
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projections were being adjusted to account for the anticipated parking tax impact on 
parking revenue, which could be as much as $433,000 per year. 
 
At request of the Committee, Mr. Seward will report on all reserves to the Board in August.  
 
Chair Robertson called for a motion to approve the contracts listed above. Upon motion made and 
seconded, the Committee approved the motion unanimously. 
 
 3.3 Hastings Campus Housing Authority – Update   (Written) 
 
Per Mr. Seward, the California Public Finance Authority approved establishment of a Joint 
Powers Authority (JPA) with UC Hastings at its meeting of July 2, 2019.  The JPA, named the 
Hastings Campus Housing Authority, had been approved by the Board at its May 30, 2019 
meeting.  The JPA has a broad mandate to operate, construct and finance the mixed-use project at 
198 McAllister Street/50 Hyde Street and other activities undertaken in furtherance of the Long 
Range Campus Plan and its vision of an Academic Village.   
 
The Board will need to appoint the membership of the Joint Powers Authority at its September 
meeting. 
 
*4. ADJOURNMENT           (Oral) 
 
Chair Robertson adjourned the open session of the Committee at approximately 9:30 a.m.  
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
       ______________________   
        John K. DiPaolo, Secretary 
 
 
               
Agenda Item: 5 
         Board of Directors - Open 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
REPORT ITEM 
 
 
1. REPORT BY:  Chair Chip Robertson 
 
 
2. SUBJECT:   Report of the Board Chair 
 
 
3. REPORT:   Written and Oral 
 
 
        5.1 Report of the Chair of the Educational Policy Committee 
  Presented by Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
 
5.1.1 Strategic Planning Update and Plans for the  
Board-Faculty Retreat -  
Academic Dean Morris Ratner and  
CFO David Seward            (Written) 
  5.1.2 Enrollment Management Update -  
Senior Assistant Dean June Sakamoto        (Written and Oral) 
5.1.3 Bar Update - Academic Dean Morris Ratner,  
Assistant Dean of OASIS Stefano Moscato, and  
Director of Bar Passage Support Margaret Greer         (Written) 
  5.1.4 HPL Degree Update -  
Chancellor & Dean David Faigman and  
Academic Dean Morris Ratner         (Written and Oral) 
  5.1.5 Faculty Research -  
Associate Dean for Research Scott Dodson         (Written) 
  5.1.6 Staffing Changes in the Academic Program -  
Academic Dean Morris Ratner          (Written) 
 
 5.2 Report of the Chair of the Advancement and Communications Committee 
  Presented by Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton  
    
5.2.1 Fundraising Results – Fiscal Year 2019         (Written) 
   5.2.2 Giving By Quarter – Fiscal Year 2017-19         (Written) 
   5.2.3 Communications Transition           (Oral) 
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5.1.1 Strategic Planning Update 
 
By Academic Dean Morris Ratner and Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
 
Strategic planning efforts formally commenced at the Fall 2018 Board-Faculty Retreat. 
They will culminate at the Fall 2019 retreat, at which the Board and faculty will review a draft of 
“UC Hastings Law 2025 – A New Strategic Plan.”  The Strategic Planning Working Group will 
incorporate feedback with the aim of submitting a final plan to the Board for the December 6, 2019 
Board meeting.    
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5.1.2 Enrollment Management Update 
 
By Academic Dean Morris Ratner (for Chancellor & Dean David Faigman and Senior 
Assistant Dean June Sakamoto) 
 
At the September 13, 2019 meeting of the Board of Directors, Chancellor & Dean David 
Faigman and Senior Assistant Dean June Sakamoto will review Fall 2019 enrollment numbers for 
incoming JD, LL.M. in U.S. Legal Studies, and Master of Studies in Law (MSL) degree programs. 
They will also broadly describe the College’s new initiatives to reach and attract new students, 
including LL.M. and MSL students. Of note, MSL enrollment is significantly up as a result of new 
outreach efforts tested over the past academic year. 
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5.1.3 Bar Update 
 
By Academic Dean Morris Ratner, Assistant Dean for Academic Skills and Support 
Stefano Moscato, and Director of Bar Passage Support Margaret Greer 
 
Since fall 2016, the College has radically transformed multiple elements of the academic 
program to respond to changing student needs and continuing challenges posed by California’s cut 
score. The following table lists initiatives, with current-year priorities highlighted in yellow:  
 
Initiative Adoption Date Start Date 1st Class 
Impacted 
Status 
Evidence: 
assessment 
(statistical 
analyses, 
qualitative 
analyses, 
surveys of best 
practices) 
AY15-16 Summer 2016 Class of 2017, 
with increasing 
impact over time 
as evidence-
based initiatives, 
below, were and 
are rolled out 
Implemented 
and ongoing1 
Enrollment 
management: 
metrics 
AY14-15 Entering class of 
F2015 
Class of 2018 Implemented 
and ongoing 
Enrollment 
management: 
retention 
AY15-16 Entering class of 
F2015 
Class of 2018 Implemented 
and ongoing 
Curriculum: 
Revised 1L 
curriculum with 
Sack (legal 
analysis and 
active learning) 
units 
AY16-17   Entering class of 
F2017 
Class of 2020 Implemented 
and ongoing; we 
assess and 
update the 
curriculum each 
year 
Curriculum: 
Elimination of 
CR/NC option 
for bar classes. 
AY16-17 Students 
entering F16 or 
later 
Class of 2019 Implemented 
                                                 
1 Under “Status,” initiatives that are implemented require no new policies or procedures and are continuing. Initiatives 
that are “implemented and ongoing” are continuing and our approaches to them are evolving as we assess and 
innovate. Initiatives that are “ongoing,” only, are works in progress and have not yet been fully implemented. 
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Initiative Adoption Date Start Date 1st Class 
Impacted 
Status 
Curriculum: 
Teaching legal 
analysis, writing, 
and MBE skills 
pervasively 
AY16-17 F2017 Class of 2020 Ongoing 
Curriculum: 
Closed book 
exams in all bar 
classes 
AY16-17 F2017 Class of 2020 Implemented 
Curriculum: Mix 
of essay and 
multiple choice 
testing in MBE-
tested subjects 
AY16-17 F2017 Class of 2020 Implemented 
and ongoing 
(with special 
challenges 
around 
development of 
MBE-style 
questions; see 
Adaptibar 
initiative, below) 
 
Curriculum: 
Enhanced MBE 
success training 
– Adaptibar  
AY18-19 F2019 Class of 2022 Ongoing - 
commencing 
F2019 
Curriculum: 
New required 
upper division 
bar classes -
Criminal 
Procedure, 
Evidence, and 
Constitutional 
Law 2 (AR705) 
AY17-18 Entering class of 
Fall 2017 and 
later 
Class of 2020 Implemented 
Curriculum: 
New required 
minimum grades 
in required upper 
AY18-19 Entering class of 
Fall 2018 and 
later 
Class of 2021 Implemented 
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Initiative Adoption Date Start Date 1st Class 
Impacted 
Status 
division bar 
classes (AR705) 
Curriculum: 
Additional Law 
& Process 
versions of bar 
classes 
AY16-17 F2017 Class of 2020 Implemented 
and ongoing 
Curriculum: 
Replacement of 
Legal Analysis 
with Con Law I: 
Law & Process 
as the 1L spring 
semester 
intervention 
AY18-19 SP2019 Class of 2021 Implemented 
Curriculum: 
Revamped suite 
of “Critical 
Studies” bar-
related classes 
AY16-17 Fall 2017 Class of 2018  Implemented 
and ongoing - 
we have 
modified the 
Critical Studies 
curriculum every 
year to adapt to 
data from the 
graduating class; 
this year we are 
adding an online 
module from 
BarBri 
Curriculum: 
Revamped 1L 
writing (LRW) 
curriculum, with 
increased focus 
on legal analysis 
in Fall, 
additional unit in 
the spring, and 
graded in spring 
AY17-18 F2019 Class of 2022 Implemented 
and ongoing- 
change here has 
been incremental 
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Initiative Adoption Date Start Date 1st Class 
Impacted 
Status 
Curriculum: 
Emphasis on 
consistent 
grading 
AY17-18 Fall 2018 Class of 2021 Implemented 
and ongoing 
Curriculum: 
Increased LGPA 
threshold for 
continuation 
from 2.2 to 2.5 
(AR1501) 
AY17-18 Entering class 
Fall 2018 
Class of 2021 Implemented 
Faculty staffing: 
Expanded skills 
faculty 
(Academic 
Skills Lecturers, 
etc.) 
AY16-17 Entering class of 
F2016 
Class of 2017, 
with impact 
presumably 
intensifying over 
time as 
additional hires 
reach more 
students and 
gain expertise; 
full impact 
expected with 
Class of 2020 
 
Implemented  
Department 
staffing: 
integration of 
academic 
support 
infrastructure in 
Office for 
Academic Skills 
Instruction and 
Support 
(OASIS), under 
new skills dean 
AY16-17 Entering class of 
F2016 
Class of 2019 Implemented, 
and some cross 
departmental 
integration is 
ongoing (e.g., 
between OASIS 
and LRW) 
Faculty staffing: 
Expanded cohort 
AY17-18 Entering class of 
F2017, and 
intensifying as 
Class of 2020 Implemented 
and ongoing, 
with additional 
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Initiative Adoption Date Start Date 1st Class 
Impacted 
Status 
of full-time 
writing faculty 
new hires are 
integrated and 
gain expertise 
hires expected 
over time 
OASIS co-
curricular 
programming 
updates (e.g., 
revamped DGL 
program) 
AY17-18 Entering class of 
F2017 
Class of 2020 Implemented 
LEOP: New 
director and 
vision 
AY17-18 (hiring 
of new director, 
etc.) 
Entering class of 
F2018 
Class of 2021 Implemented 
LEOP: Overhaul 
of academic 
support 
infrastructure, 
including TA 
program  
AY17-18 Entering LEOP 
class of F2017 
Class of 2020 Implemented 
and ongoing 
(e.g., new 
professionalized 
summer bar 
support in 
Summer 2019) 
LEOP: 
Additional 
staffing 
(academic 
support 
professionals) 
AY18-19 F2018 Class of 2019 
(because some 
support was 
aimed at 3Ls) 
Implemented   
Advising: More 
explicit, data-
based advising 
to students 
AY18-19 F2018 Class of 2021 Implemented 
and ongoing, 
using experience 
to guide 
refinement of 
messaging 
Advising: 
Tailored 
advising by 
quartile and 
decile 
Ongoing as an 
outgrowth of 
academic 
supervision, 
which has 
existed for a 
long time, but 
F2018 
enhancements 
Class of 2021 Implemented 
and ongoing, 
adapting based 
on experience 
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Initiative Adoption Date Start Date 1st Class 
Impacted 
Status 
enhanced 
starting AY18-
19 
Advising: 
Integration of 
bar and career 
advising 
AY18-19 F2018 Could show as 
early as Class of 
2019 
Ongoing, with 
efforts 
intensifying in 
AY19-20 
Advising: 
Coordinated 
messaging 
across the 
College 
AY19-20 F2019 Could show as 
early as Class of 
2020 
Ongoing, with 
efforts 
intensifying in 
AY19-20 
Post-graduation: 
BEST summer 
program 
Enhanced 
starting AY16-
17 
Summer 2017 Class of 2017 Implemented 
and ongoing 
(e.g., assessment 
and 
improvement of 
summer support 
mechanisms) 
Post-graduation: 
Monitoring and 
support of grads 
in their 
commercial bar 
classes 
Enhanced 
starting AY16-
17 
Summer 2017 Class of 2017 Implemented 
Post-graduation: 
Promoting most 
effective tools  
Enhanced 
starting AY17-
18 
F2017 Class of 2018, 
and accelerating 
as we learn more 
(e.g., about 
course 
completion 
impacts, best 
resources) 
Implemented  
Post-graduation: 
1-1 advising and 
support 
Enhanced 
starting AY16-
17 
F2017 Class of 2017 Implemented 
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Each year since the 2016-17 academic year, the College has layered in new initiatives 
designed to achieve continuous improvement in bar outcomes.    
 
 Attached please find Director Greer’s report regarding efforts to support our Class of 2019 
graduates studying for the Bar Exam.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
To:  Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
CC:  Assistant Dean, OASIS Stefano Moscato 
From:  Director of Bar Passage Support and Academic Skills Lecturer Margaret Greer 
Date:  August 1, 2019 
Re:  Summer Support for May 2019 Graduates Studying for the California Bar Examination 
 
U.C. Hastings provided May 2019 graduates who studied for and took the July 2019 California 
Bar Examination with a number of resources and support systems to assist them during bar review. 
Below is a summary of those resources and support systems. 
 
I.  B.E.S.T. Essay Tutor Program and B.E.S.T. Group Sessions 
 
The Bar Exam Supplemental Training (“B.E.S.T.”) program is UC Hastings’ free supplement to 
private commercial bar review courses. There are two components to the B.E.S.T. program: 
1) Individualized Essay Grading and Feedback; and 2) Group Sessions. Both components of the 
program are designed to encourage graduates to begin writing practice essays from the start of bar 
review, which has been shown to improve bar performance. 
 
A. B.E.S.T. Essay Tutor Program 
 
May 2019 graduates who participated in the B.E.S.T. Essay Tutor Program had the opportunity 
to submit up to 13 bar exam essay and/or PT answers for review and feedback. This summer, 
171 distinct May 2019 graduates submitted 806 essays and/or Performance Tests (PT) for review 
and feedback.1 By way of comparison, last summer, 80 distinct JD graduates submitted 447 
answers—i.e., the program basically doubled in scope. 
In addition to our full-time OASIS faculty, we hired fifteen (15) experienced tutors to review 
essays and provide feedback. I would like to thank OASIS and the B.E.S.T. tutors for assisting in 
providing individualized feedback on the graduates’ essay and PT answers. Graduates 
appreciated the fact that the feedback provided by the B.E.S.T. tutors is more detailed and 
individualized than the feedback provided by the bar review course companies. 
Though we were pleased that our messaging resulted in such high numbers of participants, the 
goal for next summer is to increase the number of essays and PTs that each individual student 
submits. Only a small number of participants took advantage of the full complement of thirteen 
essay answers submitted for review, and fewer than half the program participants submitted as 
many as five essays.  
 
B. B.E.S.T. Group Sessions / Substantive Review Sessions. 
 
Six B.E.S.T. Group Sessions were held during the summer bar review period. The graduates 
answered a practice essay question under timed conditions and submitted the answers for review, 
																																																						
1 I am still waiting for the final submission numbers for LEOP graduates. The figure does not include repeat 
participants or LLM students.  
feedback, and a grade. Each session included an optional debrief of the answer. Professor 
Michael Zamperini’s Torts/Remedies and Wills and Trusts sessions also included substantive 
review segments. Based on demand, Professor Lois Schwartz held a Real Property/Community 
Property review session. The session included an overview of frequently tested issues within the 
subjects. Additionally, Professor Linh Spencer held an Evidence review session. I would like to 
thank Michael Zamperini, Lois Schwartz, Linh Spencer, and Alexandra Avram for leading and 
assisting with the B.E.S.T. Group Sessions and the substantive review sessions.  
 
II. Adaptibar  
 
Over the last two years, about 100 UC Hastings graduates taking the California Bar Exam for the 
first time used Adaptibar, 90% of whom passed the exam. As a result, we encouraged students to 
purchase and utilize Adaptibar. We also provided 90 May 2019 graduates with a scholarship to 
offset the cost of the resource.  
 
The data show that a whopping 267 UC Hastings graduates, including 201 first time California 
Bar Exam takers, utilized the resource this summer. The users answered 725 questions on 
average, with an average 65.3% accuracy rate. Adaptibar’s promotional materials suggest that 
those who score at least 60% on Adaptibar questions ultimately pass the bar exam at an 
extremely high rate, and 77% of our graduates did that—a promising sign for this cohort. 
 
On July 3rd, we sent graduates an email with specific advice regarding how to use Adaptibar. 
Additionally, as noted below, we followed up with students individually after they took the 
simulated exams and instructed students on how to best use Adaptibar based on their results. We 
saw users improve from a 63% accuracy rate at the time we received our first performance report 
(June 24), to about 68% in the last two weeks of the bar review period—an indication of the 
benefits gained from sustained use of Adaptibar. 
 
After we collect the pass/fail information, we will be able to determine what impact Adaptibar 
usage (and accuracy rate) had on graduates’ performance.  
 
III.  Monitoring and Outreach to Graduates Falling Behind in Bar Course Studies 
 
For the third summer in a row, UC Hastings received access to current graduates’ bar course 
completion data. Graduates began receiving messaging regarding the importance of course 
completion during the spring semester. Throughout bar review, OASIS kept track of the course 
completion data for the graduates who indicated in the graduation exit survey that they intended 
to take the July 2019 California Bar Examination and reached out individually to the graduates 
who fell behind.  
 
We also reached out to graduates who indicated in the exit survey that they planned to work with 
a tutor or to use a bar review course other than Barbri, Kaplan, or Themis. 
 
The following data summary tables reflect the initial June check in data for all three bar review 
courses compared to final course completion figures for each of the last three years. The data 
indicate that our messaging about the importance of course completion continues to pay high 
dividends: This summer, 76% of the graduates who used a bar review course completed at least 
75% of the assigned course work, compared to 69% in July 2018 and less that 60% in July 2017. 
 
A. Data Summaries 
1) Barbri 
Date Completed > 50% of Assigned Work Completed >=75% of Assigned Work 
Check-In: June 28, 2019 152/175 = 87 percent 119/175 = 68 percent 
Final: July 31, 2019 156/175 = 89 percent 124/175 = 71 percent 
Final: July 24, 2018 130/148 = 88 percent 105/148 = 71 percent 
Compare: July 24, 2017 152/184 = 83 percent 104/184 = 57 percent 
	
2) Themis 
Date Completed > 50% of Assigned Work Completed >=75% of Assigned Work 
Check-In: June 11, 2019 35/38 = 92 percent 32/38 = 84 percent 
Final: July 31, 2019 29/38 = 76 percent 29/38 = 76 percent 
Final: July 24, 2018 34/40 = 85 percent 25/40 = 63 percent 
Compare: July 24, 2017 29/31= 94 percent 21/31 = 68 percent 
	
3) Kaplan2 
Date Completed > 50% of Assigned Work Completed >=75% of Assigned Work 
Check-In: June 28, 2019 38/41 = 93 percent 34/41 = 83 percent 
Final: July 31, 2019 39/41 = 95 percent 39/41 = 95 percent 
Compare: July 24, 2018 36/43 = 84 percent 32/43 = 74 percent 
Final: July 24, 2017 17/22 = 77 percent 16/22 = 73 percent 
	
																																																						
2 The Kaplan figures do not include the two students who indicated that they were also working with private tutors or 
the six graduates who chose to remain anonymous. We do not know if the anonymous graduates are repeat applicants. 
Kaplan completion rates may be inflated. Graduates receive their money back if they complete a certain percentage 
of the course and do not pass the exam. Looking at just Barbri and Themis students, a higher percentage of this year’s 
graduates completed their coursework when compared to last year.  
Most graduates use BARBRI as their bar review course provider. As noted below in the “BARBRI 
COMPARISON CHART,” the course completion rates are about the same as last year, with a 
slight increase in the percentage of graduates completing at least 85% of the coursework. However, 
in light of the substantially increased usage of Adaptibar and B.E.S.T., we read this data as 
suggesting that our graduates did quite a bit more work (and more of the most meaningful work) 
to prepare for the bar exam than we saw last year. 
 
BARBRI	COMPARISON	CHART	
	 	 2019	 	 	 	 2018	 	
Median	 	 	 86%	 	 	 	 	
90%	+	 73	 175	 42%	 	 61	 148	 41%	
85%	+	 96	 175	 55%	 	 76	 148	 51%	
80%	+	 108	 175	 62%	 	 94	 148	 64%	
75%	+	 124	 175	 71%	 	 105	 148	 71%	
60%	+	 145	 175	 83%	 	 123	 148	 83%	
<	60%	 30	 175	 17%	 	 25	 148	 17%	
 
B. Outreach Efforts 
 
1) Individual Messaging 
 
OASIS continued to refine its outreach efforts this summer by contacting graduates based on the 
following factors: course completion, quartile, simulated MBE results, the number of essays 
completed, and enrollment in Adaptibar and the B.E.S.T. Essay Tutor Program.  
 
Before the start of bar review, we reached out to and provided advice to graduates who indicated 
in their graduation exit surveys that they had work or family obligations that could interfere with 
bar review. We also contacted all graduates who had not yet signed up for a bar review course 
began. 
 
After bar review began, we sent individual messages to graduates on the following dates: May 31st, 
June 13th, and June 28th. The messages emphasized the importance of completing practice essays 
and MBEs and reminded graduates that they could meet with me to discuss their schedules.  
 
After each company administered its simulated MBE, Dean Moscato and I reviewed the students’ 
simulated MBE results and sent graduates individual messages based on their scores. Messages to 
graduates were also tailored based on whether they utilized Adaptibar. 
 
After results for the July 2019 California Bar Examination are released in November and after we 
are able to compile individual graduate pass/fail data, we will be able to analyze how many of the 
graduates who were contacted ultimately passed the exam and whether, like last year’s graduates, 
those who completed more of the course work passed at a higher rate.  
 
2) Kaplan Outreach 
	
Because of weaker bar outcomes in each of the last two years by UC Hastings graduates who used 
Kaplan, this summer, we asked for (and received) weekly reports from Kaplan regarding the 
students’ performance. We used the data to reach out to students who were falling behind or 
underperforming on the MBE. We observed that Kaplan students may not have been assigned as 
many essays to complete as were Barbri or Themis students, especially in the last few weeks after 
substantive law doctrines had ended.3 We raised this concern with Kaplan, and we sent emails to 
Kaplan students with advice regarding the number of essays that they should complete during the 
final weeks of bar review. Kaplan also sent an email to UC Hastings graduates using Kaplan and 
advised that they increase the number of practice essays. We also encouraged Kaplan students who 
had purchased Adaptibar to use Adaptibar questions instead of the Kaplan questions.  
 
3) Group Messaging 
 
I and other OASIS faculty sent graduates multiple emails advising them to follow their bar review 
course schedules and to contact me if they wanted to discuss bar study strategies. The department 
also arranged for professors to send the graduates encouraging emails throughout bar review. 
These emails included video clips, course completion and practice advice, and general expressions 
of support and encouragement. I would like to thank Radhika Rao, Linh Spencer, Morris Ratner, 
and Hadar Aviram for sending emails and/or video messages to the graduates. Additionally, I 
would like to thank Linh Spencer for sending interested graduates daily inspirational text messages 
throughout the bar review period.  
   
IV. Alumni and Faculty Mentor Programs 
 
All May 2019 graduates were offered the opportunity to participate in the Faculty Bar Mentor 
Program and the Alumni Bar Passage Mentor Program. The alumni mentors’ primary functions 
were to offer the graduates support and encouragement and to check in with the graduates 
throughout bar review. 84 graduates signed up to participate in the program. The faculty mentors 
were available to provide emotional support and to answer substantive questions.  
 
Additionally, several faculty members reached out to and offered support to graduates regardless 
of whether the graduates had signed up for mentors. For example, Professor Dave Owen sent 
individual messages of support to his former students who were studying for the bar exam. 
 
V.  Advising with Academic Skills Lecturer Margaret Greer 
 
Throughout bar review, graduates met with me 1:1 to discuss bar exam related questions, to seek 
advice regarding resources and study strategies, and to ask substantive questions. I met primarily 
with graduates who had fallen behind and needed assistance with restructuring their schedules. 
																																																						
3 Our reports from Barbri indicate that its students completed, on average, approximately 25 essays/PTs over the 
course of their bar review, compared to just over 11 for Kaplan users. However, it is not clear whether Kaplan 
students are expected to make a notation in the course completion database when they complete an essay that 
they are not turning in to Kaplan for scoring. 
 
As part of the course completion monitoring, we now look at the number of essays, PTs, and MBEs 
that the students have completed. We see that students who fall behind do not recognize the 
importance of prioritizing practice-based assignments. Next spring, we will continue to advise 
students about the importance of course completion, and we will make sure to increase our 
emphasis on advising students that certain assignments (i.e., substantive lectures and practice 
essays, MBEs, and PTs) must take priority over more passive review assignments.  
 
VI. Response to State Bar’s Email to Applicants Regarding Essay Subjects 
 
Following the State Bar’s email to applicants regarding the essay subjects, Dean Stefano Moscato 
and I sent graduates an email on the morning of July 28th. The email reminded the graduates to 
remain focused and identified resources, such as the Library’s database of released questions, that 
they could use as part of their preparation. The May 2019 graduates who responded to our message 
seemed to really appreciate the College’s response and advice.  
 
VII.  On Campus Resources and Support 
 
A. Online and Library Resources 
 
During bar review, the graduates had access to a variety of study aids and resources that they could 
access online and through the Library. Examples of the online resources included the Prior Bar 
Lectures and Workshops Canvas page, the Bar Passage Support intranet page, the Bar Passage 
Support Resources webpage, and the Bar Passage Success Stories and Strategies blog. 
 
The Canvas page is a database of bar exam skills workshops, bar prep presentations, and bar 
subject refresher lectures. The recordings cover a range of topics, including how to deal with the 
stress of bar review and the bar exam, how to write a passing bar exam essay, and how to 
systematically answer MBE questions. The B.E.S.T Group Session recordings were posted on the 
Canvas page too. 
 
The Library’s California Bar Exam resources (http://libguides.uchastings.edu/ca-bar-exam) 
include an online database of released California Bar Examination essay questions and selected 
answers, essay and MBE strategy books, and 12 sets Critical Pass Flash Cards.  
 
B. Supplemental Study Resources – Coupon Codes 
 
Graduates were provided with access to coupon codes for Adaptibar, BarEssays.com, and Critical 
Pass Flashcards. BarEssays.com is an online database of actual, graded CA Bar Exam essay 
answers. With the resource, graduates can see what a 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75 in each essay subject 
actually look like. Graduates can also review practice essays by comparing their answers to the 
actual, graded 70 answer, for example. Critical Pass Flashcards are an MBE resource that a number 
of graduates have reported as being a useful study aid. 
 
C. Bar Peak Performance 
	
Student Services provided 69 JD graduates with free subscriptions to the Bar Peak Performance 
Program (https://www.barpeakperformance.com). Bar Peak Performance is an online program that 
includes tools and techniques designed to enhance reduce stress, optimize cognition, and to 
maximize productivity throughout bar review. We will be able to evaluate the program’s 
effectiveness after we have the pass/fail information. 
 
D. Student Services Bar Coffee Wednesdays  
 
Every Wednesday, graduates could stop by Student Services for coffee, donuts, and snacks. OASIS 
supplemented the donuts and coffee with snacks.  
 
E. Bar Study Celebration 
 
On July 24, 2019, a bar study celebration was hosted for the graduates in Student Services. The 
event was designed to provide graduates with an opportunity to relax, to catch up with friends, and 
to ask questions. Student Services and OASIS hosted the event and served the graduates pizza and 
cake.  
F. Reserved Study Spaces, Simulated Exam Rooms, Extended Library Hours 
 
We reserved rooms on campus for the graduates to watch the lectures online. We also reserved 
rooms for graduates to take simulated exams. Additionally, the Library extended its hours during 
the last two weeks of bar review.  
 
G. Bar Exam Lunch Program 
 
The College provided free lunch on each day of the July California Bar Examination to graduates 
taking the exam in Oakland, Santa Clara, and Burlingame.  
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5.1.4 HPL Degree Update 
 
By Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
 
At the September 13, 2019 meeting of the Board of Directors, Chancellor & Dean David 
Faigman, Academic Dean Morris Ratner, and Associate Dean and Faculty Director of the 
UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium on Science, Law and Health Policy Jaime King will provide an 
oral report regarding UC Hastings Law’s Masters of Science, Health Policy, and Law degree 
program. For background on that degree program as it is currently constituted, see 
https://www.uchastings.edu/academics/graduate-programs/hpl-program/. 
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5.1.5 Faculty Scholarship Update 
 
By Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
 
 Attached please find a report by Associate Dean for Research Scott Dodson regarding 
faculty scholarship.  
 1 
Scholarship at UC Hastings Law 
 
Report by the Associate Dean for Research 
for the UC Hastings Law Board 
 
September 13, 2019 
 
One of UC Hastings Law’s core missions is to produce high-quality and influential 
scholarship. We are a public research institution, with a responsibility to advance the public good 
of legal knowledge, which we disseminate for free to judges, rulemakers, legislators, and the like. 
 
The value of the public good of academic scholarship is undeniable. The U.S. Supreme 
Court itself cited to law-review articles in nearly half of its opinions this past Term, one of which 
included a citation to the work of our own Jeff Lefstin. Another opinion registered a whopping 23 
citations to law journals. 
 
At UC Hastings Law, our scholarship speaks to state and federal courts across the country. 
But we also speak beyond the courts. We speak to legislators, like Robin Feldman’s research on 
pharmaceutical pricing, which has resulted in testimony before Congress, the White House, 
executive agencies, and industry groups. Hers is the foremost voice exposing deep problems with 
pharma pricing, offering analytic solutions, and addressing the right people to make real changes 
in the laws so that diabetics can get their insulin without having to declare bankruptcy. We speak 
to practitioners, like Mary Kay Kane’s indispensable treatise on federal jurisdiction or Chancellor 
& Dean David Faigman’s treatise on modern scientific evidence. Sometimes, we actually make 
law, like Rick Marcus, who serves on the Advisory Committee of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, or Chimene Keitner, who has drafted part of the Restatement of Foreign Relations Law. 
We offer the facts, the theory, and the holism necessary for legal change to function effectively, 
and we offer them without bias, without politics, and without charge. 
 
The faculty engages in scholarship because it’s a crucial part of our mission and, frankly, 
because we love researching the law. And we disseminate and publicize our ideas primarily 
because we hope to improve the law. But there’s another aspect of scholarship. For better or for 
worse, the value of the UC Hastings Law degree is intimately tied to our scholarly reputation. The 
US News rankings use peer reputation among both academics and lawyers/judges as a major factor 
in rank (it counts for 40% of our raw score), and the outside world uses the US News rank as a 
proxy for the value of our degree. Our scholarly reputation matters to our students and to our 
alumni, even if they don’t know that. 
 
Evidence shows that rankings of scholarly reputation often track the overall US News rank. 
UC Hastings Law, however, consistently tends to punch above its weight in scholarly rankings. 
Informal but influential rankings lists, in addition to the US News reputational scores, typically 
put UC Hastings Law 10-12 spots above its overall US News rank. So the outside world thinks 
our scholarship punches above our overall rank.  
 
The outside world is right. We have tremendous scholars on our faculty, and I want to share 
some of their accomplishments. The appendix includes a summary of some of our key scholarly 
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accomplishments just from the calendar year 2018. Let me make a few observations of how 
impressive those accomplishments are. 
 
First, I’d like to call attention to the quantity and quality of our output. On average, each 
faculty member is producing 2-3 scholarly works a year, plus a casebook or governmental 
testimony, plus an op-ed. And we manage this production at a high level of quality, publishing in 
some of the most prestigious venues and making a real impact on academic conversations and 
judicial opinions. 
 
Second, our scholarship is impressively diverse. We publish as much in interdisciplinary, 
peer-reviewed journals as in general, student-edited law reviews. We use an array of different 
methodologies, from quantitative to qualitative, from theoretical to doctrinal, and from normative 
to descriptive. Our work speaks to various audiences, including academics, judges, legislators and 
regulators, and the lay public. This is a group whose work exemplifies the principle of “engaged 
scholarship.” 
 
Finally, our faculty has managed to produce this scholarship while still being one of the 
absolute best teaching faculties in the country. I’ve taught at five law schools, and this is the finest 
group of teachers I’ve seen. We at UC Hastings Law are very much a faculty of scholar-teachers. 
 
One area where we could be doing better, in my view, is in citation counts. Citation data 
aren’t very transparent or accessible. Further, different databases will generate different citation 
counts. Yet citations are quickly becoming the key objective metric of scholarly quality. This year, 
US News intends to publish a separate scholarly-impact ranking based on citations in Hein Online. 
We are actively monitoring and participating in this new citation-based scholarly-impact ranking 
by US News. 
 
* * * * * * 
 
UC Hastings Law is a world-class research institution. I look forward to spending my final 
year as research dean here, in furtherance of that mission, before returning to be a regular member 
of the research and teaching faculty. 
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5.1.6 Academic Program Staffing Update 
 
By Academic Dean Morris Ratner  
 
The staffing changes listed below all took effect as of the start of this current academic 
year. Though most of the changes were anticipated and thus covered in prior reporting, the first 
bullet point describes new and previously unreported changes.  
 
• Retirement of Senior Assistant Dean Sari Zimmerman and Other Changes in the Career 
Development Office.  
 
After 23 years of exemplary service to the College, Senior Assistant Dean Sari Zimmerman 
has decided to retire. She will remain in her role as Senior Assistant Dean on a part-time basis 
through the end of August. Under Sari's stewardship, the Career Development Office (CDO) has 
assembled and nurtured a top-notch team of career counseling professionals and 
implemented innovative professional development initiatives. Sari has participated actively in 
many facets of College life and programming, including faculty committees and meetings, Board 
and alumni meetings, and strategic planning. This past year, Sari oversaw one of the biggest gains 
in student employment in the College's history, a jump of 11 percent over the prior year, a 
testament to her leadership and her team's commitment to excellence and student success. 
 
In the meantime, Acting Director of the Career Development Office and Director of 
Employer Relations and LLMs, Amy Kimmel ('01), has graciously agreed to serve as Interim 
Assistant Dean while we conduct a national search for a new head of career 
development. Amy starts in this new role effective September 1. In her Employer Relations 
role, Amy manages the on-campus Early Interview Program, advises LLMs, and works with 
employers and alumni to bring career opportunities to students.  Before joining our CDO team in 
2016, Amy was a partner at Oakland law firm Crosby & Rowell, LLP, where she worked for 15 
years after graduating from UC Hastings. 
 
Director of Public Interest and Public Service Programs Fairuz Abdullah has transferred to 
a new role in CDO, taking over the Director of Employer Relations position Jess Ourk held before 
she took a job in the private sector. Fairuz has served in her current role since joining Hastings in 
2010. Fairuz has managed PI/PS Day, which is the biggest career fair for law students in northern 
California interested in public interest and public sector work.  She also is the resident CDO expert 
on clerkships and fellowships and is a fierce and compassionate supporter of our students.  Before 
becoming a member of the UC Hastings community, Fairuz worked as a juvenile dependency and 
family law attorney. We are hiring a new Director of Public Interest and Public Service Programs.   
 
 
• New Assistant Dean of Students; New Director of Student Services 
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After a period of exemplary service, Associate Academic Dean (AAD) Jeff Lefstin has 
returned to being a regular member of the faculty.  This was part of a planned professionalization 
of the dean of students role, after informal consultation with the Board and faculty, and as 
described below.1 
 
The AAD role was restructured as of July 1, 2019.  The Academic Dean (AD) has assumed 
direct responsibility for managing Records, and some faculty-facing functions formerly handled 
by the AAD will kick up to the AD, including responsibility for exams and grading. Assistant 
Dean of Students Grace Hum now reports directly to the AD and has responsibility for a subset of 
the departments formerly managed by AAD, including Student Services (which has a new director 
– see below), Student Health Services, and the Disability Resources Program. Also, under the 
supervision of the AD, the Assistant Dean of Students is responsible for the student-facing 
functions of the AAD role, including interpretation and application of the Academic Regulations 
to students.   
 
Emily Haan is our new Director of Student Services. Director Haan oversees our Student 
Services team.   Most recently, Emily worked as the Supervising Family Law Staff Attorney at the 
National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) in San Francisco, where she litigated cases to protect 
the rights of LGBT families, advised attorneys nationally on litigation strategy, and managed the 
summer and semester law clerk programs.  Prior to joining NCLR, Emily worked in New York as 
an associate at Littler Mendelson and as a staff attorney at Transgender Legal Defense and 
Education Fund.  Emily is a member of the California and New York state bars.  She earned her 
J.D. from UCLA, with a specialization in Critical Race Studies, and was a managing editor of the 
UCLA Law Review and co-chair of Law Students for Reproductive Justice.  She earned her B.A. 
from the University of Michigan, where she majored in Creative Writing and Women's Studies. 
 
• New Registrar 
 
After decades of exemplary service, our Registrar Gina Barnett retired at the end of June. 
New Registrar Sarah Reed, who started in June, brings a wealth of experience in higher education 
administration, including eight years as the Law Registrar at the University of San Francisco 
School of Law.  Sarah also served as the National Network of Law School Officers (NNLSO) 
West Coast Representative, an experience that helped to deepen her understanding of best 
practices. Sarah most recently served as Director of Undergraduate Studies at the USF School of 
Management, a position she held for approximately three years. Sarah earned her Masters in 
                                                 
1 The AAD role has never had a formal existence in our Bylaws or Standing Orders, which constitute only two decanal 
positions, C&D and AD. Per Bylaws 15.2, the AD administers the academic program in accordance with policies 
adopted by the faculty, and reports to C&D. The office of the AAD is a delegation of authority in the academic 
program from the AD. The contours of the AAD’s jurisdiction have changed over time depending on institutional 
needs, and the skills, agendas, and preferences of the persons in the AD and AAD roles. 
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Organization and Leadership from the University of San Francisco and a BA in Women's Studies 
from the University of Minnesota - Twin Cities. 
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1. REPORT BY:  Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton 
      
 
2. SUBJECT:   Fundraising Results – Fiscal Year 2019 
 
 
3. REPORT:   Written 
Page 1Campaign Comparison Year-to-Date7/31/2019
Raised & Received Report
Gift campaign
7/1/2018 to 6/30/20197/1/2017 to 6/30/20187/1/2016 to 6/30/2017
Number of Total Avg given Number of Total Avg given Number of Total Avg given 
Donors given per donor Donors given per donor Donors given per donor 
Capital & Facilities $996,820 $774,586 $1,982,468 $7,788 $7,448 $42,180  128  104  47
Centers & Programs $1,544,028 $2,477,735 $5,529,134 $3,408 $4,309 $11,640  453  575  475
Clinical Education $15,410 $14,064 $5,475 $1,926 $370 $322  8  38  17
Dean's Discretionary $0 $0 $305,000 $0 $0 $101,667  0  0  3
Faculty Chair $252,066 $6,066 $0 $84,022 $3,033 $0  3  2  0
Faculty Support $9,600 $41,287 $128,959 $2,400 $5,898 $32,240  4  7  4
Library $200 $0 $0 $200 $0 $0  1  0  0
Miscellaneous $27,320 $93,512 $550,221 $1,821 $1,247 $1,884  15  75  292
Scholarships $2,599,141 $1,352,914 $774,455 $15,946 $8,199 $3,815  163  165  203
Student Organizations $71,744 $51,037 $63,939 $278 $249 $252  258  205  254
Unrestricted $1,006,215 $2,192,004 $990,370 $919 $1,587 $821  1,095  1,381  1,206
$3,311 $3,007 $4,411  1,970  2,329  2,342$6,522,543 $7,003,207 $10,330,020 
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1. REPORT BY:  Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton 
      
 
2. SUBJECT:   Giving By Quarter – Fiscal Year 2017-19 
 
 
3. REPORT:   Written 
  
  
 
# of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor
327 $1,338,807 $4,094 265 $1,078,420 $4,070 324 $2,793,825 $8,623
% of Total 20.1% % of Total 15.3% % of Total 26.8%
# of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor
1106 $2,183,622 $1,974 1403 $2,963,524 $2,112 1387 $2,889,901 $2,084
% of Total 32.8% % of Total 42.1% % of Total 27.8%
# of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor
489 $1,960,320 $4,009 423 $1,456,462 $3,443 560 $1,425,665 $2,546
% of Total 29.4% % of Total 20.7% % of Total 13.7%
# of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor # of Donors Total Given Avg given per donor
425 $1,180,255 $2,777 646 $1,534,881 $2,376 494 $3,301,587 $6,683
% of Total 17.7% % of Total 21.8% % of Total 31.7%
FYTOTAL $6,663,004 FYTOTAL $7,033,287 FYTOTAL $10,410,978
7/1/2016 - 9/30/2016 7/1/2017 - 9/30/2017 7/1/2018 - 9/30/2018
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
4/1/2017 - 6/30/2017 4/1/2018 - 6/30/2018 4/1/2019 - 6/30/2019
10/1/2016 - 12/31/2016 10/1/2017 - 12/31/2017 10/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
Third Quarter 
1/1/2017 - 3/31/2017 1/1/2018 - 3/31/2018 1/1/2019 - 3/31/2019
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ACTION ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Director Tom Gede 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Core Operations – State Budget for 2019-20  
 
3. RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That the Board of Directors approves the attached state budget for 2019-20. 
 
4. BACKGROUND: 
 
Fiscal detail on major elements of both the revenue and expenditure budgets for 2019-20 
is detailed below. 
 
Revenues 
 State Appropriations, General Fund – General Fund support in California’s Budget 
Act of 2019 at $16,328,000 includes ongoing increased support of $1,422,000 and 
one-time funding for UCPath Project at $594,000, and deferred maintenance and/or 
instructional technology and equipment at $500,000. Included in 2018-19 was 
$4,500,000 in one-time funding for the Diversity Pipeline Initiative funding financial 
aid for students from historically black colleges and universities, and the American 
University in Armenia and $1,457,000 for one-time implementation costs of the 
UCPath Project. In 2018-19 an additional $500,000 General Fund appropriated 
through state Section 6.10 for deferred maintenance was accounted for separately. 
  
2018-19 2019-20
13,812,000$    15,234,000$    1,422,000$     10% Ongoing General Fund Support
4,500,000$      -$                 (4,500,000)$    -100% Diversity Pipeline, Student Financial Aid
-$                 500,000$         500,000$        -- Deferred Maintenance/Instructional Tech
1,457,000$      594,000$         (863,000)$       -59% UCPath Project Implementation
19,769,000$    16,328,000$    (3,441,000)$    -17% State General Fund
500,000$         -$                 (500,000)$       -100% Deferred Maintenance Section 6.10
20,269,000$    16,328,000$    (3,941,000)$    -19% Total State Appropriation
Change
 
 Tuition and Related Fees – The 2019-20 annual per-student tuition and fees for the JD 
program remain unchanged from 2018-19 at $43,486, LL.M. unchanged at $47,500, 
and MSL unchanged at $39,000 as approved by the Board of Directors at the June 
2019 meeting. Revenues are based on the following enrollment assumptions. 
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 Projected FTE Student Enrollment 
 
 
2019-20 
Beginning 
Budget 
JD Students 
 First Year            352.0  
Second Year (including Transfers)            279.0  
Third Year            293.0  
Total JD            924.0  
Non-JD Students 
 LLM, net exchange              19.5 
MSL               9.8  
Total Non-JD              29.3  
TOTAL            953.3  
 
 Non-resident Tuition – The budget assumes 13% of JD students or 120 FTE are non-
residents paying $6,000 tuition in 2019-20. In 2018-19 non-resident tuition was paid 
by 122.3 FTE or 13% of JD students. 
 Registration Fee – Remaining unchanged at $43,486 per year, the JD enrollment fee is 
budgeted for 924 FTE students for gross enrollment fee revenues of $40,181,064. 
Budgeted tuition reductions from JD exchange programs 2019-20 reduces this by 
$76,694, an amount equivalent to actual activity in 2018-19. In 2018-19 revenue of 
$40,020,114 from 920.3 FTE paying JD students was received. 
 Veteran and Other Fee Waivers – The 2019-20 budget estimates 16 FTE students are 
veterans eligible for waiver of the $43,486 enrollment fee for $652,290 in foregone 
fee revenues resulting from this unfunded state mandate. In 2018-19 a total of 17 full-
time students received waivers for foregone revenues of $731,261. 
 LL.M. Tuition – The budget reflects 19.5 FTE students paying $47,500 for $926,250 
in 2019-20 revenue before financial aid. Actual revenue in 2018-19 was $720,135 
obtained from 15.2 FTE paying LL.M. students. 
 MSL Tuition – There are part-time students enrolled in the MSL program for a 
projected FTE enrollment of 9.75 in 2019-20 paying $39,000 generating $380,250 in 
fee revenues. In 2018-19 2.1 FTE students generated $80,187 in revenues. 
 MBE Support Fee – A new mandatory campus fee of $120 is charged all students in 
the fall semester. This fee, approved by the Board of Directors in June 2019, provides 
access to Adaptibar’s bar review online tool. 
 HPL Revenue Share – The online Masters in Health Policy and Law (HPL) degree 
program is budgeted in 2019-20 at a break-even amount equal to direct program 
expense. This is projected to be less than 2018-19 preliminary actuals at $381,882 
reflecting a scaled-back level of program cost. 
 Realized Gain/Loss on Investments – This category reflects realized gain/loss on the 
sale of investments. Resulting from the transfer to the UC Short Term Investment 
Pool (i.e., cash) from the UC General Endowment Pool investments, the state’s share 
of realized gains in 2018-19 were $2,603. This is not a budgeted line item in 2019-20 
as there is no basis for a projection. 
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 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – This category accounts for the change in the 
market value of the state fund’s share in the UC General Endowment Pool (GEP) and 
is not a budgeted item as there is no basis for a projection. In 2018-19 unrealized 
gains of $1,871,073 were recognized. 
 Overhead Allowances – Nonstate Auxiliary Enterprises are budgeted to contribute 12 
percent of operating revenue or $1,153,211 as overhead to the state account. Indirect 
costs allowed on federal and private grants are budgeted to contribute $180,211 to 
state funds. 
 Miscellaneous – Included in the 2019-20 budget is $90,450 in reimbursement 
revenues from UC for staff salary support of the UCPath Project. 
 Prior Year Reserve/Beginning Fund Balance – The beginning operating reserve is 
projected at $7.2 million based on preliminary 2018-19 results, representing total state 
net operating fund assets after backing out non-cash impacts of GASB pension and 
retiree health benefits liabilities, deferred inflows and deferred outflows of resources. 
 
Expenses 
 Salaries and Wages – The 2019-20 budget reflects: 
1. An adjusted faculty salary budget of $11,532,937 that accounts for savings from 
retirements and provides for the following in 2019-20: 
a) Cost savings from one regular faculty retirement effective December 2018, 
resignation of one clinical faculty December 2018 filled with new hire 
contract 2019-2022, and resignation of one lecturer June 2019 
b) Two new Writing Lecturer contracts 2019-2020. 
c) Promotion of four faculty from Associate Professor to Professor of Law, 
Step 3, effective July 2019. 
d) Automatic upwards step adjustments for two professors. Pursuant to new 
ladder faculty base compensation policy, ladder faculty with at least three 
years of pre-tenure service credit are automatically moved up to Step 2. 
e) An allocation of $799,000 for adjunct, Emeritus and Sullivan Professor 
wages. 
f) A provisional allocation of $87,000 representing that amount of the base 
budget not yet assigned to specific faculty appointments and available to 
fund faculty changes through June 2020. 
g) Partial buy-out of state salaries through one-time nonstate grant funding 
from the Arnold Foundation. 
2. Increased faculty stipends for summer research projects and new stipends for 
summer case management stipends paid to clinical faculty ($57,500) for a total of 
$772,000 in 2019-20 compared to $704,000 in 2018-19. 
3. Staffing changes include:  
a) A new 1.0 FTE Associate Director for Graduate Enrollment position under 
direction of the Senior Assistant Dean for Enrollment Management. 
b) A new .8 FTE Deputy Director staff position in the Center for Negotiation 
and Dispute Resolution, a no-cost conversion of budget allocation 
previously supporting a Lecturer position in the program. 
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4. Compensation adjustments: 
a) A $723,000 funding pool equivalent to 3% of non-represented faculty and 
staff salaries, inclusive of benefits (salary $539,500 and benefits 
$183,400). Included in this amount is $341,000 allocated for faculty merit 
adjustments equivalent to 2.5% in salary (salary $284,500 and benefits 
$56,100). 
b) Full-year funding for staff positions vacant on July 1, 2018. 
c) A funding pool for reclassification and market adjustments for staff 
positions at $55,970 (combined with benefit allocation equals a $75,000 
total pool).  
5. Projected Salary savings of ($500,000). 
 Staff Benefits – A blended benefit allocation rate of 34% has been budgeted in 2019-
20 equal to the amount used for planning in 20185-19. The ending effective rate in 
2018-19 was 36% driven by increased cost as a percentage of applicable salaries; 
health insurance, UCRP and workers’ compensation insurance costs increased 
significantly over 2017-18. Premium cost changes to health and welfare plans 
managed by UC will be effective January 1, 2020. No increases in UC Retirement 
Plan employer contribution rates are projected. In 2017-18 a non-cash expenditure of 
$47,381,000 resulting from GASB accounting changes was included; absent that the 
preliminary year-end comparative actual was $8,607,561.  
 Temporary Help (Contracted) – This category appears significantly reduced from 
2018-19 expenditure but reflects redirection to the “Building Maintenance” category 
of contracted engineer personnel; in 2018-19 this was $381,486. Other one-time 
expenditures in 2018-19 to backfill of temporarily vacant staff positions, funded by 
salary savings, are not included in the 2019-20 beginning budget. 
 Recruiting and Advertising – The 2019-20 budget includes an increase of $150,000 
for digital marketing of the JD program and $131,500 to support MSL and LLM 
enrollment management initiatives to grow non-JD program enrollments. 
 Travel – Included here are allocations of $5,000 for faculty research and professional 
development from which other categories of expenditure are allowed; the 2019-20 
budget represents an increase of $225,000 from 2018-19 faculty expense in this 
category.  Of this increase, $187,000 is roll-forward from unutilized prior allocations 
intended to support faculty research.     
 Data Processing – This category increases in 2019-20 reflecting projected UCPath 
payroll processing cost including $107,000 in prepaid expense from prior year to be 
recognized when the new HR Payroll system goes live in March 2020, and estimated 
annual support of $146,500. 
 Building Maintenance – New in 2019-20 is recategorization of contract engineer 
services from the “Temporary Help (Contracted)” reporting line, and reallocation of 
the Chief Engineer cost at 50% from McAllister Tower in recognition of support 
provided to state building facilities, for a budgetary impact here at $576,000; the cost 
change reflected in this category is partially offset by cost shifts from McAllister 
Tower and a portion of the $618,000 reduction in temporary help noted above.  
Projected support of the 333 Golden Gate building is included in 2019-20 with some 
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overlap in service need while 198 McAllister also remains open. Also see the 
Deferred Maintenance section below for additional one-time projects. 
 Miscellaneous (including Bank Fees) – The assessment rate paid to the San Francisco 
Tax Collector for North of Market/Tenderloin Community Benefit District is 
budgeted to increase 100% or $45,000 (on a campus wide basis).  This increase is a 
function a correction in the billing (i.e., parking garage), new construction (i.e., 333 
Golden Gate) and a 72% increase in the tax rate assessment. 
 Financial Aid Grants – The financial aid budget for 2019-20 state accounts totals 
$15,623,397 which is a decrease of $1,427,653 from 2018-19. This reflects the 
incoming class at a discount rate of 30% and the wind-down of two student cohorts 
awarded at higher than historical discount rates (42% and 37.5%); additional student 
financial aid expense is included in nonstate budgets. State budget allocations 
include: 
1) $14,899,997 grant budget for JD students. The 1L grant budget of $4,592,122 
assumes a class size of 352 at a discount rate of 30%. 
2) $150,000 for the Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP).  
3) $505,000 grant budget for LL.M.-International students, equivalent to a tuition 
discount rate of 55%. 
4) $46,400 grant funding for Master of Studies in Law (MSL) students anticipated at 
9.75 FTE and a 12% discount rate. 
5) $22,000 for International Summer Internships, awards to rising 1L and 2L 
students to help defray travel and living expenses while working on international 
issues in an unpaid position. 
 Transfer to Other Funds – To track the $500,000 in state General Fund appropriation 
supporting deferred maintenance and/or instructional technology and equipment, a 
transfer will be made to a separate program account. In 2018-19 a similar transaction 
moved $4,500,000 in state funding for diversity scholarships. 
 
 Summary 
2019-20 OPERATIONS BUDGET 
Based on the projected revenues identified and assuming approval of all proposed 
expenditures, an ending operating reserve with market valuation as of 6/30/19 is 
projected at $1.9 million. The prior year reserve is preliminary and projected to end at 
$7.2 million. 
 
Operating Revenues  $60,639,711 
Operating Expenses, without Fin Aid & Transfers   (49,842,207) 
Net Operations 
Student Financial Aid 
   10,797,504 
  (15,623,397) 
Net Operations after Financial Aid     (4,825,893)    
Transfer to Deferred Maintenance Projects     (500,000) 
Net Change (5,325,893) 
Prior Year Reserve (preliminary)    7,205,639 
Projected Ending Operating Reserve  $  1,879,746  
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DEFERRED MAINTENANCE 
Included in the State Budget Act of 2019 is a one-time $500,000 General Fund allocation 
to Hastings to address deferred maintenance or instructional technology and equipment 
items. Currently those projects have been estimated as follows: 
 
IT - Data Center Replacement (Planet Technologies) 48,000$         
IT - PBX to VOIP Conversion:move emergency phones to VOIP; handsets for 
departments
45,000$         
IT - Replace 10 Layer 2 Network Switches in 200 McA (purchase, not lease) 56,557$         
IT - Exchange Server Replacement 4,375$           
IT - Replace Wiresless Access Points in 200 McA (to match 333GG) 60,000$         
IT - Replace Classroom Technology in 3 rooms: 620A, 620B, 640 350,000$       
IT - Cost savings/project list to be revised (SFR?) (63,932)$        
500,000$        
 
The 2019-20 budget also reflects allocations from unspent state deferred maintenance 
funding provided 2018-19 (Section 6.10) with these planned projects: 
 
Facilities - 200 McA kitchen exhaust duct replacement 190,185$       
Facilities - 200 McA exterior security camera replacement 86,407$         
Facilities - 200 McA data cable replacement (Roebuck change order #22) 40,707$         
Facilities - 200 McA HVAC system control upgrade 80,000$         
Facilities - 200 McA lighting equipment and control upgrade 40,000$         
Facilities - 200 McA partial interior paint replacement 21,783$         
Facilities - 200 McA partial carpet replacement 40,918$         
500,000$        
 
PLANT FUND RESERVE 
The Plant Fund Reserve is projected to end 2018-19 with a net asset balance of 
$6,568,000. In 2019-20 investment income is budgeted to add $55,000. An ending state 
Plant Fund Reserve of $6,623,000 is projected (market valuation at 6/30/19).  
 
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved that the Board of Directors approves the proposed state budget for 2019-20. 
 
Attachments: 
 
• State Budget – 2019-20 Proposed 
 
 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
STATE BUDGET - 2019-20 Proposed
8/15/2019
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2019-20\20BOD State.xls\Beginning Budget
  Dollar Change from Preliminary  
Proposed Change 2018-19 (Prelim) Year-end Year-end
REVENUES Budget FY19 prelim to to 2019-20 Actual Actual
2019-20 FY20 budget Budget 2018-19 2017-18
State Appropriations
General Fund 16,328,000 * (3,441,000) -17% 19,769,000      12,726,000     
Lottery Fund 147,000 (12,437) -8% 159,437           158,442          
Total 16,475,000$  (3,453,437) -17% 19,928,437$    12,884,442$   
Tuition and Related Fees
Non-resident Tuition 720,000 * (13,752) -2% 733,752 714,129
Registration Fee 40,104,370 * 84,256 0% 40,020,114 39,971,484
Veteran Fee Waivers (652,290) * 78,971 -11% (731,261) (766,263)
LL.M. Tuition 926,250 * 206,115 29% 720,135 853,760
MSL Tuition 380,250 * 300,063 374% 80,187 102,102
MBE Support Fee 114,000 * 114,000 -- -                   -                  
HPL Revenue Share 229,182 * (152,700) -40% 381,882 332,097
Summer Legal Institute 617,234 23,582 4% 593,652 611,192
Other Student Fees 57,175 (20,224) -26% 77,399 24,906
Total 42,496,171$  620,311 1% 41,875,860$    41,843,406$   
Scholarly Publications
Subscription Revenues 40,000 (11,015) -22% 51,015 61,106
Total 40,000$         (11,015) -22% 51,015$           61,106$          
Other Income
Investment Income 140,000 (4,084) -3% 144,084           209,185          
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                     (2,603) -- 2,603               2,322,445       
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                     * (1,871,073) -100% 1,871,073        (187,884)         
Overhead Allowances 1,333,422 * 23,467 2% 1,309,955        1,254,326       
Miscellaneous 138,950 * 96,790 230% 42,160 76,561
Total 1,612,372$    (1,757,503) -52% 3,369,875$      3,674,633$     
16,168$         8,763 118% 7,405$             260,726$        
Prior Year Reserve/Beginning Fund Balance 7,205,639$    * (4,283,154) -37% 11,488,793$    15,369,440$   
TOTAL REVENUES & RESERVES 67,845,350$  (8,876,035) -12% 76,721,385$    74,093,753$   
Transfer from Other Funds
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
STATE BUDGET - 2019-20 Proposed
8/15/2019
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2019-20\20BOD State.xls\Beginning Budget
Dollar Change from Preliminary  
Proposed Change 2018-19 (Prelim) Year-end Year-end
EXPENDITURES Budget FY19 prelim to to 2019-20 Actual Actual
2019-20 FY20 budget Budget 2018-19 2017-18
Salaries & Wages 26,478,849 * 1,173,444 5% 25,305,405 24,375,564
Student Wages-Regular & Work-study 566,833 75,332 15% 491,501 438,587
Staff Benefits 8,785,496 * (155,322) -2% 8,940,818 55,988,561
Consultants 424,053 (51,333) -11% 475,386 419,476
Temporary Help (Contracted) 112,536 * (619,078) -85% 731,614 228,788
Employee Development & Testing 174,731 30,320 21% 144,411 149,615
Recruiting & Advertising 436,823 * 254,528 140% 182,295 137,802
Audit, Legal, and Case Costs 198,000 (56,381) -22% 254,381 169,263
Insurance 347,701 35,548 11% 312,153 304,424
Printing & Copier Service 660,931 19,210 3% 641,721 662,553
Supplies 240,902 (12,197) -5% 253,099 255,572
Travel 877,672 * 273,622 45% 604,050 494,999
Dues & Subscriptions 244,500 7,917 3% 236,583 257,439
Events & Entertainment 390,714 58,551 18% 332,163 311,125
Computer Software 780,951 58,772 8% 722,179 585,264
Data Processing 275,949 * 185,592 205% 90,357 116,800
Electronic Databases & Bibliography Svs 518,180 61,016 13% 457,164 214,566
Books & Bindings 705,184 (63,548) -8% 768,732 1,048,948
Equipment Maintenance 160,041 55,842 54% 104,199 85,511
Building Maintenance 1,763,700 * 431,163 32% 1,332,537 973,137
Other Contract Services 3,346,753 (1,967) 0% 3,348,720 2,618,289
Utilities 1,178,426 5,696 0% 1,172,730 1,070,597
Telephone 75,044 10,407 16% 64,637 84,093
Mail 64,828 22,398 53% 42,430 50,460
Misc. (Including Bank Fees) 290,194 * 90,233 45% 199,961 281,284
Equipment & Improvements 166,512 (28,063) -14% 194,575 197,371
Space & Equipment Rental 556,884 6,411 1% 550,473 584,751
Financial Aid Grants 15,623,397 * (1,427,653) -8% 17,051,050 17,726,128
Perkins Loan Matching Funds -                     -                     -- -                       (241,482)         
Collection Costs 19,820           9,998 102% 9,822               18,802            
Transfer to Other Funds 500,000         * (4,000,600) -89% 4,500,600        376,394          
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 65,965,604$  (3,550,142) -5% 69,515,746$    109,984,681$ 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
STATE BUDGET - 2019-20 Proposed
8/15/2019
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2019-20\20BOD State.xls\Beginning Budget
Dollar Change from Preliminary  
Proposed Change 2018-19 (Prelim) Year-end Year-end
Budget FY19 prelim to to 2019-20 Actual Actual
2019-20 FY20 budget Budget 2018-19 2017-18
SUMMARY - OPERATIONS
Operating Revenues (without reserve & gains) 60,639,711$  (2,719,205)$  -4% 63,358,916 56,589,752
(49,842,207) (1,878,111) 4% (47,964,096) (44,502,438)
Net Operations 10,797,504 (4,597,316) -30% 15,394,820 12,087,314
Financial Aid (15,623,397) 1,427,653 -8% (17,051,050) (17,726,128)
Net Change after Financial Aid (4,825,893) (3,169,663) 191% (1,656,230) (5,638,814)
Transfer to Other Funds (500,000) 4,000,600 -89% (4,500,600) (376,394)
Realized/Unrealized Gain 0 (1,873,676) -100% 1,873,676 2,134,561
Beginning Reserves 7,205,639 (4,283,154) -37% 11,488,793 15,369,440
Ending Reserves - Operating 1,879,746$    (5,325,893)$   -74% 7,205,639$      11,488,793$   
Operating Expense (without financial aid,GASB 
benefits,transfers out)
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ACTION ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Director Tom Gede 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Budget Pre-Authorization- Kane Hall- Ratification  
 
3. RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That the Board of Directors ratify the Executive Committee’s approval of the budget and 
expenditure activities described in this report prior.  
 
4. BACKGROUND: 
 
The College’s budget for 2019-20 is presented to the Board of Directors at its September 
2019 meeting. The projects and activities described below require the expenditure of 
funds prior to the September meeting to permit the timely attainment of project 
deliverables and high priority activities. 
 
The Executive Committee met on July 12, 2019 where these allocations were approved 
subject to ratification.  
 
Long Range Campus Plan - Kane Hall  
 
Requested is budget authority for two contracts related to Kane Hall space improvements.  
The attached summary shows the funding source for activities related to the 333 Golden 
Gate Avenue and Kane Hall projects.   Programmed is $6.5 million in the Five Year 
Budget Plan and $1.6 million is carry-forward from previous allocations made for work 
in Kane Hall.  Taken together with an additional $1.6 million (a figure which includes an 
anticipated $1 million gift) in pledges received, results in $9.7 million available for 
allocation. 
 
The $6.5 million is drawn from McAllister Tower reserves per the Five Year Budget 
Plan. 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors ratification of the Executive Committee’s approval 
of the following budget allocations: 
 
A. Kane Hall – First Floor Improvements    $4,250,000 
B. Kane Hall – Sixth Floor Instructional Technology      $654,820 
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ACTION ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Director Tom Gede 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Non State Budget for 2019-20 
 
3.       RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board of Directors approve the attached non-state budget for 2019-20. 
 
 
4. BACKGROUND 
 
This report is divided into the following categories of non-state funds: 
• Restricted Funds 
• Unrestricted Funds 
 
RESTRICTED FUNDS 
 
This report includes all non-state funds having restrictions imposed upon them from 
external sources, such as donors or granting agencies. 
 
Overall 
 
On an overall basis, the net effect of planned activity is a $2,736,000 reduction in 
restricted fund net assets, a function of expending grant/gift funds received in the prior 
year or approved spending plans that use accumulated current-use fund balances.   
 
Revenues 
 
 Grants and Contracts – The 2019-20 grants and contracts revenue budget includes 
federal and private funding from existing commitments, primarily research and 
general support (exchange and non-exchange grants) for: the Center for Gender and 
Refugee Studies; the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium on Law, Science and Health 
Policy; the Center for WorkLife Law; and the Innovation Institute. Included are two 
new significant grants from the Arnold Foundation with new revenues of $643,512 
and $503,210 reflecting an increase of $515,775 form this funder in 2018-19. The 
overall reduction reflects grants budgeted to end 2018-19; there may be some 
carryover once the prior year activity is finalized. 
 Other Income – In 2018-19 student organization revenues were $92,952; there is no 
allocation included in the 2019-20 budget as student organizations are not required to 
budget activity. 
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Expenses 
 
 Instruction and Research, Salaries and Benefits – The increase in 2019-20 salaries and 
benefits expense compared to prior years is $419,425 primarily funded by grants and 
gifts received in prior year. 
 Instruction and Research, Program Support – The $466,772 budgeted increase in 
restricted fund program support for instruction and research is funded by gifts and 
grants. 
 Public and Professional Services, Salaries and Benefits – 2018-19 actual expenses 
were greater in the category for UCSF/UCH Consortium projects funded by grants; 
there may be some carryover funding supporting additional 2019-20 expense once the 
prior year activity is finalized. 
 Financial Aid, Scholarships and Fellowships – The increase in scholarship expense 
budgeted at $2.9 million compared to 2018-19 awards totaling $2.1 million is 
$791,334. Included is budgeted expenditure of $257,920 for the California 
Scholarship--the first allocation from the $4.5 million diversity scholarship funding 
provided by the state in 2018-19—intended to fund four awards of full tuition and a 
$20,000 housing allocation. Planned expenditures in 2019-20 utilize new year 
endowment payouts and any unspent prior year funding available in support of 
retention, admission and other named scholarship awards. 
 Student Organizations – Student organizations are not required to budget 
expenditures but actual activity is recognized at year-end.  
 
Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses) 
 
 Donations – The 2019-20 budget for donations reflects projected gifts available for 
current-use from recurring or known sources and has been downwardly adjusted to 
account for one time donations in 2018-19. Included in 2019-20 is $2,503,000 in 
projected gifts to the Building UC Hastings fund, based on pledges and other 
commitments. 
 Endowment Payout – This category includes both payout from endowments held by 
Hastings as well as payouts from funds held by UC on our behalf.  
 Net Transfers to/from Other Funds – The 2019-20 budget includes $2,503,000 net gift 
funding in support of 333 Golden Gate to be transferred to that capital project account 
(see the related LRCP budget in a separate agenda item). 
 
Endowed Funds Spending Rate and Cost Recovery Surcharge 
 
 Endowment Spending Rate – The budget for endowed funds reflects a total return 
spending policy permitting the expenditure of both current income and a portion of 
appreciation.  As adopted by the Board of Directors in March 2019, the spending rate 
for 2019-20 is 4.0 percent calculated on the 12 quarter rolling average market value of 
all endowed funds (January 2016–December 2018). In 2018-19 the approved payout 
rate was also 4.0 percent. 
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 Endowment Management Cost Recovery Surcharge – A cost recovery fee with a 
surcharge of 35 basis points (0.35 percent) is applied to distributions from the General 
Endowment Pool for endowed funds. The funds recovered will be used to defray, in 
part, the cost of carrying out the terms of endowments and provide additional 
resources for the fundraising effort. 
 
 
UNRESTRICTED FUNDS 
 
This report includes all non-state current-use funds that do not have restrictions imposed 
upon them from external sources.  These funds include gifts given without restriction 
such as the UC Hastings Foundation support in the form of black grants for Institutional 
Advancement and Alumni Office operations.  In addition, funds generated that support 
the budget of individual programs such as research centers, and conferences are also 
recorded here.  Miscellaneous revenue sources such as classroom rentals and forfeited 
deposits fund programs that may not have income of their own such as Student and 
College-wide events and administrative support funds.  Designated Funds, those funds 
restricted as to use by the Board of Directors (e.g., Digardi Professorship, Hastings Chair, 
PICAP) are also categorized as unrestricted current-use funds because it is within the 
Board’s power to remove such restrictions. 
 
Overall 
 
On an overall basis, the net effect of planned activity is a $2,749,466 reduction in 
unrestricted fund net assets, a function of spending accumulated current-use fund 
balances.   
 
Expenses 
 
 Instruction and Research, Program Support – The Center for WorkLife Law has 
budgeted increase expenditure of unrestricted fund sources for program support. 
 Student Services, Program Support – Planned expenditure of the Wellness Activities 
student fee revenues in 2019-20 accounts for the increase over 2018-19 actual. 
 Institutional and Building Support, Salaries and Benefits – The Advancement and 
Alumni Operations salaries and benefit budgets reflect all positions filled; in the prior 
year positions were vacant and cost savings resulted. 
 Institutional and Building Support, Program Support – The 2019-20 budget includes 
$507,000 carryover funding of the Bridge Fellows program and $250,000 new 
allocation for retention scholarships from the Dean’s discretionary use of the Specter 
gift (classified as Institutional Support). Budgeted in 2019-20 is use of Hastings-
Digardi-Hall in support of the Student Housing project (see the related LRCP budget 
in a separate agenda item). Also included in 2019-20 is $100,000 for retention 
scholarships from the Dean’s discretionary use of Walkup Melodia gift funding. 
  
Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses) 
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 UCH Foundation Grants and Other Donations – The 2019-20 College budget reflects 
the Foundation’s intent to fund a block grant of $967,000; the preliminary 2018-19 
block grant is $760,000 (budgeted at $907,000). Gift processing fees (5% deducted 
from private donations) are projected to provide $150,000 in funding. 
 Net Transfers to/from Other Funds – In support of the Long Range Campus Plan 
(LRCP), the unrestricted Hastings-Digardi-Hall account transferred out $1,592,409 in 
2018-19 to the Kane Hall 1st and 6th floor projects. 
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION 
 
Resolved that the Board of Directors approve the attached non-state budget for 2019-20. 
 
 
Attachments: 
 
• 2019-20 Non-State Budget  
 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Non-State Budget, Restricted Funds
2019-20 Proposed Budget
*See attached narrative.
Preliminary Change from  
Proposed Year-end 2018-19 Prelim Year-end
 Budget Actual to 2019-20 Actual
2019-20 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
Grants and Contracts 3,389,226$    * 4,151,557$    -18% 2,700,120$    
Other Income 3,600             * 127,893         -97% 199,278         
3,392,826$    4,279,449$    -21% 2,899,397$    
 
EXPENSES  
Instruction and Research  
Salaries and Benefits 3,281,173      * 2,861,748      15% 2,213,432      
Program Support 1,499,452      * 1,032,680      45% 915,349         
Public and Professional Services
Salaries and Benefits 23,451           * 260,194         -91% 270,572         
Program Support 27,754           51,819           -46% 77,013           
Academic Support
Salaries and Benefits -                     -                     -- -                     
Program Support -                     -                     -- -                     
Student Services
Salaries and Benefits 17,095           20,745           -18% 27,170           
Program Support 46,730           45,368           3% 55,440           
Institutional and Building Support
Salaries and Benefits -                     -                     -- -                     
Program Support 40,358           29,691           36% 79,948           
Financial Aid
Salaries and Benefits 89,190           89,191           0% 78,484           
Program Support 32,474           7,442             336% 6,048             
Administrative Overhead 4,482             -                     -- 9,555             
Scholarships and Fellowships 2,889,967      * 2,098,633      38% 2,244,682      
Student Organizations -                     * 187,920         -100% 155,164         
7,952,126$    6,685,431$    19% 6,132,859$    
(4,559,300)$   (2,405,981)$   89% (3,233,461)$   
Donations 3,199,274$    * 2,078,375$    54% 2,125,101$    
Investment Income 10,761           10,761           0% 11,262           
Endowment Payout 1,156,211      * 1,192,081      -3% 1,148,132      
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                     1,541             -100% 76,373           
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                     60,718           -100% (6,097)            
Net Transfers to/from Other Funds (2,459,059)     * 4,381,617      -156% (219,244)        
1,907,187$    7,725,093$    -75% 3,135,526$    
(2,652,113)$   5,319,112$    -150% (97,935)$        TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
TOTAL OPERATINGEXPENSES
NET OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Non-State Budget, Unrestricted Funds
2019-20 Proposed Budget
*See attached narrative.
 Preliminary Change from  
   Proposed Year-end 2018-19 Prelim Year-end
   Budget Actual to 2019-20 Actual
   2019-20 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
Dues/Memberships 150,000$       156,071$       -4% 160,000$       
Fees 336,402         447,592         -25% 319,025         
Other Income 273,246         * 663,122         -59% 352,305         
Overhead Allowances -                     1,686             -100% 10,031           
759,648$       1,268,471$    -40% 841,361$       
 
EXPENSES
Instruction and Research
Salaries and Benefits 736,019  667,386 10% 550,383
Program Support 380,097 * 124,859 204% 302,685
Public and Professional Services
Salaries and Benefits 11,000           10,000           10% -                     
Program Support 27,000 32,184 -16% 23,506
Academic Support
Salaries and Benefits 7,500             -                     -- 30,000           
Program Support 66,800 72,956 -8% 46,151
Student Services
Salaries and Benefits -                     -                     -- -                     
Program Support 325,307 * 106,281 206% 70,174
Institutional and Building Support
Salaries and Benefits 856,971 * 646,036 33% 704,644
Program Support 2,525,304 * 1,734,263 46% 1,428,601
Financial Aid
Scholarships and Fellowships 86,726            33,891           156% 44,441           
Program Support -                     -                     -- -                     
5,022,724$    3,427,856$    47% 3,200,585$    
(4,263,076)$   (2,159,385)$   97% (2,359,224)$   
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
UCH Foundation Grants and Other Donations 1,122,000      * 1,376,886      -19% 2,110,633      
Investment Income 43,000           37,034           16% 44,696           
Endowment Payout 254,551         259,529         -2% 237,901         
Endowment Management Fee 107,264         101,751         5% 99,708           
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                     479                -100% 423,834         
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                     334,943         -100% (33,633)          
Net Transfers to/from Other Funds 30,830           * (1,370,766)     -102% (462,665)        
1,557,645$    739,856$       111% 2,420,474$    
(2,705,431)$   (1,419,529)$   91% 61,250$         
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NET OPERATIONS
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
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ACTION ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Director Tom Gede 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Non State LRCP Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Change 
    2019-20   
 
3.       RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board of Directors approve the 2019-20 nonstate budget changes for Auxiliary 
Enterprises, specifically $6.5 million for 2019-20 implementation costs for the LRCP 
from McAllister Tower building reserves and $100,000 for an operational review of the 
provision on on-campus health care from the Student Health Center fund balance. 
 
  
4. BACKGROUND: 
 
The annual budget for the College’s auxiliary enterprises is considered by the Board of 
Directors at its June meeting.  Requested is authority to amend the 2019-20 budget for the 
following items: 
 
12.1 Long Range Campus Plan – Development Budget   $6,500,000 
 
The new fiscal year (2019-20) has begun.  Activities related to all aspects of the Long 
Range Campus Plan are moving forward on schedule.  The following activities are part of 
this broad initiative supporting the overall strategic objective of establishing a multi-
institutional Academic Village. 
 
The Academic Village supports and enhances legal, professional, and graduate study 
through collaborations among educational institutions and with community partners and 
by capitalizing on UC Hastings’ central location in San Francisco’s Civic Center, Mid-
Market, and Tenderloin neighborhoods and its strategic proximity to Silicon Valley. The 
principal academic objectives are the encouragement of multidisciplinary teaching and 
interdisciplinary research and engagement, and the development of synergistic ideas 
addressing local, state, national, and global problems and issues. 
 
Attached are preliminary Budget Status reports for 2018-19 and proposed 2019-20 
budgets.  The 2018-19 figures are based on approved budgets and actual costs through 
June 30, 2019 adjusted for change orders in process as of as of August 15, 2019.   
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Proposed is an allocation of $6.5 million for 2019-20 implementation activities associated 
with the LRCP.  These funds would be drawn from McAllister Tower building reserves 
(cash balance as of 7-1-2019 at $8,868,116).  The amount conforms to the College’s 5-
Year Budget Plan. 
 
Attached are summaries of budget performance for 2018-19 and the proposed allocations 
for 2019-20: 
 
Long Range Campus Plan – Budget Plan for 2019-20 
• Campus Housing Development 
• 333 Golden Gate & Kane Hall 
 
Long Range Campus Plan – Budget Status 2018-19 
• Campus Housing Development 
• 333 Golden Gate & Kane Hall 
 
A summary displaying reserve balances will be presented at the August 22, 2019 meeting 
of the Finance Committee. 
 
 
12.2 Operational Review – Student Health Services    $100,000 
 
Proposed is an allocation of $100,000 in nonstate funds, specifically unrestricted fund 
balance in the UCSHIP Program Stabilization Account, to fund an assessment of on-
campus health care provided by the Student Health Center.  The stabilization fund had a 
cash balance of $205,981 as of July 1, 2019. 
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
That the Board of Directors approve revising the 2019-20 nonstate auxiliary budgets as 
described below: 
 
12.1 Long Range Campus Plan- Development Budget   $6,500,000 
 Funding source: McAllister Tower 
12.2 Operational Review – Student Health Center       $100,000 
 Funding Source:  UCSHIP Program Stabilization Account 
 
 
Attachments: 
• Proposed 2019-20 Long Range Campus Planning Budget 
• Preliminary Budget Status Reports for 2018-19 
 
 
 






   
Agenda Item: *6.5 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
 
ACTION ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Director Tom Gede 
 
2. SUBJECT:  State Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000 
 
3.       RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board of Directors approval of the award of the 2019-20 state contracts 
described in this report. 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.1 
 
Title:   Instructional Technology – Kane Hall 6th Floor 
Vendor Name: Diversified U.S. 
Cost:    $654,820 
Term of Contract: One-time contract  
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for a contract with Diversified U.S for the Kane Hall 6th Floor 
Audio Visual project.  A formal public bid process was administered for this work and an 
Invitation to Bid posted on the internet and emailed to interested bidders.  The College 
received three bids, each was responsive.  The lowest responsive and responsible bid was 
submitted by Diversified.  Results are detailed below: 
 
Company Bid Amount 
Diversified $654,819.67 
AVI SPL $736,938.13 
PCD $746,225.36 
 
_____________________ 
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Item:   6.5.2 
 
Title:   Construction Services – Kane Hall 1st Floor Classrooms 
Vendor Name: Roebuck Construction 
Cost:    $4,250,000 
Term of Contract: One-time contract 
 
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for a contract with Roebuck Construction for the Kane Hall 1st 
Floor Tenant Improvement (Classrooms) project construction.  A formal public bid 
process was administered for this work.  The invitation to bid was posted on the internet 
and emailed to interested bidders.  The college received two bids, each bid was 
responsive.  The lowest responsive and responsible bid was submitted by Roebuck 
Construction.  The results are detailed in the table below: 
 
Company Bid Amount 
Roebuck Construction $4,250,000 
Mar Con Co. $4,620,417 
 
The scope of work includes: 
• Classrooms: two new lecture hall facilities with approximately 70-seat capacity 
per classroom on the first floor. 
• Admissions and Enrollment Management: new office with co-location with 
Financial Aid and Fiscal Services. 
• Copy Center and Mail Room: Relocation to the shipping receiving and storage 
area. 
• Campus Amenities: the addition improving campus “flow” and interaction 
including improved way finding. 
• An All Gender restroom to increase fixture count to support additional occupancy. 
• Kitchen Exhaust: A code-compliant duct to support the Law Café. 
 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.3 
 
Title:   Site Agreement – UC Davis Graduate School of Business  
Vendor Name: UC Davis 
Revenue:   $236,000  
Term of Contract: One-time agreement 
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Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for renewal of the site license agreement for the UC Davis 
Graduate School of Business.  As part of the Academic Village, UC Hastings is hosting 
its masters of business analytics program.  The program is expanding for Fall 2019 with 
enrollment increasing from 45 to 100 students. 
 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.4 
 
Title:   Digital Marketing - LLM and MSL Programs 
Vendor Name: MF Digital 
Cost:    $146,043 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement 
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for a contract with MF Digital for administering digital 
campaigns for MSL and LLM programs. The MSL and LLM campaigns would include 
digital demand generation, demand capture, and demand nurture (personalized emails and 
personalized webpages strategically sent out by MF – in addition to our in house 
outreach). 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.5 
 
Title:   Digital Marketing - JD Program  
Vendor Name: EAB Global, Inc.  
Cost:    $149,400 
Term of Contract: Two-year agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for an agreement for professional services related to a digital 
campaign for the JD program. Services include marketplace assessments, providing 
audience targeting recommendations, trend analysis, marketing strategy development, 
multi-channel campaign management, data-driven reporting and ongoing program 
assessments.  Contract pricing for year one is $149,400.  Year two is estimated to be 
$159,900. 
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_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.6 
 
Title:   Web Services - Bar Preparation   
Vendor Name: Adaptibar  
Cost:    $153,400 
Term of Contract: Three-year agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Adaptibar.  This contract is funded 
by a new mandatory campus fee of $120 per year.  Adaptibar.com is an online tool that 
includes the full database of more than 1,700 previously-released NCBE MBE questions. 
The database can be searched by faculty by subject and issue in order to create practice 
tests for students in MBE-tested subjects, including required 1L and upper division 
courses (Civil Procedure, Torts, Criminal Law and Procedure, Constitutional Law, 
Contracts & Sales, Evidence, and Real Property).  
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.8 
 
Title:   Networking and Wireless/333 Golden Gate  
Vendor Name: Eplus Global, Inc.  
Cost:    $478,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement which Eplus Global, Inc. to for the 
purchase and installation of networking and wireless equipment for the 333 Golden Gate 
Avenue location.  Eplus Global holds a UC systemwide agreement that the college will 
piggyback on due to the size and complexity of the purchase.  Leveraging the UC 
agreement affords the college deep educational discounting and Cisco certification. 
_____________________ 
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Item:   6.5.9 
 
Title:   Networking and Wireless/200 McAllister  
Vendor Name: Eplus Global  
Cost:    $150,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Eplus Global for the purchase an 
installation of networking and wireless equipment for 200 McAllister.  Eplus Global 
holds a UC systemwide agreement the college with piggyback on for pricing, service, 
Cisco certification, and to ensure compatibility between the networking and wireless 
systems at 200 and 333 locations. 
 
_____________________ 
Item:   6.5.10 
 
Title:   Self-checkout System – Library  
Vendor Name: Bibliotheca 
Cost:    $55,900 
Term of Contract: One-time purchase & ongoing maintenance  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into a contract with Bibliotheca for the purchase and 
ongoing support of two self-checkout units as required for the library due to the new 
access to 333 Golden Gate building.  The college competed this purchases through a 
request for proposals process.  Two responses were received. The technical proposals 
were reviewed by library staff and determined to be essentially equal. Pricing became the 
differentiating factor and the results are here: 
Company Pricing 
Bibliotheca $55,914 
D-tech $63,340 
 
_____________________ 
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Item:   6.5.11 
 
Title:   Professional Services Training – UC Path  
Vendor Name: TBD  
Cost:    $200,000 
Term of Contract: One-time contract  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into a professional services agreement for UC Path 
training.  The vendor will be determined through either a request for proposals process, or 
direct negotiation with a training provider recommended by the UC Path project leads. 
The contract is necessary at this time, as UC Hastings is slated to go live on UC Path in 
the next group of locations.   
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.12 
 
Title:   Testing/Training Support – UC Path  
Vendor Name: UC Berkeley  
Cost:    $110,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with UC Berkeley to assist with testing 
UC Path and to provide any training support. UC Hastings is looking to UCB for this 
assistance as that campus will have been converted and implemented to UC Path, and will 
have trained staff available to assist UCH staff as the college goes live on UC Path. 
_____________________ 
 
 
 
Item:   6.5.13 
 
Title:   Exterior Security Camera Upgrade  
Vendor Name: AVS Technologies 
Cost:    $138,408 (gross); $84,261 (net) 
Term of Contract: One-year agreement  
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Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with AVS Technologies for a campus 
wide upgrade of the exterior security camera network.  The Board of Directors approved 
in December 2018 an agreement with the Tenderloin Community Benefits District 
(TLCBD) whereby 50% of the cost of the campus wide networked security camera 
system is funded by a grant from the TLCBD (excluding cabling).  During the course of 
negotiations, the TLCBD has requested a change in payment structure such that UC 
Hastings pays the vendor directly and the TLCBD reimburses the College for their share 
of the cost, as detailed below: 
- Camera System: $108,292.45 total paid by UC Hastings  
o UC Hastings Cost Share: $54,146 for ownership (50%) 
o TLCBD Cost Share: $54,146 for data feed use (50%) 
- Cabling: $30,115 total paid by UC Hastings (100%) 
- Gross Cost:  $138,408 
- Net Cost: $84,261 
UC Hastings would own, operate and maintain the camera system providing the TLCBD 
access to data resulting from the system (i.e., video footage accessed per the TLCBD use 
policy limiting use to SFPD, District Attorney’s Office, Public Defender’s office, etc.). 
UC Hastings will continue to access video footage with no change in the College’s use 
policy, or procedure, thereby maintaining the safety and security needs of the College 
while contributing to the safety and security of the Civic Center and Tenderloin 
communities. 
_____________________ 
 
4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approval of the award of the contracts listed below.   
 
 *6.5.6    Web Services - Bar Preparation - Adaptibar      $153,400 
  *6.5.8    Networking and Wireless/333 Golden Gate      $478,000 
  *6.5.9    Networking and Wireless/200 McAllister       $150,000 
  *6.5.10  Self-checkout System – Library – Bibliotheca        $56,000 
  *6.5.11  Professional Services Training – UC Path – TBD      $200,000 
  *6.5.12  Testing/Training Support – UC Path – UC Berkeley     $110,000 
  *6.5.13  Exterior Camera Upgrade – AVS Communications/TL      $138,408 
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Be it further resolved, that the Board of Directors ratification of the contracts approved by 
the Executive Committee at its meeting of July 12, 2019: 
 
*6.5.1    Instructional Technology – Kane Hall - Diversified U.S.     $654,820 
*6.5.2    Kane Hall 1st Floor Classrooms - Roebuck Construction  $4,250,000 
*6.5.3    Site Agreement – UC Davis Graduate School of Business    $236,000 
                (Revenue) 
*6.5.4    Digital Marketing - LLM and MSL Programs -  MF Digital    $146,043 
   *6.5.5    Digital Marketing - JD Program - EAB Global, Inc.     $149,400 
 
 
   
Agenda Item: *6.5 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
 
ACTION ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Director Tom Gede 
 
2. SUBJECT:  State Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000 
 
3.       RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board of Directors approval of the award of the 2019-20 state contracts 
described in this report. 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.1 
 
Title:   Instructional Technology – Kane Hall 6th Floor 
Vendor Name: Diversified U.S. 
Cost:    $654,820 
Term of Contract: One-time contract  
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for a contract with Diversified U.S for the Kane Hall 6th Floor 
Audio Visual project.  A formal public bid process was administered for this work and an 
Invitation to Bid posted on the internet and emailed to interested bidders.  The College 
received three bids, each was responsive.  The lowest responsive and responsible bid was 
submitted by Diversified.  Results are detailed below: 
 
Company Bid Amount 
Diversified $654,819.67 
AVI SPL $736,938.13 
PCD $746,225.36 
 
_____________________ 
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Item:   6.5.2 
 
Title:   Construction Services – Kane Hall 1st Floor Classrooms 
Vendor Name: Roebuck Construction 
Cost:    $4,250,000 
Term of Contract: One-time contract 
 
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for a contract with Roebuck Construction for the Kane Hall 1st 
Floor Tenant Improvement (Classrooms) project construction.  A formal public bid 
process was administered for this work.  The invitation to bid was posted on the internet 
and emailed to interested bidders.  The college received two bids, each bid was 
responsive.  The lowest responsive and responsible bid was submitted by Roebuck 
Construction.  The results are detailed in the table below: 
 
Company Bid Amount 
Roebuck Construction $4,250,000 
Mar Con Co. $4,620,417 
 
The scope of work includes: 
• Classrooms: two new lecture hall facilities with approximately 70-seat capacity 
per classroom on the first floor. 
• Admissions and Enrollment Management: new office with co-location with 
Financial Aid and Fiscal Services. 
• Copy Center and Mail Room: Relocation to the shipping receiving and storage 
area. 
• Campus Amenities: the addition improving campus “flow” and interaction 
including improved way finding. 
• An All Gender restroom to increase fixture count to support additional occupancy. 
• Kitchen Exhaust: A code-compliant duct to support the Law Café. 
 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.3 
 
Title:   Site Agreement – UC Davis Graduate School of Business  
Vendor Name: UC Davis 
Revenue:   $236,000  
Term of Contract: One-time agreement 
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Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for renewal of the site license agreement for the UC Davis 
Graduate School of Business.  As part of the Academic Village, UC Hastings is hosting 
its masters of business analytics program.  The program is expanding for Fall 2019 with 
enrollment increasing from 45 to 100 students. 
 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.4 
 
Title:   Digital Marketing - LLM and MSL Programs 
Vendor Name: MF Digital 
Cost:    $146,043 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement 
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for a contract with MF Digital for administering digital 
campaigns for MSL and LLM programs. The MSL and LLM campaigns would include 
digital demand generation, demand capture, and demand nurture (personalized emails and 
personalized webpages strategically sent out by MF – in addition to our in house 
outreach). 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.5 
 
Title:   Digital Marketing - JD Program  
Vendor Name: EAB Global, Inc.  
Cost:    $149,400 
Term of Contract: Two-year agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Ratification is requested for an agreement for professional services related to a digital 
campaign for the JD program. Services include marketplace assessments, providing 
audience targeting recommendations, trend analysis, marketing strategy development, 
multi-channel campaign management, data-driven reporting and ongoing program 
assessments.  Contract pricing for year one is $149,400.  Year two is estimated to be 
$159,900. 
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_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.6 
 
Title:   Web Services - Bar Preparation   
Vendor Name: Adaptibar  
Cost:    $153,400 
Term of Contract: Three-year agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Adaptibar.  This contract is funded 
by a new mandatory campus fee of $120 per year.  Adaptibar.com is an online tool that 
includes the full database of more than 1,700 previously-released NCBE MBE questions. 
The database can be searched by faculty by subject and issue in order to create practice 
tests for students in MBE-tested subjects, including required 1L and upper division 
courses (Civil Procedure, Torts, Criminal Law and Procedure, Constitutional Law, 
Contracts & Sales, Evidence, and Real Property).  
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.8 
 
Title:   Networking and Wireless/333 Golden Gate  
Vendor Name: Eplus Global, Inc.  
Cost:    $478,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement which Eplus Global, Inc. to for the 
purchase and installation of networking and wireless equipment for the 333 Golden Gate 
Avenue location.  Eplus Global holds a UC systemwide agreement that the college will 
piggyback on due to the size and complexity of the purchase.  Leveraging the UC 
agreement affords the college deep educational discounting and Cisco certification. 
_____________________ 
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Item:   6.5.9 
 
Title:   Networking and Wireless/200 McAllister  
Vendor Name: Eplus Global  
Cost:    $150,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Eplus Global for the purchase an 
installation of networking and wireless equipment for 200 McAllister.  Eplus Global 
holds a UC systemwide agreement the college with piggyback on for pricing, service, 
Cisco certification, and to ensure compatibility between the networking and wireless 
systems at 200 and 333 locations. 
 
_____________________ 
Item:   6.5.10 
 
Title:   Self-checkout System – Library  
Vendor Name: Bibliotheca 
Cost:    $55,900 
Term of Contract: One-time purchase & ongoing maintenance  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into a contract with Bibliotheca for the purchase and 
ongoing support of two self-checkout units as required for the library due to the new 
access to 333 Golden Gate building.  The college competed this purchases through a 
request for proposals process.  Two responses were received. The technical proposals 
were reviewed by library staff and determined to be essentially equal. Pricing became the 
differentiating factor and the results are here: 
Company Pricing 
Bibliotheca $55,914 
D-tech $63,340 
 
_____________________ 
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Item:   6.5.11 
 
Title:   Professional Services Training – UC Path  
Vendor Name: TBD  
Cost:    $200,000 
Term of Contract: One-time contract  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into a professional services agreement for UC Path 
training.  The vendor will be determined through either a request for proposals process, or 
direct negotiation with a training provider recommended by the UC Path project leads. 
The contract is necessary at this time, as UC Hastings is slated to go live on UC Path in 
the next group of locations.   
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.5.12 
 
Title:   Testing/Training Support – UC Path  
Vendor Name: UC Berkeley  
Cost:    $110,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with UC Berkeley to assist with testing 
UC Path and to provide any training support. UC Hastings is looking to UCB for this 
assistance as that campus will have been converted and implemented to UC Path, and will 
have trained staff available to assist UCH staff as the college goes live on UC Path. 
_____________________ 
 
 
 
Item:   6.5.13 
 
Title:   Exterior Security Camera Upgrade  
Vendor Name: AVS Technologies 
Cost:    $138,408 (gross); $84,261 (net) 
Term of Contract: One-year agreement  
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Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with AVS Technologies for a campus 
wide upgrade of the exterior security camera network.  The Board of Directors approved 
in December 2018 an agreement with the Tenderloin Community Benefits District 
(TLCBD) whereby 50% of the cost of the campus wide networked security camera 
system is funded by a grant from the TLCBD (excluding cabling).  During the course of 
negotiations, the TLCBD has requested a change in payment structure such that UC 
Hastings pays the vendor directly and the TLCBD reimburses the College for their share 
of the cost, as detailed below: 
- Camera System: $108,292.45 total paid by UC Hastings  
o UC Hastings Cost Share: $54,146 for ownership (50%) 
o TLCBD Cost Share: $54,146 for data feed use (50%) 
- Cabling: $30,115 total paid by UC Hastings (100%) 
- Gross Cost:  $138,408 
- Net Cost: $84,261 
UC Hastings would own, operate and maintain the camera system providing the TLCBD 
access to data resulting from the system (i.e., video footage accessed per the TLCBD use 
policy limiting use to SFPD, District Attorney’s Office, Public Defender’s office, etc.). 
UC Hastings will continue to access video footage with no change in the College’s use 
policy, or procedure, thereby maintaining the safety and security needs of the College 
while contributing to the safety and security of the Civic Center and Tenderloin 
communities. 
_____________________ 
 
4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approval of the award of the contracts listed below.   
 
 *6.5.6    Web Services - Bar Preparation - Adaptibar      $153,400 
  *6.5.8    Networking and Wireless/333 Golden Gate      $478,000 
  *6.5.9    Networking and Wireless/200 McAllister       $150,000 
  *6.5.10  Self-checkout System – Library – Bibliotheca        $56,000 
  *6.5.11  Professional Services Training – UC Path – TBD      $200,000 
  *6.5.12  Testing/Training Support – UC Path – UC Berkeley     $110,000 
  *6.5.13  Exterior Camera Upgrade – AVS Communications/TL      $138,408 
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Be it further resolved, that the Board of Directors ratification of the contracts approved by 
the Executive Committee at its meeting of July 12, 2019: 
 
*6.5.1    Instructional Technology – Kane Hall - Diversified U.S.     $654,820 
*6.5.2    Kane Hall 1st Floor Classrooms - Roebuck Construction  $4,250,000 
*6.5.3    Site Agreement – UC Davis Graduate School of Business    $236,000 
                (Revenue) 
*6.5.4    Digital Marketing - LLM and MSL Programs -  MF Digital    $146,043 
   *6.5.5    Digital Marketing - JD Program - EAB Global, Inc.     $149,400 
 
 
 
 
Agenda Item: *6.6 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: Director Tom Gede 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Nonstate Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000  
     
 
3. RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That the Board of Directors approve of the award of the 2019-20 nonstate contracts 
described in this report. 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   6.6.1 
 
Title: Center for Gender & Refugee Studies Database & Website Project 
Vendor Name: Giant Rabbit, LLC 
Cost:   $272,134 
Term of Contract: 18 months    
  
Description: 
  
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with the database and web developer 
with whom we previously contracted for an overhaul of the Center for Gender & Refugee 
Studies (CGRS) online database and technical assistance delivery system. The work 
involves a new project that builds on prior work creating a new searchable online library 
of resources, improving our website design, and providing ongoing maintenance and 
troubleshooting for our unique asylum case database.   
  
In 2018, CGRS embarked on the initial overhaul of their asylum case database and 
created a new searchable expert witness database. Bids were received from three different 
web developers: Kalamuna, LLC; Innovation Law Lab; and Giant Rabbit, LLC. After 
thorough vetting, including using a pro bono third party data science expert, Giant 
Rabbit, LLC was selected. 
 
The demand for the assistance and expertise continues to grow. In the last year, CGRS 
received over 7,000 individual requests for technical assistance from attorneys 
nationwide.  To alleviate pressure on program staff, creation of a searchable online 
library of litigation resources will shift some of the burden to the attorney requesting 
CGRS’s assistance.  
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_____________________ 
 
 
Item:   6.6.2 
 
Title:   Professional Services – Arnold Foundation  
Vendor Name: Jennifer Roche, Bowerbird Communications, LLC 
Revenue:   $70,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement 
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into a new agreement with a consultant to support the 
program, “Rising Pharmaceutical Prices: Drivers and Solutions,” funded by the Arnold 
Foundation. 
Work includes providing communications deliverables to Professor Feldman and Arnold 
grant team, meeting mutually-agreed upon deadlines as needed; monitoring and 
managing the successful reporting of key milestones and other deliverables of the Arnold 
Foundation contract; participating in meeting calls and other collaborative efforts to 
support the Arnold contract as needed; coordinating media placement and outreach on 
behalf of Professor Feldman as needed; contributing other communications support needs 
as needed and mutually agreed upon. 
 
 
_____________________ 
Item:   6.6.3 
 
Title:   Subcontract – Arnold Foundation 
Vendor Name: Regents of the University of California, Berkeley 
Revenue:   $407,855 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement 
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into a new agreement with a subcontractor to support the 
project, “The Role of States in Promoting Competition in Healthcare: A Legal and 
Economic Analysis,” funded by the Arnold Foundation. 
University of California, Berkeley researchers will participate in all aspects of the study, 
focusing on developing economic models to analyze data on healthcare market 
concentration, healthcare prices and quality, and health insurance premiums. The 
researchers will also acquire and clean the necessary data. 
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4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approval of the award of the 2019-20 nonstate 
contracts and grants listed below.   
 
*6.6.1 Database and Website Project – CGRS – Giant Rabbit, LLC $272,134 
*6.6.2 Professional Services – Arnold Foundation – Bowerbird  $70,000 
*6.6.3 Subcontract – Arnold Foundation – UC Berkeley   $407,855 
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Agenda Item: *7.1 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
ACTION ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Changes 2019-20 
 
 
3.       RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Finance Committee recommend that the Board of Directors approve the 2019-20 
nonstate budget changes for Auxiliary Enterprises, specifically $6.5 million for 2019-20 
implementation costs for the LRCP from McAllister Tower building reserves and 
$100,000 for an operational review of the provision on on-campus health care from the 
Student Health Center fund balance. 
 
  
4. BACKGROUND: 
 
The annual budget for the College’s auxiliary enterprises is considered by the Board of 
Directors at its June meeting.  Requested is authority to amend the 2019-20 budget for the 
following items: 
 
7.1.1 Long Range Campus Plan – Development Budget (Amended) $6,500,000 
 
Attached is an amended display of the 2019-20 Long Range Campus Plan Development 
Budget.  Changes include the budgeting of a $2.4 million prepaid expense that funded the 
inclusion of the quad and sky bridge connecting 200 McAllister to 333 Golden Gate; this 
is a non-cash adjustment.  Other changes include the inclusion of a line-item for Kane 
Hall 6th floor instructional technology and a corresponding reduction in the remaining 
funds available.  These changes do not affect the total amount drawn from McAllister 
Tower building reserves, which remains unchanged at $6.5 million. 
 
 
7.1.2 McAllister Tower – Elevator Maintenance & Repair  $160,000 
 
The budget adopted by the Board of Directors at its May 2019 meeting included an 
allocation of $106,000 for door operator repairs for the three primary elevators servicing 
100 McAllister based on a scope of work provided by Kone Elevator, the maintenance 
provider for the building’s vertical transportation systems.  Since that time, the 
maintenance vendor has indicated that the scope of work previously tendered would not 
fully address repair needs and a broader scope of work was necessary.  The College 
retained an independent consultant to assess the situation and recommend an approach.  
2 
 
The assessment concluded that a broader scope of work was necessary.  The project is to 
be competitively bid with a total budget of $266,000.     
 
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
That the Board of Directors approve revising the 2019-20 nonstate auxiliary enterprise 
budgets as described below: 
 
7.1.1 Long Range Campus Plan – Revised 2019-20 Budget  $6,500,000 
 Funding source: McAllister Tower       
7.1.2 McAllister Tower – Elevator Maintenance & Repair     $160,000 
 Funding Source:  McAllister Tower 
 
 
Attachments: 
• Long Range Campus Plan – Campus Housing Development - Budget Plan 2019-20 
• Long Range Campus Plan – 333 Golden Gate Avenue & Kane Hall - Budget Plan 2019-20 
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Agenda Item: *7.2 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Contracts in Excess of $50,000       
 
3. RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
 
That the Board of Directors approve the 2019-20 contracts described in this report. 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:      *7.2.1 
 
Title:   LRCP – Real Estate Economic Consultants  
Vendor Name: Economic & Planning Systems 
Cost:    $250,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Contract authority is requested to continue ongoing work in support of the negotiation of the 
business terms of leases and associated agreements for the development and operation of new 
and renovated campus housing and instructional and support space as part of the Long Range 
Campus Plan.  Scope includes advising the College by providing an array of analytical and 
strategic support to address issues that arise as part of the final programming and negotiations for 
the project.  Also included is participation in weekly design coordination meetings and biweekly 
financial meetings and cost estimating: 
 
• Provide independent construction estimate of the 100% Schematic Design (SD) 
documents. 
• Price 100% SD cost alternates 
• Reconcile TBD's 100% SD estimate with Clark's 100% SD estimate. 
• Issue final 100% SD estimate, post reconciliation. 
• Participate in review of Clark’s MEP and fire suppression bid package and instructions to 
bidders. 
• Provide high-level review of Clark's construction schedule at 100%SD phase. 
_____________________ 
 
Item:      *7.2.2 
 
Title:   LRCP Programming Consultant   
Vendor Name: Evelyn Lee 
Cost:    $64,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Requested is contract authority to enter into an agreement with Evelyn Lee for planning for 
swing space relocations.  The scope of work includes: 
• Overall timeline 
• Swing Office and Classrooms 
• Terminal/Final Position 
• Swing Space Programming 
• Move Management 
 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:                          *7.2.3 
 
Title:   LRCP Public Art Master Plan  
Vendor Name: Keen on Art 
Cost:    $65,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
Authority is requested to engage a consultant to prepare a Master Plan for art and other displays 
in support of the LRCP. Scope of services includes the development and implement a campus 
wide art plan to include, but not limited, to the below-referenced art projects: 
• Interior Art 
• Exterior art and lighting 
• Art installations – may include branding  
• Other – not integrated in the master plan 
o Hastings Legacy – Tribal Commemoration Display 
o Assessing and cataloguing Hastings art collections 
o Curating exhibits as required 
The Art Master Plan development would encompass: 
• Integrate Hastings artistic vision and concepts throughout the plan 
• Convene and facilitate all art program meetings of the concept/selection panel and staff 
representatives 
• Define buildings/locations to be included in the master plan 
• Set the art budget 
• Work with the design architects to identify locations for placement of the art in the 
buildings and other locations 
• Draft the master plan 
 
 
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:                          *7.2.4 
 
Title:   LRCP Economic Consultants – Local 2/Unite Here 
Vendor Name: Century Urban 
Cost:    $65,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Century Urban for real estate advisory 
services related to the 201-209 Golden Gate parcels under option by UC Hastings with Local 
2/Unite Here.  These predevelopment costs are being shared 50%-50% with Local 2/Unite Here 
with the $65,000 representing UC Hastings apportionment.  
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:                          *7.2.5 
 
Title:   LRCP Financial Adviser 
Vendor Name: Public Financial Management 
Cost:    $115,000 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with PFM Financial Advisors LLC (PFM).  
PFM has been providing non-transaction services to UCH over the last year in connection with 
the Campus Housing project.  Work has moved to a stage where financial close is expected by 
spring of 2020.  This transitions the structure of PFM’s services to focus primarily on transaction 
management.  Transaction management costs are estimated at $85,000 and will be factored into 
the cost-of-issuance; hence, no impact on cash balances.  The remainder, $30,000 is for any cost 
that may arise from other projects in the scope of the LRCP that are not yet at the transaction 
stage.  
 
Tasks that will be included in this work include the following: 
• Overall guidance and management of the financing team, including underwriters, counsel 
and others. 
• Management of scheduling of all financing activities. 
• Working with the underwriters to provide alternative financing structures and scenarios. 
• Working with underwriters on the rating assessment process and full rating process. 
• Providing market updates and analysis. 
• Working with underwriters and the developer on pro forma scenarios. 
• Assisting counsel and UCH staff in development of disclosure information. 
• Review and analysis of all bond documents. 
• Presentation of information regarding the financing to UCH staff and the Board. 
• Working with the new JPA regarding their role in the financing. 
• Negotiation of final structuring and pricing with the underwriters. This will also include 
other PFM staff on our pricing desk and higher education group. 
 
____________________ 
 
Item:                          *7.2.6 
 
Title:   Operations Review – Student Health Center 
Vendor Name: Hodgkins Beckley Consulting, LLC         
Cost:    $132,935 
Term of Contract: One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Hodgkins Beckley Consulting, LLC a 
leading college health program consulting firm and Stephen L. Beckley and Associates, Inc. a 
provider of health care management and benefits consulting services exclusively to colleges and 
universities since 1991. This programmatic review is intended to identify opportunities for major 
improvements and develop strategic options to better serve student on-campus health needs.   
This vendor was selected after a Request for Proposal process seeking qualified consulting firms 
in the health care field, preferably in a higher education setting.  The scope includes a 
comprehensive assessment of the Student Health Services operations, compliance with laws and 
regulations and planning to provide a list of priorities and make specific recommendations for 
improvement.  
 
_____________________ 
 
Item:                          *7.2.7 
 
Title:   Payroll Time Reporting System 
Vendor Name: Public Financial Management 
Cost:    $67,000 
Term of Contract: Annual agreement  
 
Description: 
 
Authority is requested to enter into a Hosting Agreement with UC Irvine for licensing and 
support services for the time and attendance system. 
 
_____________________ 
 
4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
That the Board of Directors approve the contracts listed below: 
 
*7.2.1  LRCP Economic Consultants - Economic Planning Systems         $250,000 
*7.2.2 LRCP Programming Consultant – Evelyn Lee               $64,000  
*7.2.3  LRCP Public Art Master Plan – Keen on Art        $65,000  
*7.2.4 LRCP Century Urban – Local 2/Unit Here          $65,000 
*7.2.5  LRCP – Financial Adviser - Public Financial Management       $115,000  
*7.2.6  Operational Review – Student Health Center 
 – Hodgkins Beckley Consulting, LLC        $132,935   
*7.2.7  Payroll Time Reporting System – Software License – UC Irvine       $67,000            
Agenda Item:  7.3Board of DirectorsSeptember 13, 2019
REPORT ITEM 
1. 
2. 
REPORT BY: 
SUBJECT: 
Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
Financial Update - Five Year Budget Model 
For many years, the College has used a Five Year Budget Model as a tool to forecast the 
impact of planned changes in key financial variables. Attached is the 5-Y ear Budget Plan 
based on the 2019-20 budgets going to the Board next week. Underlying assumptions are 
outlined below: 
• 3% employee compensation pool
• 1.5% growth in operating costs/no staffing growth
• Non JD Enrollments
Fiscal Year LLM MSL 2019-20 19.5 9.8 2020-21 35 14.8 2021-22 40 21.8 2022-23 45 22.8 2023-24 45 22.8 • 5% fee increases beginning in 2021-22; state buy-out in 2020-21• Tuition discount rates at 30%• New rent of $1.7M for 198 McAllister academic space beginning in 2022-23• Excludes ground lease payments from the Hastings Campus Housing Finance Authorityderived from 198 McAllister beginning in 2022-23• Does not reflect revenue loss from Tower going off-line in 2022-23• No realized/unrealized market gain/loss
Attrition, primarily non-transfer as problems experienced in past years with high levels of 
academic transfers have been successfully addressed, negatively impacts overall 
enrollment and gross revenues. Total JD enrollment this year is 924 FTE with the budget 
based on an entering class of 352. Last year at mid-year, 924.5 FTE were in the JD 
program. To preserve a JD enrollment of approximately 950-60 FTE, entering classes of 
approximately 360, melting to 350 are needed in light of new non-transfer attrition 
patterns. 
Enrollment aside, major risk factors include: 
1. Operating Cost/Staffing Growth - the 5-Y ear Budget Plan assumes no growth in
Core funded staffing and a 1.5% annual increase in operating expense.1 
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REPORT ITEM 
 
1.      REPORT BY:  Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Investment Report as of June 30, 2019 (Updated) 
 
3.      REPORT: 
 
Presented at the August 2109 meeting of the Finance Committee was the investment performance 
report for 2018-19.  At that time, the total return as of June 30, 2019 was not available.  This 
report has been updated with that figure.   
 
• Invested Funds 
Investment fund balances held by the University of California are displayed below: 
 
 As of 
 6-30-2019 
As of 
 6-30-2018 
Percent 
Change 
 
     
Hastings Endowment Fund (GEP) $35,984.182 $34,552,178 4.1%  
Hastings Operating Fund (GEP) 42,970.711 39,720,152 8.2%  
Endowed Funds Held by Regents (GEP-7) 8,667,293 8,315,104 4.2%  
Hastings Operations – STIP 5,974,350 4,193,411 4.2%  
Total $93,596,536 $86,780,846 7.9%  
 
• Total Return  
As of June 30, 2019, total returns for the GEP was 8.18%.  Displayed below are multi-year 
average annual returns and those of the policy benchmarks adopted by the Regents’ Investment 
Committee: 
AVERAGE ANNUAL 
RETURNS - GEP  FYTD CYTD    
 3 Months 5/31/19 6/30/19 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years 
TOTAL FUND  4.77 8.18 12.38 10.67 6.76 9.40 
GEP Policy Benchmark 3.20 5.72 11.86 8.87 5.59 7.82 
 
The Short Term Investment Pool (STIP) had a Fiscal Year To-date return of 2.36%.  
Attached is the monthly report from the Chief Investment Officer of the Regents showing rates of 
return for the period ending June 30, 2019. 
Attachments 
• GEP, STIP Unit Value Return Summary Report – Period Ending June 30, 2019 
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REPORT ITEM 
 
1.      REPORT BY:  Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  2018-19 Year End Investment Report (Preliminary) 
 
 
3.      REPORT: 
 
UC Hastings follows the investment philosophy of the University of California and invests 
excess cash and long-term investments – endowments and operating reserves – in the General 
Endowment Pool ("GEP") managed by the Office of the Treasurer.  Cash needed for near term 
liquidity needs is allocated to the Short Term Investment Pool (STIP).   
 
• Invested Funds 
Investment fund balances held by the University of California are displayed below: 
 
 As of 
 6-30-2019 
As of 
 6-30-2018 
Percent 
Change 
 
     
Hastings Endowment Fund (GEP) $35,984.182 $34,552,178 4.1%  
Hastings Operating Fund (GEP) 42,970.711 39,720,152 8.2%  
Endowed Funds Held by Regents (GEP-7) 8,667,293 8,315,104 4.2%  
Hastings Operations – STIP 5,974,350 4,193,411 4.2%  
Total $93,596,536 $86,780,846 7.9%  
 
• Total Return  
As of May 31, 2019, total returns for the GEP was 4.05%.  Displayed below are multi-year 
average annual returns and those of the policy benchmarks adopted by the Regents’ Investment 
Committee: 
AVERAGE ANNUAL 
RETURNS - GEP  FYTD CYTD    
 3 Months 5/31/19 5/31/19 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years 
TOTAL FUND  1.64 4.05 8.09 8.73 6.74 9.02 
GEP Policy Benchmark 0.15 1.52 7.35 7.46 5.08 7.35 
 
The Short Term Investment Pool (STIP) had a Fiscal Year To-date return of 2.18%.  
Attached is the monthly report from the Chief Investment Officer of the Regents showing rates of 
return for the period ending May 31, 2019.    Also attached is the Endowment Investment Report 
at as March 31, 2019. 
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Attachments 
• Endowment Investment Report at as March 31, 2019 
• GEP, STIP Unit Value Return Summary Report – Period Ending May 31, 2019 
 
 
EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
TOTAL FUND
GEP Unit Value Audit Adjusted 12,908,836,214 -1.30 1.64 4.48 4.05 8.09 4.39 8.73 6.74 9.02
GEP TOTAL PORTFOLIO BM AUDIT ADJUSTED -3.16 0.15 2.88 1.52 7.35 1.34 7.46 5.08 7.35
GEP TOTAL US PUBLIC EQUITIES 1,705,738,281 -5.36 -1.15 0.22 -0.03 11.26 -0.95 4.60 3.99 11.22
U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF -6.44 -1.26 0.67 1.89 10.93 2.53 11.71 9.27 13.91
GEP TOTAL NON-US PUBLIC EQUITIES + EQ 1,612,883,966 -4.94 3.10 10.21 -0.57 17.54 -2.43 13.17 5.19 7.83
NON-US EQUITIES POLICY BENCHMARK -5.37 -2.29 2.30 -4.46 7.15 -6.26 6.72 1.31 5.80
GEP DEVELOPED NON US PUBLIC EQUITY 790,024,830 -3.60 1.02 4.59 -5.64 13.60 -6.25 9.84 3.10 7.24
BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX -4.66 -1.45 2.66 -4.14 8.26 -5.22 6.13 1.24 6.00
GEP EMERGING MARKET EQUITY 822,859,136 -6.19 5.45 16.80 5.38 22.02 2.11 16.67 7.80 8.71
EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK -7.26 -4.51 1.33 -4.74 4.09 -8.70 9.88 1.79 5.03
GEP GLOBAL EQUITY 1,574,788,617 -6.04 -2.24 1.27 -2.03 9.22 -2.22 8.74
MSCI AC WORLD (NET) -5.93 -1.53 1.40 -0.76 9.08 -1.29 9.07
GEP TOTAL FIXED INCOME W/ TIPS & DOLLAR 1,684,149,116 0.66 1.96 4.71 5.15 4.10 4.95 3.63 2.66 5.08
BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.78 3.76 6.72 6.53 4.80 6.40 2.50 2.70 3.83
GEP TOTAL CORE FIXED INCOME 780,354,509 1.46 2.98 5.20 5.39 3.85 5.39 1.84 1.92 3.58
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.78 3.76 6.72 6.53 4.80 6.40 1.85 2.32 3.63
GEP HIGH YIELD 406,735,271 -0.49 0.38 3.09 4.03 4.35 4.30 6.17 4.16 9.18
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.78 3.76 6.72 6.53 4.80 6.40 6.54 4.07 9.05
GEP EMERGING MARKET DEBT 191,815,136 0.41 2.15 9.08 8.53 7.45 7.21 4.99
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending May 31, 2019
GEP STIP UNIT VALUE RETURN SUMMARY REPORT
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EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.78 3.76 6.72 6.53 4.80 6.40 5.17
GEP TIPS 0
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.78
GEP TOTAL PRIVATE EQUITY 1,782,442,933 5.16 6.24 8.11 19.97 9.82 26.09 21.45 21.46 18.24
GEP PRIVATE EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK -6.35 -0.94 1.34 3.24 11.61 3.83 13.47 16.60 15.85
GEP AR - DIV - UNIT RETURN 2,827,748,769 0.39 2.13 4.37 5.78 4.81 6.39 5.37 4.67 6.39
GEP Absolute Return Benchmark -0.85 0.98 2.97 -0.25 4.69 -0.51 2.30 0.16 0.95
GEP REAL ASSETS 554,597,573 1.15 4.36 4.09 3.38 4.45 5.00 4.54 -0.50 3.89
GEP REAL ASSETS LAGGED BENCHMARK 1.15 4.36 4.09 3.38 4.45 5.00 4.53 -0.50 3.88
GEP TOTAL REAL ESTATE 895,580,979 1.26 2.74 4.54 5.22 5.20 7.24 9.07 10.34
GEP PRIVATE REAL ESTATE 895,580,979 1.26 2.74 4.54 5.22 5.20 7.24 9.07 10.34 6.76
GEP LIQUIDITY 270,893,516 0.18 1.71 2.28 3.22 2.15 3.39 1.98 1.70 2.11
UC US TWO YEAR TREASURY NOTE INCOME RETURN 0.19 0.60 1.25 2.38 1.01 2.59 1.74 1.29 0.88
STIP
STIP - UNIT RETURN 7,807,622,593 0.18 0.55 1.10 2.18 0.91 2.35 1.72 1.56 1.93
STIP POLICY 0.20 0.61 1.24 2.27 1.01 2.45 1.52 1.09 0.74
PLANNED GIVING
PG FIXED INCOME POOL 28,831,244 1.48 3.34 6.06 6.09 4.51 5.96 2.74 2.90 4.65
BBG BARC Agg Bd 1.78 3.76 6.72 6.53 4.80 6.40 2.50 2.70 3.83
PG EAFE STATE ST INTL INDEX FUND 7,556,003 -4.63 -1.31 2.68 -4.52 8.47 -5.68 6.33 1.51 6.37
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending May 31, 2019
GEP STIP UNIT VALUE RETURN SUMMARY REPORT
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EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX -4.66 -1.45 2.66 -4.14 8.26 -5.22 6.13 1.24 6.00
PG RUSSELL 3000 INDEX FUND 26,337,717 -6.45 -1.21 0.79 2.19 11.07 2.86 11.95 9.49 14.13
U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF -6.44 -1.26 0.67 1.89 10.93 2.53 11.71 9.27 13.91
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending May 31, 2019
GEP STIP UNIT VALUE RETURN SUMMARY REPORT
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This report was prepared for you by State Street Bank and Trust Company (or its affiliates, “State Street”) utilizing scenarios, assumptions and reporting formats as mutually agreed between you and State Street.  While reasonable
efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this report, there is no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness.  This information is provided “as-
is” and State Street disclaims any and all liability and makes no guarantee, representation, or warranty with respect to your use of or reliance upon this information in making any decisions or taking (or not taking) any actions.  State
Street does not verify the accuracy or completeness of any data, including data provided by State Street for other purposes, or data provided by you or third parties.  You should independently review the report (including, without
limitation, the assumptions, market data, securities prices, securities valuations, tests and calculations used in the report), and determine that the report is suitable for your purposes.
State Street provides products and services to professional and institutional clients, which are not directed at retail clients.  This report is for informational purposes only and it does not constitute investment research or investment,
legal or tax advice, and it is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any product, service, or securities or any financial instrument, and it does not transfer rights of any kind (except the limited use and redistribution rights described
below) or constitute any binding contractual arrangement or commitment of any kind.  You may use this report for your internal business purposes and, if such report contains any data provided by third party data sources,
including, but not limited to, market or index data, you may not redistribute this report, or an excerpted portion thereof, to any third party, including, without limitation, your investment managers, investment advisers, agents,
clients, investors or participants, whether or not they have a relationship with you or have a reasonable interest in the report, without the prior written consent of each such third party data source.  You are solely responsible and
liable for any and all use of this report.
Copyright © 2019 State Street Corporation, All rights reserved.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Office of the Chief Investment Officer
Growing Portfolios. Building Partnerships.
Endowment
Investment Review as of March 31, 2019
UC Investments
UC Endowment
1. Asset Allocation
2. Performance
3. Asset Classes
4. Risk
Investment Objectives
• Maximize real, long-term total returns(income plus capital appreciation adjusted for inflation),
while assuming the appropriate levels of risk.
• Maintain the liquidity necessary to meet the investment goals of the Endowment, which are
to provide a stable and continuously growing stream of income, all while preserving
the real (inflation-adjusted) purchasing power of assets.
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UC Investments
As of March 31, 2019
 Endowment assets: $12.8 billion (as of 3/31/19)
 Investing Endowment assets since 1933 (86 years)
 Investing Pension assets since 1961 (58 years)
 Investing Retirement Savings assets since 1967 (52 years)
 Investing Working Capital since 1976 (43 years)
 Investing Captive Insurance assets since 2016 (2 years)
 Investing in Blue & Gold assets since 2019 (0 Years)
Investment Products $123.4 billion across 7 products
Growing Portfolios. Building Partnerships.
Delivering value through values.
Mission
Pension: 55%, $68.0B
Endowment: 10%, $12.8B
Retirement Savings: 20%, $24.8B
Working Capital: 13%, $16.4B
TRIP: $9.2B
STIP: $7.2B
Fiat Lux: 1%, $1.1B
Blue & Gold Pool: 0%, $0.3B
2
Endowment Asset Growth
GEP Assets 1963 - 2019 5 Year Growth
March 31, 2019
$12.8 billion
1 Year Ago
$11.9 billion
5 Years Ago
$7.9 billion
3
Endowment Assets Under Management
December 31, 2018 $11.7 billion
Market Gains $1.0 billion
Value Added ($0.1 billion)
Net Cash Flow $0.2 billion
March 31, 2019 $12.8 billion
4
Endowment Asset Allocation
Relative 
Weight
1
As of March 31, 2019
Market Value 
($ Million)
Percentage
Over/Underweight 
Relative to 
Interim Policy
Interim Policy 
Weight
Long-Term Policy
Weight
Public Equity 5,036 39.4% (1.4%) 40.8% 30.0%
Liquidity (Income) 2,109 16.5% 2.6% 13.9% 10.0%
Treasury 772 6.0%
Opportunistic 893 7.0%
Cash 444 3.5%
Other Investments 5,653 44.2% (1.1%) 45.3% 60.0%
Absolute Return 2,698 21.1% (0.6%) 21.7% 25.0%
Private Equity 1,602 12.5% (0.8%) 13.3% 22.5%
Real Estate 852 6.7%
Real Asset 501 3.9%
Total 12,798 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%
0.3% 10.3% 12.5%
5
Endowment Performance
*The UC Endowment Benchmark is a weighted average of investment policy targets.
**Value add calculation may be slightly off due to rounding and the level of precision used for returns.
Fiscal YTD Contribution to Return
Net Returns (%)
As of June 30, 2018 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008
UC Endowment 8.9 15.1 (3.5) 6.1 19.0 12.0 (0.7) 20.2 11.3 (18.2) (1.5)
Endowment Policy Benchmark* 8.5 12.5 (1.7) 3.7 16.6 10.1 (2.4) 17.9 9.1 (13.1) 0.1
Value Added** 0.4 2.6 (1.8) 2.4 2.4 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.2 (5.1) (1.6)
One Year Returns
Net Returns (%) Market Value Annualized Returns
As of March 31, 2019 ($ Million) 3 Month Fiscal YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year 20 Year 25 Year
UC Endowment 12,798   7.3 3.3 4.8 9.4 6.9 9.9 6.4 9.0
Endowment Policy Benchmark* 8.4 2.5 3.7 8.3 5.7 8.6 5.5 8.3
Value Added** (1.1) 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 0.9 0.7
6
Endowment Attribution – FY 2018/19
As of March 31, 2019
Average 
Weight
Average 
Active Weight
Allocation 
Attribution
Selection 
Attribution
Total 
Attribution
Public Equity 41.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Liquidity
Treasury 6.2 0.8 0.1 (0.1) 0.0
Opportunistic 7.3 1.1 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1)
Cash 2.9 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other Investments
Absolute Return 21.0 (0.7) 0.0 0.8 0.8
Private Equity 11.8 (1.5) (0.2) 0.5 0.3
Real Estate (Real Assets) 5.9 (1.9) 0.0 (0.1) (0.1)
Non-Real Estate (Real Assets) 3.7 1.2 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1)
Total 100.0% 0.0% (0.3%) 1.1% 0.8%
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Endowment Policy Benchmark
Asset Class Policy Benchmark Component Target Min Max
Total Public Equity MSCI All Country World Index Net IMI 
Tobacco Free
40.8% 31.0% 64.0%
Liquidity (Income) Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index 13.9% 4.0% 22.0%
Total Other Investments
Absolute Return HFRI Fund of Funds Composite 21.7% 12.0% 29.0%
Private Equity Russell 3000 + 1.5% 13.3% 1.0% 24.0%
Real Estate NCREIF ODCE Index 10.3% 1.0% 16.0%
Real Assets
Allowable Ranges
Actual Real Assets Portfolio Return
As of March 31st, 2019.
8
Public Equity
Sector ExposureRegional Exposure
*Total public equity benchmark is an aggregate of benchmarks for equity portfolios in the pool prior to Jul 1 , 2017; thereafter MSCI ACWI IMI Tobacco Free.
**Value add calculation may be off slightly due to rounding and the level of precision used for returns.
Net Returns (%) Market Value Annualized Returns
As of March 31, 2019 ($ Million) % Allocation 3 Month Fiscal YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year 20 Year
Public Equity 5,036  100% 14.4 0.8 1.3 11.3 6.5 12.6 5.1
Endowment Policy Benchmark* 12.2 1.2 2.0 11.0 6.5 12.3 5.6
Value Added** 2.2 (0.4) (0.7) 0.3 0.0 0.3 (0.5)
US
44.0%
Non‐US Dev
34.1%
Emerging 
Market
18.9%
Other
3.0%
Fi na nc i a l s He a l t h Ca r e Cons D i sc I ndust r i a l s Communi c a t i on Ot he r
P ubl i c  Equi t y 16.4% 14.8% 13.7% 12.2% 11.2% 31.7%
y  Be nc hma r k 16.3% 11.7% 11.0% 11.3% 8.2% 41.5%
Ac t i v e 0.0% 3.1% 2.7% 0.9% 3.1% -9.8%
0.0%
5.0%
10.0%
15.0%
20.0%
25.0%
30.0%
35.0%
40.0%
45.0% Public Equity
Policy Benchmark
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Liquidity (Income) and Cash
* Starting July 1, 2017, the benchmark is the Barclay’s US Aggregate Bond Index. 
Policy benchmark for Liquidity (Income) prior to July 1, 2017 was a weighted average composite of the historical policy benchmarks and targets.
**Value add calculation may be off slightly due to rounding and the level of precision used for returns.
Treasury
Opportunistic
Cash
$2.1
Billion
Net Returns (%) Market Value Annualized Returns
As of March 31, 2019 ($ Million) % Allocation 3 Month Fiscal YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year 20 Year
Liquidity (Income) 2,109  100% 3.1 4.2 4.2 3.0 2.5 5.1 5.5
Endowment Policy Benchmark* 2.9 4.6 4.5 3.4 3.2 5.5 5.6
Value Added** 0.1 (0.5) (0.3) (0.4) (0.6) (0.5) (0.1)
Treasury 772   37% 2.3 3.8 3.9 1.8 2.2 3.7 4.9
Opportunistic 893   42% 4.0 4.7 3.5 6.1 4.2 8.9 -  
Cash 444   21% 1.8 2.9 3.4 1.9 1.7 2.2 -  
Treasury: 37% Opportunistic: 42%
$771.7M $892.7M
Cash: 21%
$444.4M
10
Absolute Return
* From April 1, 2003 to March 1, 2009, the portfolio benchmark was 1 Month T-Bill+4.5%; thereafter the benchmark changed to 50% HFRX Absolute Return/50% HFRX Market
Directional until February 2016 when it became HFRX Absolute Return.  As of July 1, 2017, the benchmark is HFRI Fund of Funds Composite.
**Value add calculation may be slightly off due to rounding and the level of precision used for returns.
Event 
Driven
Global
Macro
Opportunistic
Relative 
Value
$2.7
Billion
Net Returns (%) Market Value
As of March 31, 2019 ($ Million) % Allocation 3 Month Fiscal YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
Absolute Return 2,698    100% 2.9 3.9 5.3 5.2 4.2 6.5
Endowment Policy Benchmark* 4.6 (0.4) 0.4 2.4 0.1 1.3
Value Added** (1.6) 4.2 4.9 2.8 4.1 5.2
Annualized Returns
Event Driven 261       10% 3.4 0.0 1.6 8.7 3.0 8.4
Global Macro 335       12% 6.3 1.0 2.7 (2.2) 1.7 1.5
Opportunistic 1,509    56% 2.9 5.4 6.7 -   -  -  
Relative Value 575       21% 0.2 4.1 5.3 8.3 6.8 9.1
Event Driven: 10% Global Macro: 13%
$260.6M $335.5M
Opportunistic: 56% Relative Value: 21%
$1,509.3M $574.5M
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Private Equity
* As of July 1, 2017, the Private Equity policy benchmark is the Russell 3000 +1.5%. From March 2005 to June 2017, the Private Equity benchmark was the actual private equity return. 
From January 2001 to February 2005, the Private Equity benchmark was Russell 3000 + 3% lagged one quarter. Prior to that, it was the S&P 500 + 5% lagged by a quarter.
**Value add calculation may be off slightly due to rounding and the level of precision used for returns.
Net Returns (%) Market Value Annualized Returns
As of March 31, 2019 ($ Million) % Allocation 3 Month Fiscal YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
Private Equity 1,602      100% 2.7 12.2 21.8 20.4 20.0 17.2
Endowment Policy Benchmark* 14.5 5.9 10.2 16.0 17.3 15.9
Value Added** (11.8) 6.3 11.6 4.4 2.7 1.3
Buyout 425    27% (2.8)   3.3     17.7     25.6    20.8    16.6   
Venture Capital 362    23% 5.3     16.4   25.7     14.9    15.9    14.3   
Co-investment 530    33% 5.9     18.5   23.8     24.6    27.0    -    
Opportunistic 25  2% 8.4     11.2   21.3     8.4  (0.2)    17.4   
Growth 256    16% 1.5     11.9   24.9     7.8  6.4      14.5   
Buyout: 27% Venture Capital: 23%
$424.9M $362.1M
Co-investment: 33% Opportunistic: 2%
$529.7M $25.2M
Growth: 16%
$255.8M
12
Real Estate
**Value add calculation may be slightly off due to rounding and the level of precision used for returns.
Core
Value-Added
Opportunistic
$0.9
Billion
Net Returns (%) Market Value Annualized Returns
As of March 31, 2019 ($ Million) % Allocation 3 Month Fiscal YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
Real Estate 852     100% 3.9 3.9 8.5 9.3 10.7 5.9
Endowment Policy Benchmark* 1.5 5.3 7.4 7.3 9.5 5.9
Value Added** 2.3 (1.4) 1.1 2.0 1.2 0.0
Core 109     13% 2.9 5.6 10.5 8.2 10.5 11.6
Value-Added 552     65% 3.5 2.5 7.6 7.4 10.2 5.1
Opportunistic 191     22% 5.4 5.8 9.7 8.0 9.1 4.1
Core: 13% Value-Added: 65%
$109.4M $551.6M
Opportunistic: 22%
$190.6M
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Opportunistic
Infrastructure
Energy
Timberland/
Agriculture
$0.5
Billion
Real Assets
* Inception date for Real Assets is April 1, 2010.
Net Returns (%) Market Value
As of March 31, 2019 ($ Million) % Allocation 3 Month Fiscal YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year
Real Assets 501           100% 0.3 (0.7) 1.2 3.1 (1.2)
Opportunistic 208           41% (0.8) 0.5 2.0 4.1 4.3
Infrastructure 210           42% 3.0 2.0 1.6 8.7 9.4
Energy 27             5% (10.2) (23.3) (8.4) (1.7) (16.4)
Timberland/Agriculture 57             11% 0.5 (0.2) (4.7) (3.2) 1.3
Annualized Returns
Opportunistic: 41% Infrastructure: 42%
$207.6M $210.1M
Energy: 5% Timberland: 11%
$27.0M $56.8M
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GEP Total Policy (Blend) 100 9.6 (0.6) 8.7 (0.4) 2.0 0.0 
Public Equity MSCI ACWI ex 
Tobacco
39 13.3 (0.4) 13.1 (0.7) 2.6 0.4 
Liquidity Barclay's Aggregate 16 1.4 (0.4) 2.6 0.0 1.9 (0.1)
Absolute Return HFRI FOF 21 4.0 (0.2) 2.9 (0.2) 2.4 0.2 
Private Equity Russell 3000 13 23.2 (1.8) 15.4 (1.1) 11.8 (0.2)
Real Estate NFI-ODCE 7 12.9 0.4 9.9 0.4 8.9 (2.4)
Real Assets Real Assets 4 17.6 6.6 17.6 6.6 0.0 0.0 
Name
Portfolio Risk (%) Benchmark  Risk (%) Active Risk (%)
Standalone 
Volatility
QoQ
 Change
Standalone
Volatility
QoQ
 Change
Tracking 
Error
QoQ
 Change
Benchmark Weight (%)
Risk 1.0 : Risk Measurement
Portfolio volatility drops slightly, quarter on quarter, after a spike in Q4 2018
Tracking error unchanged.
Risk 1.0 : Risk Measurement
As of March 31, 2019
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Portfolio systematic risk generally dominated by “Economic Growth” risk.  
Within Economic Growth, “Consumption” dominates.  
9.6% 
Volatility
Economic 
Growth
84%
Residual
14%
EM
1%
FX
1%
Portfolio Standalone 
Risk Factor Decomposition
Endowment
Macroeconomic Risk Factors
Consumption
46%
Financials/
Other
28%
Production
11%
Macroeconomic Risk Factors
Factor Name Factor Description
Economic Growth Proxied by broad, developed market equity index returns
Real Rates Inflation-linked bond returns
Inflation
Return of long nominal bonds, 
short inflation-linked bonds 
portfolio
Credit
Return of long corporate 
bonds, short nominal bonds 
portfolio
Commodity
Weighted GSCI Commodity 
index returns
Emerging Markets 
(EM)
Equally weighted basket of 
EM Assets
As of March 31, 2019
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Risk 1.0 : Two Views of Risk
Asset Classes versus Macroeconomic Factors
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Percent of Product 
Net Asset Value
Annual Return 
Standard Deviation
Reference scale: active risk (tracking error) : 2%
Portfolio slightly overweight Economic Growth,  despite active underweight to Public /Private Equities
Endowment Active Exposures
Public Equity
Liquidity
Absolute Return
Private Equity
Real Estate 
+
Real Assets
Economic
Growth
Real Rates
Inflation
Credit
Emerging 
Markets
Commodity
Foreign
Exchange
Market Value Weights Standalone Volatility
As of March 31, 2019
‐3.0% ‐1.5% 0.0% 1.5% 3.0% ‐0.4% ‐0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 0.4%
Macroeconomic Risk Factors
Risk 1.0 : Two Views of Risk
Asset Classes versus Macroeconomic Factors 
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Risk 2.0  :  Stress Tests
Public Equity
Liquidity
Public Equity
Liquidity
PORTFOLIO
ACTIVE
S&P -10%
US Interest Rates 
+100bps
S&P -10%
US Interest Rates 
+100bps
As of March 31, 2019
2.6%
‐0.6%
‐1.3%
0.2%
‐2.0% ‐1.5% ‐1.0% ‐0.5% 0.0% 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.5% 3.0%
‐3.7%
‐0.4%
‐8.6%
‐8.4%
‐16% ‐8% 0% 8% 16%
Macroeconomic Risk Factors
Risk 2.0 : Stress Tests
Endowment indicative stressed P&L for public markets investments
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US Scenarios 
Federal Reserve Rate Regimes 
Fiscal Policy Stance
Tax Reform
European Scenarios
Brexit Negotiations
Europe Fragmentation/Breakup
Eurozone Populist Elections
Emerging Markets /Asia Scenarios
US-China Trade Relations 
Abenomics- Helicopter Money
North Korea Tensions
Global Scenarios
Central Bank Policy
Peak Oil
Gulf Tensions
Interest Rate Scenarios
US Rates Paradigm Shift
Reflation - Deflation
Rising  Inflation – Global Rate Hikes
Market Technical Scenarios
Volatility Regime Change
Tech Calamity
Value Reversal
As of March 31, 2019
Macroeconomic Risk Factors
Risk 3.0 : Scenario Analysis  src : BlackRock
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Public Equity
Liquidity
Public Equity
Liquidity
Risk 3.0  :  Scenario Analysis source  :  BlackRock
Reference scale: volatility = 9.6%,  tracking error 2.0%
US Fed Rate Pause :
Growth Concerns
Brexit : No Deal
US-China Trade :
Global Protectionism
Brexit : No Deal
US-China Trade :
Global Protectionism
US Fed Rate Pause :
Growth Concerns
‐1.6%
0.0%
‐1.6%
‐1.0%
0.2%
‐0.2%
‐1.0% 0.0% 1.0%
‐0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
‐10.8%
‐3.4%
‐7.4%
‐12% ‐10% ‐8% ‐6% ‐4% ‐2% 0% 2%
PORTFOLIO
ACTIVE
Macroeconomic Risk Factors
Risk 3.0 : Scenario Analysis
Endowment indicative stressed P&L for public markets investments
‐2.0%
As of March 31, 2019 20
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REPORT ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT: State Budget Report – Preliminary 2018-19 Year-end 
 
3. REPORT: 
 
Attached is the preliminary year-end State budget report for 2018-19. Audited 2018-19 
data will be presented in the college-wide Financial Statements and Independent 
Auditors’ Report to be prepared by the College’s auditors. 
 
Revenues 
 
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – In 2018-19 the State’s share of the change in 
market value of UC-GEP investments were unrealized gains at $1,871,073. In 2017- 
18 unrealized loss of ($187,884) was recognized. 
 
Expenses 
 
 Staff Benefits – A blended benefit allocation rate of 34%, assessed on all payroll 
wages, with the exception of students and stipends, was budgeted in 2018-19 equal to 
the effective rate in 2017-18. The ending effective rate in 2018-19 was 36% driven by 
increased cost as a percentage of applicable salaries; the expenditure increase in 2018- 
19 over 2017-18 was $333,000 driven by health insurance, UCRP and workers’ 
compensation insurance cost increases. Premium cost changes to health and welfare 
plans managed by UC were effective January 1, 2019. No increases in the UC 
Retirement Plan the base employer contribution rate of 14% but an increase in the 
applicable salary base and the STIP assessment expense. In 2017-18 a non-cash 
expenditure of $47,381,000 resulting from GASB accounting changes was included; 
absent that the preliminary year-end comparative actual was $8,607,561. 
 Temporary Help (Contracted) – Total expenditures for temporary help hired through 
external agency providers exceed midyear revised budget by $172,000. Included is 
$69,000 in support for the UCPath Implementation Project with the offsetting budget 
allocation in the “Other Contract Services” reporting category. Subsequent to the 
midyear revised budget, payroll salary savings were redirected to fund contract 
temporary help during periods of temporary staff vacancies in the following 
departments: Building Maintenance (two vacant positions) $112,000, Fiscal Services 
$14,000 (including UCPath Project support), Chief Executive Officer administrative 
assistant $11,500 and External Relations $10,000. 
  Audit, Legal and Case Costs – Actual expenditures at $254,000 exceed the projected 
$181,000 by $73,000. Of the total, $59,000 provided legal support to General 
Counsel, including labor and employment advice, and $18,000 provided additional 
audit support. 
 Travel – Budgetary savings of $203,000 or 25% are reported. Actual expenditures 
from default faculty research account allocations in travel were realized in other 
reporting categories or remained unspent; per College policy the unspent Faculty 
Research Account allocations carry forward to next year’s budget at $186,534. 
 Transfer to Other Funds -- In 2018-19 the State General Fund appropriation provided 
$4,500,000 one-time funding for diversity scholarships with the first award expected 
2019-20 and extending at least six years. In order to track this activity over time a 
separate California Scholars restricted fund program was created and associated cash 
was transferred from the state budget; the offsetting transfer budget variance is 
reported in the restricted fund budget. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attachments: 
 
• State Budget Report 2018-19 Preliminary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
State Budget Report -- 2018-19
*See attached narrative
Midyear Preliminary Actual Mar-19  
Beginning Revised Year-end as a Percent Year-end
REVENUES Budget Budget Actual of Midyear Actual
2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 Revised Budget 2017-18
State Appropriations
General Fund 19,769,000 19,769,000 19,769,000    100% 12,726,000     
Lottery Fund 125,000 98,000 159,437         163% 158,442          
Total 19,894,000$ 19,867,000$ 19,928,437$  100% 12,884,442$   
 
Tuition and Related Fees  
Non-resident Tuition 726,000 741,000 733,752 99% 714,129
Registration Fee 41,050,784 40,215,461 40,102,507 100% 40,025,883
Veteran Fee Waivers (791,748) (699,202) (731,261) 105% (766,263)
LL.M. Tuition 997,500 722,356 637,742 88% 799,361
MSL Tuition 24,375 80,187 80,187 100% 102,102
HPL Revenue Share 410,607 362,970 381,882 105% 332,097
Summer Legal Institute 576,938 805,345 593,652 74% 611,192
Other Student Fees 23,544 89,082 77,399 87% 24,906
Total 43,018,000$ 42,317,199$ 41,875,860$  99% 41,843,406$   
Scholarly Publications
Subscription Revenues 59,743 59,743 51,015 85% 61,106
Total 59,743$        59,743$        51,015$         85% 61,106$          
Other Income
Investment Income 215,000 215,000 144,084         67% 209,185          
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                    -                    2,603             -- 2,322,445       
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    1,871,073      * -- (187,884)         
Overhead Allowances 1,190,459 1,226,919 1,309,955      107% 1,254,326       
Miscellaneous 47,950 47,350 42,160 89% 76,561
Total 1,453,409$   1,489,269$   3,369,875$    226% 3,674,633$     
Transfer from Other Funds -$              10,000$        7,405$           74% 260,726$        
Prior Year Reserve/Beginning Fund Balance 11,463,999$ 11,488,793$ 11,488,793$  100% 15,369,440$   
TOTAL REVENUES 75,889,151$ 75,232,004$ 76,721,385$  102% 74,093,753$   
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
State Budget Report -- 2018-19
*See attached narrative
Midyear Actual Mar-19  
Beginning Revised Actual as a Year-end
EXPENDITURES Budget Budget as of Percent of Actual
2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
 Salaries & Wages 25,962,526 25,698,154 25,305,405 98% 24,375,564
Student Wages-Reg. & Work-study 457,528 597,502 491,501 82% 438,587
Staff Benefits 8,589,324 8,584,228 8,940,818 * 104% 55,988,561
Consultants 1,195,913 573,370 475,386 83% 419,476
Temporary Help (Contracted) 395,973 559,143 731,614 * 131% 228,788
Employee Development & Testing 167,313 167,933 144,411 86% 149,615
Recruiting & Advertising 257,647 254,092 182,295 72% 137,802
Audit, Legal, and Case Costs 186,300 181,300 254,381 * 140% 169,263
Insurance 305,191 312,154 312,153 100% 304,424
Printing & Copier Service 700,152 709,389 641,721 90% 662,553
Supplies 274,205 266,680 253,099 95% 255,572
Travel 810,729 807,511 604,050 * 75% 494,999
Dues & Subscriptions 239,317 243,642 236,583 97% 257,439
Events & Entertainment 384,145 387,116 332,163 86% 311,125
Computer Software 693,727 764,881 722,179 94% 585,264
Data Processing 99,008 99,008 90,357 91% 116,800
Info Retrieval & Bibliography Svc. 478,840 478,840 457,164 95% 214,566
Books & Bindings 769,149 747,112 768,732 103% 1,048,948
Equipment Maintenance 128,867 168,259 104,199 62% 85,511
Building Maintenance 1,059,246 1,342,446 1,332,537 99% 973,137
Other Contract Services 2,686,552 3,497,201 3,348,720 96% 2,618,289
Utilities 1,163,850 1,166,979 1,172,730 100% 1,070,597
Telephone 73,788 73,848 64,637 88% 84,093
Mail 62,083 62,243 42,430 68% 50,460
Misc. (Including Bank Fees) 264,573 264,302 199,966 76% 281,284
Equipment & Improvements 180,865 197,641 194,575 98% 197,371
Space & Equipment Rental 565,632 558,884 550,473 98% 584,751
Financial Aid Grants 18,557,355 17,165,899 17,051,050 99% 17,726,128
Perkins Loan Matching Funds (Return) -                    -                    -                    -- (241,482)         
Collection Costs 4,820            4,820            9,822             204% 18,802            
Transfer to Other Funds 40,000          -                    4,500,600      * -- 376,394          
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 66,754,618$ 65,934,577$ 69,515,751$  105% 109,984,681$ 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
State Budget Report -- 2018-19
*See attached narrative
Midyear Preliminary  
Beginning Revised Year-end Year-end
SUMMARY - OPERATIONS Budget Budget Actual Actual
2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 2017-18
Operating Revenues (without reserve & gains) 64,425,152$ 63,743,211$ 63,358,916$  56,589,752$   
(48,197,263) (48,768,678) (47,964,101) (44,878,832)
Net Operations 16,227,889 14,974,533 15,394,815 11,710,920
Financial Aid (18,557,355) (17,165,899) (17,051,050) (17,726,128)
Net Change after Financial Aid (2,329,466) (2,191,366) (1,656,235) (6,015,208)
Realized/Unrealized Gain 0 0 1,873,676 2,134,561
Beginning Reserves 11,463,999$ 11,488,793$ 11,488,793$  15,369,440$   
Net Reserves before Transfer 9,134,533$   9,297,427$   11,706,234$ 11,488,793$   
Transfer to Other Funds, California Scholars to restricted budget (4,500,600)  
Ending Reserves - Operating 7,205,634$    
Excluded: Non-cash benefit expense for GASB reporting change. 47,381,000$   
Operating Expense (without financial aid,GASB 
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REPORT ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Core Operations – State Budget Planning for 2020-21  
 
3. REPORT: 
 
Annually the College submits its spending and revenue plan to the State of California’s 
Department of Finance along with requests for additional funding through the Budget 
Change Proposal process for both its operating (i.e., Support) and infrastructure (i.e., 
Capital Outlay) needs.  
 
The following factors and considerations require discussion to help staff prepare a budget 
submittal reflective of the policy directives of the Board of Directors. 
 
• State General Fund Support 
 
The budget is affected by certain key cost drivers—most notably employee compensation, 
enrollment management and tuition discounting strategies, academic quality initiatives, 
and facility projects. If the College is to maintain its reputation as a provider of quality 
public legal education, funding will be required to address the College’s priority needs 
and deferred costs that can no longer be indefinitely delayed.  Additional state funding is 
needed to address: 
  
• Deficit Reduction – The proposed budget for 2019-20 projects a Core Operations 
deficit of $4.8 million (-8%) driven by the tail end of high levels of tuition 
discounting necessary to support enrollment objectives.  
• Operating Expenses - Funding to support day-to-day operations is critical in 
maintaining a financially stable institution. Despite cost control efforts, upward 
movement in a number of areas such as employee compensation, insurance, health 
benefits and technology-related costs is occurring.  
 
To offset these incremental costs, a BCP requesting approximately $1.5 million will be 
submitted for the general support of Hastings College of the Law.  If this request is not 
approved by the Department of Finance, board approval would subsequently be sought 
for a five percent increase in the General Enrollment Fee for the 2020-21 academic year.   
 
The General Enrollment Fee at UC Hastings has remain unchanged at $43,486 for the 
past eight years. Last increased in 2012-13, the revenue foregone from this tuition freeze 
   
 
has been partially back-filled by annual state general fund increases equivalent to two 
percent on core revenues (state appropriation and student fees).  
 
• Enrollment Management, Financial Aid & Tuition Discounting 
 
The budget submittal, with a preliminary initial version forwarded to the Department of 
Finance in October and finalized in December 2019, will necessitate the formulation of 
enrollment as well as financial aid and tuition discounting planning assumptions.  These 
factors serve as the basis for the Governor’s Budget released in January 2020 for review 
and approval by the Legislature.  For purposes of revenue projection, an entering class of 
350 JD students will assumed.  This represents an increase from the current target of 320 
matriculates needed to offset attrition from the 1L to 2L class due to normal transfer 
activity and higher levels of academic disqualification.       
 
The 5-Year Budget Plan is predicated on a 30% discount rate for the entering class in Fall 
2020 (maintaining the 30% discount rate applied to the entering class of Fall 2019.  The 
discount rate has been the subject of scrutiny by the Department of Finance, Legislative 
Analyst’s Office as well as a the primary factor used by Moody’s Investor Services in 
their two most recent assessments of the financial viability of the school. 
 
• Employee Compensation & Collective Bargaining 
 
The collective bargaining agreement with staff represented by AFSCME expired on June 
30, 2017; the last wage increase under the expired agreement was 2.5% in January 2017.  
Contract expiration for AFSCME employees coincides with contracts between AFSCME 
and UC system-wide. 
 
• Capital Outlay & Five Year Infrastructure Plan  
 
The College is required to submit on an annual basis an update of its Five-Year 
Infrastructure Plan.  Submittal of this document is the first step in the State of 
California’s capital outlay process the due date of which is August 2019. The Department 
of Finance has agreed to accept a draft submittal pending its formal approval by the Board 
of Directors.  Attached is a draft of the document.  Formal approval from the Board of 
Directors will be requested at its September 2019 meeting. 
 
 
Budget planning for the upcoming fiscal year needs to consider these factors to make the 
budget process a strategic tool to move forward the College’s strategic agenda. 
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REPORT ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Non State Budget Report- Preliminary 2018-19 Year-end  
 
3. REPORT: 
 
 
Attached is the year-end non-state budget report for 2018-19.  Expenditure data 
represents preliminary figures; audited 2018-19 data will be presented in the Financial 
Statements and Independent Auditors’ Report to be prepared by the College’s auditors. 
 
This report is divided into the following categories of non-state funds: 
• Restricted Funds 
• Unrestricted Funds 
 
RESTRICTED FUNDS 
 
This report includes all non-state current-use funds having restrictions imposed upon 
them from external sources, such as donors or granting agencies.  Major budget variances 
are outlined below. 
  
Revenues 
 
 Grants and Contracts – The beginning budget reflected expectations of new grant and 
contract revenues to be received in the 2018-19 fiscal year at the time budgets 
developed in May. Subsequently, the following significant grant and contract 
revenues were received: 
o $893,000 Center for Gender and Refugee Studies, various sources of grant 
and contract support  
o $451,000 Institute for Innovation Law’s grant from the Arnold Foundation 
o $327,000 Center for WorkLife Law’s Kellogg Foundation grant 
o $303,000 UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium, various sources of grant and 
contract support 
 Other Income – Included in 2018-19 actual revenues are $92,950 from student 
organizations not required to budget activity. 
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Expenses 
 
 Instruction and Research – Total expenses of $3,894,000 exceed beginning budget of 
$3,539,000 by $355,000 funded by new grant, contract and gift revenues, with 
significant revenue balances carried forward to support expenses in 2019-20. 
 Financial Aid, Scholarships and Fellowships – Budgeted for maximum awards to 
students based on available cash, the following scholarship fund budgets were not 
fully expended in 2018-19 and in total $576,960 in unexpended budget balances carry 
forward to fund future awards, primarily admitted student and retention scholarships: 
o $173,000 Albert R. Abramson Scholarship 
o $80,000 James Sarsfield O’Neill Scholarship 
o $58,000 Innovation Law Clinics Scholarship 
o $25,000 Percy Towne Scholarship 
o $30,000 Anonymous II Scholarship 
o $17,500 Kenneth E. Olivier ’77 Scholarship 
 Student Organizations – The College manages the cash of student organizations; they 
are not required to budget activity and in 2018-19 incurred $153,146 in expenses. 
 
Nonoperating Revenues/(Expenses) 
 
 Donations – The 2018-19 budget for donations reflected gifts from recurring or 
known sources. The Blum Foundation distribution to Hastings budgeted at $303,000 
was deferred and received in July. Significant additional restricted gifts received 
support these funds (amounts list here are before deduction of 5% gift processing fee): 
o Building UC Hastings, total of $710,000 compared to projected $450,000 
o UC Hastings Child Advocacy Fund, established upon receipt of $200,000 
Cy Pres award 
o General Scholarship $159,000 
o Vapnek Scholarship $150,000 
o Kenneth E. Olivier ’77 Scholarship $125,000 
o Center for Gender and Refugee Studies $123,000 in excess of projected 
$120,000 
 Net Transfers to/from Other Funds – In 2018-19 the State General Fund appropriation 
provided $4,500,000 one-time funding for diversity scholarships with the first award 
expected 2019-20 and extending at least six years. In order to track this activity over 
time a separate California Scholars restricted fund program was created and 
associated cash was transferred from the state budget where the offsetting transfer 
budget variance is reported. 
 
UNRESTRICTED FUNDS 
 
This report includes all non-state current-use funds that do not have restrictions imposed 
upon them from external sources.  These funds include gifts given without restriction 
such as the UC Hastings Foundation funding in the form of block grants for support of 
Institutional Advancement and Alumni Office functions.  In addition, funds generated 
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that support the budget of individual programs such as membership programs and 
conferences are also recorded here.  Miscellaneous revenue sources such as student 
application fees (currently from non-JD programs), classroom rental and vending 
machine commissions fund programs that may not have income of their own such as 
academic conferences, student and college-wide events, and administrative support funds.  
Auxiliary Enterprises, while unrestricted nonstate funds, are reported separately. 
Designated Funds, those funds restricted as to use by the Board of Directors (e.g., Digardi 
Professorship, Hastings Chair, PICAP) are also categorized as unrestricted current-use 
funds because it is within the Board’s power to remove such restrictions and related 
activity is included in this report. 
 
Revenues 
 
 Other Income – Included in this category are $227,000 in speaking and service fees 
provided by WorkLife Law that were not budgeted. 
 
Expenses 
 
 Financial Aid, Scholarships and Fellowships – The beginning budget included 
allocations from the Specter fund at the Dean’s discretion to support retention, 
admitted student and public interest scholarship awards at $580,000 and actual use for 
these purposes was $138,000. Of the unspent Specter scholarship balance, $380,000 
was redirected to support full-time Bridge Fellow grants. 
 
Nonoperating Revenues / (Expenses) 
 
 UCH Foundation Grants and Other Donations – Included in unrestricted gift revenues 
are $280,000 in donations supporting the new Walkup Melodia Fund available to the 
Chancellor and Dean at his discretion but not included in beginning projections. The 
UC Hastings Foundation was budgeted to contribute $907,000 in block grants to the 
College from their unrestricted sources; a total of $760,000 was received which is a 
budget shortfall of $147,000. Not included in the beginning budget was 
Advancement’s Gamechanger event that generated $127,000 in donations; this fell 
short of target and event expense exceeded these offsetting revenues.  
 Realized Gain/Loss on Investments – This category reflects realized gain/loss on the 
sale of investments. Resulting from the transfer to the UC Short Term Investment 
Pool (i.e., cash) from the UC General Endowment Pool investments, the nonstate 
unrestricted fund’s share of realized gains in 2018-19 was $318,653 through May 
2018; June activity is pending posting. This is not a budgeted line item as there is no 
basis for a projection. 
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – In 2018-19 the nonstate unrestricted fund’s 
share of the change in market value of UC-GEP investments are unrealized gains of 
$334,943 through June 2019. In 2018-19 unrealized losses of ($33,633) were posted. 
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 Net Transfers to/from Other Funds – The beginning budget included a transfer from 
WorkLife Law’s restricted account for general support to their unrestricted operating 
account at $362,000; at year end their request was reduced to $170,000 for a 
budgetary variance in this category of $192,000. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attachments: 
 
• Non State Budget Report- Preliminary 2018-19 Year-end 
 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Non-State Budget, Restricted Funds
2018-19 Preliminary Year-end Actual
*See attached narrative.
Preliminary Preliminary  
 Year-end Year-end Actual Year-end
 Budget Actual as a Percent of Actual
2018-19 2018-19 Budget 2018-19 2017-18
REVENUES
Grants and Contracts 2,156,899$    4,151,557$    * 192% 2,700,120$    
Other Income 5,500             127,893         * 2325% 199,278         
2,162,399$    4,279,449$    198% 2,899,397$    
 
EXPENSES  
Instruction and Research  
Salaries and Benefits 2,623,685      2,861,748      * 109% 2,213,432      
Program Support 915,331         1,032,680      * 113% 915,349         
Public and Professional Services
Salaries and Benefits 281,502         260,194         92% 270,572         
Program Support 90,800           51,819           57% 77,013           
Academic Support
Salaries and Benefits -                     -                     -- -                     
Program Support -                     -                     -- -                     
Student Services
Salaries and Benefits 18,389           20,745           113% 27,170           
Program Support 39,958           45,368           114% 55,440           
Institutional and Building Support
Salaries and Benefits -                     -                     -- -                     
Program Support 93,197           29,691           32% 79,948           
Financial Aid
Salaries and Benefits 79,235           89,191           113% 78,484           
Program Support 12,135           7,442             61% 6,048             
Administrative Overhead 4,482             -                     0% 9,555             
Scholarships and Fellowships 2,675,593      2,098,633      * 78% 2,244,682      
Student Organizations 20,000           187,920         * -- 155,164         
6,854,307$    6,685,431$    98% 6,132,859$    
(4,691,908)$   (2,405,981)$   51% (3,233,461)$   
Donations 1,143,443$    2,078,375$    * 182% 2,125,101$    
Investment Income 8,000             10,761           135% 11,262           
Endowment Payout 1,082,571      1,192,081      110% 1,148,132      
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                     1,541              -- 76,373           
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                     60,718            -- (6,097)            
Net Transfers to/from Other Funds (202,257)        4,381,617      * -2166% (219,244)        
2,031,757$    7,725,093$    380% 3,135,526$    
(2,660,151)$   5,319,112$    -200% (97,935)$        TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
TOTAL OPERATINGEXPENSES
NET OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Non-State Budget, Unrestricted Funds
2018-19 Preliminary Year-end Actual
*See attached narrative.
 Preliminary Preliminary  
    Revised Year-end Year-end Actual Year-end
   Budget Budget Actual as a Percent of Actual
   2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 Budget 2018-19 2017-18
REVENUES
Dues/Memberships 245,000$       245,000$       156,071$       64% 160,000$       
Fees 306,366         306,366         447,592         146% 319,025         
Other Income 411,095         411,095         663,122         * 161% 352,305         
Overhead Allowances 4,958             4,958             1,686             34% 10,031           
967,419$       967,419$       1,268,471$    131% 841,361$       
  
EXPENSES
Instruction and Research
Salaries and Benefits 712,963 712,963 667,386 94% 550,383
Program Support 328,722 328,722 124,859 38% 302,685
Public and Professional Services
Salaries and Benefits 1,000             1,000             10,000           1000% -                    
Program Support 25,969 25,969 32,184 124% 23,506
Academic Support
Salaries and Benefits 11,500           11,500           -                    0% 30,000           
Program Support 68,486 68,486 72,956 107% 46,151
Student Services
Salaries and Benefits -                    -                    -                    -- -                    
Program Support 161,392 161,392 106,281 66% 70,174
Institutional and Building Support
Salaries and Benefits 786,898 786,898 646,036 82% 704,644
Program Support 1,263,273 1,873,273 1,596,328 85% 1,428,601
Financial Aid
Scholarships and Fellowships 643,950         643,950         171,826         * 27% 44,441           
Program Support -                    -                    -                    -- -                    
4,004,153$    4,614,153$    3,427,856$    74% 3,200,585$    
(3,036,734)$  (3,646,734)$  (2,159,385)$  59% (2,359,224)$  
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
UCH Foundation Grants and Other Donations 1,062,000      1,362,000      1,376,886      * 101% 2,110,633      
Investment Income 39,388           39,388           37,034           94% 44,696           
Endowment Payout 237,900         237,900         259,529         109% 237,901         
Endowment Management Fee 99,708           99,708           101,751         102% 99,708           
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                    -                    479                 -- 423,834         
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    334,943         * -- (33,633)         
Net Transfers to/from Other Funds (1,151,728)    (1,251,728)    (1,370,766)    * 110% (462,665)       
287,268$       487,268$       739,856$       152% 2,420,474$    
(2,749,466)$  (3,159,466)$  (1,419,529)$  45% 61,250$         
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NET OPERATIONS
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
   
Agenda Item: 8.5 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
  
 
REPORT ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Preliminary 2018-19 Year-end Auxiliary Enterprises     
    Budget Report 
 
3. REPORT: 
 
The 2018-19 preliminary year-end budget reports for auxiliary enterprises – McAllister 
Tower, Parking Garage, Student Health Services, Business Center, and College Events 
Center – are attached. Major variances are outlined below. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
On an overall basis auxiliary enterprises generated $3,309,414 from operations and after 
debt service and other non-operating revenues (investment activities) are included the 
total change is $2,299,058 added to the unrestricted net asset balance. Included in these 
amounts are $1,043,906 in administrative overhead assessments, cash transferred to the 
state unrestricted account; absent these costs the net result is $3,342,964 (a preliminary 
amount as of July 23, 2018). 
  
McALLISTER TOWER 
 
Revenues 
 
 Apartment and Commercial Rent – While commercial rents were received at 
budgeted amounts $458,832, residential rent revenues at the Tower fell just shy of 
budget by $45,400. Actual residential rental income in 2018-19 at $4,951,471 reflects 
an increase of $225,742 or 5% greater than 2017-18. 2017-18 residential revenues 
were $162,090 greater than 2016-17. 
 
Expenditures 
 
 Maintenance and Special Repairs – In 2018-19 replacement of the front door and 
surrounding terra cotta was budgeted; an encumbrance of $84,029 exists at June 30, 
2019, representing unspent contract that is expected to be completed in 2019-20 with 
associated budget carried forward. 
 Miscellaneous – An unspent allocation of $71,000 exists in 2018-19 intended to cover 
the cost of renting furnishings for summer apartment rentals to non-Hastings tenants. 
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While actual costs of $18,800 were incurred they were reimbursed by the renters, 
Alonzo King Lines Ballet. 
 
Non-operating Revenues/(Expenses) 
 
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – The Tower’s share of the UC GEP market 
gains were $63,052 in 2018-19. 
 
PARKING GARAGE 
 
Revenues 
 
 Parking Operations – With actual revenues at $2,266,537, budgeted revenues were 
exceeded by $115,537 or 5% more than projected. 2018-19 parking operations 
generated $130,571 more revenues than in 2017-18. 
 
BUSINESS CENTER 
 
Revenues 
 
 Copy Services – Actual 2018-19 revenue at $286,179 is $28,821 less than projected 
and $67,322 less than actual 2017-18. 
 
COLLEGE EVENTS CENTER 
 
Revenues 
 
 Room Rental – Actual 2018-19 revenues from rental of college facilities and related 
services were $226,413. Although recorded in a nonstate unrestricted college-wide 
account in 2017-18 the equivalent prior year revenues were $158,808. This year’s 
activity represents an increase of $67,605 (43%) in income before allocation of direct 
expenses. 
 
Total Change in Net Assets 
The creation of a new auxiliary enterprise Events Center program, established to 
segregate and track activities in what is expected to become a significant revenue 
generating source in the future, is intended to provide comparable support to nonstate 
unrestricted fund budgets/programs up to $150,000 as historically experienced. A 
preliminary transfer of $95,820 was made from net operating results; subsequently 
additional revenues were recorded and the 2018-19 net operating result of $21,905 will be 
added to the transfer in future. 
 
Attachments: 
 
• 2018-19 Year-end Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report 
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Agenda Item: 8.6 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
 
REPORT ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Program Directors Debbie Tran and Leslie Lundberg 
 
2. SUBJECT:  UCPath Payroll System Conversion - Project Update 
 
3. REPORT: 
 
 
As reported in the June 2019 meeting of the Board of Directors, the UC Path Project 
Office has extended the planned implementation of the campuses in the Deployment 2 
group, which includes UC Hastings, to February 2020, for processing the March 1, 2020 
paycheck. That date remains unchanged. 
 
Implementation Update 
 
The College’s project team is managing system and functional testing phases.  Testing 
occurred in May 2019 of system integration and architecture to determine if connectivity 
was operational.  This was completed and a certification was provided to UCOP attesting 
to the attainment of stipulated performance criteria.    
 
Several issues arose.  The primary concern is the report known as the Labor Ledger 
integrating into Hastings financial and internal control systems.  Full integration is not yet 
operational.  Efforts to resolve this issue are continuing and the matter has been flagged 
as a risk with the Central Project Management Office (PMO) team. 
 
The second test process is known as PPT (Payroll Parallel Testing).  This process 
reconciles and compares payroll outcomes under the old system and the new system. 
Errors were limited and those identified are being addressed.  
 
 PPS Checks UCPath Checks Variance 
BW (Bi-Weekly) 189 160     29 
MO (Monthly) 274 265 9 
Total 463 425 or 92% 38 or 8% 
 
Key takeaways: 
 
• Thirty-eight (38) employees did not receive a paycheck form UCPath due to errors in 
the data conversion which we expect will be resolved in time to begin the next payroll 
parallel test. 
• 94% of the gross earnings matched within $.03.  The reason for the variances beyond 
$.03 included missing additional pay (stipends) and manual data from the legacy PPS 
system not processed. 
   
 
• 91% of employees received a check from UCPath and all variances were reconciled 
and accounted for.  Reasons for these variances included incorrect mapping of 
retirement and benefit deductions for AFSCME employees, garnishments were not 
(intentionally) processed as well as some other one-time deductions. 
 
Key Accomplishments 
 
In addition to preliminary phases being completed, key accomplishments since the last 
report:   
 
• Created a communication plan and calendar and have developed the content for the 
website, town halls and other communication channels. 
 
• Partnered with UC Berkeley to share testing and training resources who were 
embedded in the UCB implementation.  Two of UCB employees are present during 
testing to provide both support to the testers.    
 
• Meeting scheduled for UCPC on August 13 to ensure the Hastings policy and 
process differences can be supported. 
 
• Planning for Memorandum of Understanding between Hastings on UCPC to cover 
terms of billing, service level agreements, services rendered. 
 
Financial Overview 
 
We have been fortunate to receive additional support from UCOP.  They are currently 
funding two full-time contractor positions, a project management resource at 25% FTE 
and a project management member of the UCH team.   
 
 
Additionally, the State of California responded favorably to the request of $594,000 in 
the second BCP request.  Of the estimated total project cost of $2,570,035, 80% or 
$2,051,000 is funded by the State.   
 
2019-20 (Budget) 2018-19 2017-18 Total %age of Total
Project Management 689,622$                        681,458$             47,212$           1,418,292$      55.2%
Travel 6,000$                            3,613$                 -$                9,613$             0.4%
Communiction 87,360$                          38,002$               -$                125,362$         4.9%
Conversion/Data Validation -$                                284,403$             173,971$         458,374$         17.8%
Technology 5,004$                            16,194$               18,870$           40,068$           1.6%
Training 276,086$                        -$                     -$                276,086$         10.7%
Testing 134,600$                        87,606$               -$                222,206$         8.6%
Supplies 3,643$                            1,038$                 3,853$             8,534$             0.3%
Events 3,032$                            859$                    1,458$             5,349$             0.2%
Printing 5,000$                            248$                    903$                6,151$             0.2%
1,210,347$                     1,113,421$          246,267$         2,570,035$      100%
Project Uses of Funds
 
 
   
 
Total %age
State of CA/BCP 2,051,000$                              80%
UCOP* 90,450$                                    4%
UCH 428,585$                                  17%
2,570,035$                              100%
 
*Does not include other resources for Conversion and Technical Support
Project Source of Funds
 
 
Risks and Concerns 
 
• Receipt of data needed to prepare the labor ledger for posting into the general ledger.  
 
 
Attachments 
 
• UCPath Status report as of 8-9-2019 
 
 
                                                                                 
  UCH  Status Report       
  Submitted By: Leslie Lundberg 
  As of 08/09/19 
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1. Project Timeline 
Milestone 
 
Status Planned 
Start Date 
Actual 
Start 
Date 
Planned 
End 
Date 
Actual 
End Date 
Create the web site for UCPath Complete 05/01/19 05/01/19 08/31/19 In Progress 
IT2 Testing Execution On Track 07/15/19 07/15/19 09/09/19 In Progress 
PPS Clean Up On Track 06/17/19  08/31/19 In Progress 
Conversion Validation – PP3 On Track 07/23/19 07/23/19 09/09/19 In Progress 
Leave accrual reconciliation – PPT1 On Track 8/13/19 8/7/2019 08/27/19 In Progress 
Labor Ledger Upload (E-714) At Risk  7/20/19 8/7/19 8/2/19 In Progress 
Create Training Strategy and approach Critical 7/1/19 8/1/19 8/31/19 In Progress 
2. Key Accomplishments 
Task Description  Completion 
Date 
Result Owner 
Completed the transactions for 1st Bi-Weekly 
payroll cycle for IT2. Submitted all certain inbound 
files.  Included testing of new version of TRS. 
08/05/19 Payroll processing of IT2 
data 
Sheryl 
Koga/Jessica 
Wong 
Completed Metric collection for Implementation 
Readiness 1 
08/05/19 IR1 Data submitted to PMO Debbie Tran 
Completed testing of work study interfaces 08/02/19 Work study interface tested 
using front end Salesforce 
screen 
Andrew Scott 
Developed functional data validation metrics 8/7/2019 Defined employees and 
values for functional data 
validation 
James Morris 
Completed the UCPath web site  08/07/19 Web site completed Debra Russell 
 
Completed PPT1 07/19/19 High rate of matching and 
reconciliation of variances 
Andrew Scott 
Complete:  
Milestone complete 
On Track:  
Progress On 
Schedule 
At Risk: 
Progress behind 
Schedule 
Critical: 
No Progress; 
Stalled 
Not Started: 
Phase not yet 
begun 
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3. Continuing/ Upcoming Activities 
Start Date Task Description Owner 
05/19 Developing communication content and delivery  Leslie Lundberg 
05/01/19 Build/test  E714 Interface for IT1 after getting final DDOS data in 
TUCS9J on 8/7 
Carol Cole 
7/12/19 IT2 Testing Sheryl Koga 
7/15/19 PPT3 Manual Conversion Andrew Scott/James Morris 
7/15/19 Onboarding new techno/functional resource Leslie Lundberg 
8/9/2019 PPT1 Absence Management Reconciliation Andrew Scott 
8/13/19 Conversion Validation of PP3 Data James Morris 
8/16/19 UCPath Reports Overview Sessions Scheduled Debbie Tran 
8/19/19 Need to create operationalize local processes where IT2 testing 
revealed additional gaps.  Roles and responsibilities need to be 
defined.  Also need to submit HR and Financial Policy revisions to 
the Board of Directors 
Debbie Tran/Andrew Scott 
 Schedule Operational Alignment sessions with UCPC Debbie Tran 
4. Concerns 
Description Logged as Risk  
or Issue? 
If yes, # 
The union agreement with UCH local AFSCME is not finalized yet. New 
agreement may have some clauses that will involve extra work from 
UCPath. 
Yes Tbd 
E714 not tested in IT1 – waiting for the correct data in LL Tables to test our 
ability to load in our Financial systems. Planning to do that after DDODS 
Burst scheduled on 8/7 
Yes PMO-5306 
Training resource not yet identified. Hastings is in discussions with an 
external consulting firm for an engagement.    
No  
Overdependence on one internal resource.  This has been discussed with 
Project Sponsors and a mitigation plan is being developed. 
No  
Upcoming Non-Regular Project Team Meetings 
Meeting Title Agenda Topics Date Time Location 
IR1 Meeting Discuss results of IR1 8/8  Irvine 
UCPC Review policies, processes and workflows 
unique to UCH with UCPC Leadership 
8/13  UCPC 
Payroll Process Flow 
Overview 
Payroll Lead, Lungile Mthembu, to visit UCH for 
Payroll Process Flow overview 
8/15 9-
2;30pm 
UCH 
BICG Monthly In-Person Meeting in Oakland 8/22 9:30-
2pm 
Oakland 
 
Prepared by:  L. Lundberg, D. Tran, R. Rastogi 
Agenda Item: 8.7 
Board of Directors 
September 13, 2019 
 
 
 
REPORT ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward  
 
2.    SUBJECT:  Long Range Campus Plan – Project Update 
  
3. REPORT: 
 
 
Provided is a high-level summary on the status of implementation efforts for the Long 
Range Campus Plan. 
 
 
• Replacement Academic Building - 333 Golden Gate Avenue 
 
Attached is a project status report prepared for the Department of General Services by 
AECOM, the firm retained to function as the project manager for the 333 Golden Gate 
Avenue project. 
 
• UC Hastings Law – 198 McAllister Campus Housing 
 
The project architects – Perkins&Will - for the Campus Housing project developed the 
attached overview. 
 
 
 
Attachments: 
 
• Academic Building Replacement Project, Project Number -140632, Monthly Report – 
July 2019 
• UC Hastings Law – 198 McAllister Campus Housing 
 
UC Hastings
College of the Law
Academic Building Replacement Project
Project Number - 140632
Monthly Report 23 – July 2019
August 01, 2019
The new academic building is approximately 57,500 gross square feet and includes classrooms,
offices, legal clinics, conference center, and indoor/outdoor student life spaces. The building will be
constructed on a 12,000 square foot rectangular parcel owned by UC Hastings in downtown San
Francisco. The project will also include site demolition, hazardous material abatement, utilities,
fencing, landscaping, security, CCTV, interior furnishings, low voltage, and building management
systems designed for LEED Platinum Certification. This building will replace academic functions and
faculty offices currently in Snodgrass Hall at 198 McAllister Street, provide a more cohesive campus,
and enable UC Hastings to create State‐of‐the‐Art classroom facilities that will serve UC Hastings for
decades.
Location: 333 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, CA 
Owner:  UC Hastings College of the Law
Project  Manager: Department of General Services
Real Estate Services Division
Project Management & Development Branch
Construction Manager:  AECOM
Master Architect: Ratcliff
Design-Build Contractor: Clark-SOM
Design-Build Contract Amount: $50,500,000
Notice to Proceed: August 25, 2017
Completion Date: December 12, 2019 (840 Calendar Days)
2DESIGN-BUILD CONTRACT
EXECUTED CHANGE ORDERS
REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION
PROGRESS – JULY 2019
 The installation of priority walls at all levels was 
completed.
 The installation water proofing at level-02 Quad 
was completed.
 The installation of fire proofing at the loading dock 
was completed.
 The demolition of the existing precast wall at the 
level-02 quad was completed.
 The framing and gypboard of interior walls at all 
levels continued.
 The installation of windows began.
 The installation of exterior water proofing began.
 The installation of the elevator system began.
 The additional work required for the PG&E vault 
began. 
PENDING CHANGES
 The rough-in of MEP work at all levels will
continue.
 The framing and gypboard of interior walls at all
levels will continue.
 The installation of the elevator system will
continue.
 The installation of the exterior framing at the
north and east walls will continue.
 The installation of exterior water proofing at all
levels will continue.
 The Installation of roofing material at exterior
decks will continue.
 The installation of windows on the east and south
walls will begin.
 The removal of cast-in-place panels at 200
McAllister for the bridge connection will begin.
LOOK AHEAD – AUGUST 2019
Contract  Amount: 
Contract  Duration 
(Days):
Contract  Completion 
Date:
ORIGINAL $50,500,000 840 12/12/19
AMENDED $51,093,140.54 0 12/12/19
Executed Change Orders Issued: 2
Total Schedule Impact Granted (Calendar Days): 0
CHANGES BY REASON # $ Value % *  .
Deficiency 0 0.00%
Owner Requested (UCH) 1 $53,824.00 0.11%
Owner Requested (DGS) 0 
Unforeseen Condition 1 $539,316.54 1.07%
Value Engineering 0 
Time Extension 0 
Other 0 
TOTALS: 2 $593,140.54 1.17%
*Note:  Percent of Original Contract Amount.
CHANGES BY REASON                # Est. Value* % **
Contractor Delay 0
RFP Deficiency 0
Owner Requested (UCH) 7 $163,124.94 48.28%
Owner Requested (DGS) 0
Unforeseen Condition 2 $21,745.50 6.44%
Suspension of Work 0
Value Engineering 0
Time Extension 1 $153,037.00 45.29%
Other 0
TOTALS: 10 $337,907.44 100%
* Note:  Proposals & Estimates in Progress.
** Note: Percent of Pending Changes.
Total Received: 54
Total Responded: 50
Avg. Days Response Time: 10.9
RFCs BY REASON # %
Deficiency 4 7.41%
Owner Requested (UCH) 21 38.89%
Owner Requested (DGS) 0
Unforeseen 1 1.85%
Suspension of Work 0
Value Engineering 4 7.41%
Time Extension 0
Other Clariffications 20 37.04%
Voided 4 7.41%
TOTALS: 54 100%
3• PG&E has committed to provide permanent power
for the project by August 2019 and they have begun
the betterment work required to support this
commitment. However, they have required the
Contractor to make significant changes to the
electrical vault and while this work is underway, it
may delay the start of PG&E’s work in the vault by
one to two weeks.
• With the busy construction market in the Bay Area,
the lack for qualified manpower on the project has
become an issue, specifically with drywall tapers.
The Contractor is working closely with the unions to
mitigate this issue.
• The SFM will allow an air easement on the adjacent
property to resolve the current fire separation issue.
However, additional requirements for egress from
level 01 have been placed on the design and will
require changes to ensure a protected egress.
POTENTIAL PROJECT  IMPACTSSCHEDULE MILESTONES 
SCHEDULE ANALYSIS
• No Weather Float Days were requested by the
Contractor during the month of July 2019.
• The State has reviewed and responded to the
Contractor’s request for a time extension. Per the
Contract, the State will allow the use of available
project total float to absorb the delay.
• The project schedule continued to experience delays
in the starting and completing of activities this
month. The Contractor is working nearly every
weekend to mitigate any further delay.
(Based on the Final Baseline Schedule 01 32 00 - 006)
1. Notice To Proceed (No. 1) August 25, 2017 (C, A)
2. Start CDs August 25, 2017 (A)
3. Groundbreaking October 20, 2017(A)
4. Partnering November 1, 2017 (A)
5. Submit 35% CDs to DGS November 7, 2017 (A)
6. Complete 35% CDs  (No. 2) December 8, 2017 (C, A)
7. Submit 50% CDs to DGS February 19, 2018 (A)
8. Start Design: State Field Office February 21, 2018 (A)
9. Start Demolition: Garden February 27, 2018 (A)
10. Complete 50% CDs  (No. 3) March 20, 2018 (C, A)
11. Start Construction  (No. 7) March 27, 2018 (A)
12. Fully Mobilized April 24  2018 (A)
13. Complete 95% CDs  (No. 4) May 21, 2018 (C, A)
14. Complete 100% CDs  (No. 5) October 12, 2018 (A)
15. Partnering October 24, 2018 (A)
16. SFM/DSA 100% CDs  (No. 6) July 3, 2019 (A)
17. Complete Construction (No. 8) November 11, 2019 (C)
18. Start FF&E Installation (No. 9) November 12, 2019 (C)
19. Completion of Work (No. 10) December 12, 2019 (C)
Projected:  (P)     Contract: (C)    Actual:  (A)       
* Under Review               
TARGET vs ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
4PROGRESS PHOTOS – JULY 2019
1
3 4
07-01-19 – Drywall Work at Level-03 07-03-19 – plumbing Work at Level-06
07-6-19 – Framing Work at Level-02 07-9-19 – MEP Equipment at Level-07
07-15-19 – Masonry Work at Level-0207-12-19 – Scaffolding Work at Level-04
5PROGRESS PHOTOS – JULY 2019
1
3 4
07-15-19 – Electrical Work at Level-05 07-18-19 – Drywall Work at North Elevation
07-21-19 – Water Proofing Work at Quad Level-02 07-24-19 – PG&E Work on Golden Gate Ave
07-29-19 – Drywall Work at Level-0307-26-19 – Insulation Work at Level-06
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246 total units / 38%
255 GSF
384 total units / 58%
335 GSF
20 total units / 3%
465 GSF
8 total units / 1%
665 GSF




Agenda Item: 8.8 
Board of Directors  
September 13, 2019 
 
   
REPORT ITEM 
 
1. REPORT BY: Director of Business Services Darryl Sweet 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Annual Report on Insurance Coverage 2018-19  
 
3. REPORT: 
 
 
UC Hastings continues to work with Alliant Insurance Services as its broker and provider 
of insurance products and services. For 2019-20, United Educators continues to serve as 
the provider of liability coverages including general, excess, educators, and licensed 
professional lines.   
 
The College is self-insured for workers’ compensation, but carries an excess line through 
the California State Association of Counties Excess Insurance Authority, or CSAC-EIA.  
CSAC-EIA also provides medical malpractice coverage. 
 
 
 2017-18   2018-19   2019-20   POLICY  
  
COVERAGE  PREMIUM   PREMIUM   PREMIUM   LIMIT  RETENTION   CARRIER  
       Workers Compensation 
Program 
      Excess Insurance Premium          97,137           93,740           97,684   $5M (stat.)   $250K  CSAC - EIA 
Claims Managements          20,000           20,000           20,000  
  
Self-Insurance 
Reserve for Loss        150,000         150,000         150,000  
  
Self-Insurance 
Sub-total  $      97,137   $      93,740   $      97,684      
 
       General Liability          63,302           65,834           70,765   $1M   $5K  United Educators 
Legal Liability        115,675         117,989         128,009   $15M   $125K  United Educators 
Excess Liability          97,307           98,280         112,046   $35M   U/L $1M  United Educators 
Add'l Excess Liability 
 
         13,055           14,087   $40MM  
 
Merchants 
Garage Keepers Legal Liability            8,772             9,288           10,520   $2M   $5K/$10K  Gotham 
Legal Clinics            7,168             7,168           14,544   $1M   $10/K  United Educators 
Medical Malpractice          28,342           15,852           31,000   $20M   $5K  CSAC EIA 
Sub-total  $    320,566   $    327,466   $    380,971      
 
       Property        181,091         201,414         188,800   $1M   $5K  APIP 
19-20 Cyber 
  
         10,992  
   19-20 Pollution 
  
           9,752  
   Crime            2,950             2,950             2,950   $1M   $2.5K  National Union Fire 
Automobile            1,550                780                642   N/A   N/A  DGS - ORIM 
Sub-total  $    185,591   $    205,144   $    213,136      
 
       
United Educators Dividend 
         
(6,790) 
         
(8,288) 
         
(8,963) 
  
United Educators 
       Grand Total  $    596,504   $    618,062   $    682,828  
    
 
 
 
 
The primary driver of premium cost growth arose in the property lines of coverage.  
Major losses caused by last year’s wildfires and the prospect for future calamities on a 
more frequent basis portend future cost growth in this area.   Also driving premium was 
the broadening of insurance for legal clinics from “scheduled” to “blanket” coverage 
reducing the risk of a non-insured event/incident arising from off-campus activities that 
were not foreseen (or known) at the time of the annual renewal process. 
In total, premiums for 2019-2020 are $683,000, a 10% increase over the prior year. 
 
The College’s liability insurance provider, United Educators, requires periodic risk 
management training and/or distribution of information to select individuals or groups at 
the college as a condition of binding coverage.  This year, UE requires that the college’s 
governing body be provided a UE publication entitled "Safeguarding Our Communities 
From Sexual Predators: What College Presidents and Trustees Should Ask?" 
 
 
Attachments 
• Safeguarding Our Communities From Sexual Predators: What College Presidents 
and Trustees Should Ask?, United Educators, January 2019 
• UC Hastings Commercial Insurance Binders 2019-20 
 
 
455 Market Street, Suite 500 
San Francisco, CA 94105  
Telephone  (415) 547-4400  
 
The Cornerstone Name and Logo is a designation that Chubb gives to those insurance agents with whom Chubb has established a mutually 
beneficial business relationship. The designation will be used in correspondence and advertising that is directed at Customers of Cornerstone 
agents, including binder letters, product advertising and related materials. 
June 28, 2019 
 
University Of California Hastings 
In care of Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. 
Licensed Producer:  
c/o: Jo Anne Roque 
100 Pine Street 11th Fl. 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
 
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE BINDER 
University Of California Hastings 
 
Policy Type Policy Number Effective Date Underwriting Company 
MOD PROP  36044762 07/01/2019   Federal Insurance Company 
 
Dear Jo:  
 
We are pleased to provide our Commercial Coverage Binder for University Of California 
Hastings. Please note that we require: 
 
• Confirmation that sprinkler protection in each building is adequate and connected to 
central station alarm or equivalent; or fire detection systems connected to central station 
alarms where sprinklers are not present; 
• Construction is non-combustible or better for the four main structures; 
• Favorable Chubb loss control survey within 60 days of binding, and compliance within 
180 days after notification of any critical recommendations; 
• A schedule of Fine Arts with values listed of any item with values of $10,000 or more, 
and a schedule of any rare books or documents/valuable papers with values listed with a 
value of $10,000 or more. 
 
This BINDER outlines the extent of coverage that we will provide on the account and is subject to 
the terms and conditions of the policy. If you do not see a specific coverage listed on this BINDER, it 
is not provided. 
 
Please note that this BINDER is subject to several legal requirements and prohibitions, which 
are described on the cover page of this BINDER or within individual sections of the BINDER, 
as appropriate. Please read these descriptions carefully. 
 
2 
Sincerely, 
 
Shane Sebastian 
 
Shane Sebastian 
Pacific Region Healthcare Segment Leader  
Commercial Insurance 
 
Underwriting Service Team Phone Email 
Shane Sebastian, Pacific Region Healthcare Segment Leader 617-261-6291 ssebastian@chubb.com 
Dylan Lam, Underwriting Associate 415-547-4563 dylan.lam@chubb.com 
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COMMERCIAL COVERAGE BINDER 
 
FOR 
 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HASTINGS 
COVER PAGE 
 
 
 
Submitted to: 
 
ALLIANT INSURANCE SERVICES, INC. 
100 PINE STREET 11TH FL. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94111 
 
Attn: Jo   
 
 
Information contained in this binder is descriptive only. This binder contains highlights or typical features available in 
our policies. These features are subject to change based upon underwriting and may or may not be available or apply to 
your policy. The precise coverage afforded is subject to the terms and conditions of the policies issued.  The Company 
reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to amend or withdraw this Binder if the Company becomes aware of any new, 
corrected or updated information that the Company reasonably believes would change its underwriting evaluation. 
 
This binder/binder contemplates an integrated insurance program that includes all of the lines of business, terms and 
conditions outlined. The pricing and terms and conditions shown in this binder/binder cannot be separated. As such, if 
you reject individual components of the binder/binder or any part of the program is cancelled and/or non-renewed, the 
terms and conditions of the remaining portion of the account are subject to reevaluation by the Company and all 
elements including program structure, pricing, as well as other terms and conditions will be subject to change. 
 
This information is intended for producers that are properly licensed and authorized in at least one of the writing 
companies that comprise the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies (Chubb).  If you are not a licensed and authorized 
Chubb producer, please direct this communication to the person in your office that holds such designations and contact 
Chubb to update the contact information for this policy. 
 
For promotional purposes, Chubb refers to member insurers of the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies underwriting coverage: Federal 
Insurance Company, Vigilant Insurance Company, Pacific Indemnity Company, Great Northern Insurance Company, Northwestern 
Pacific Indemnity Company, Texas Pacific Indemnity Company, Chubb Custom Insurance Company, Chubb Indemnity Insurance 
Company, Chubb Insurance Company of New Jersey, Chubb National Insurance Company, Chubb Lloyds Insurance Company of Texas.  
Not all insurers do business in all jurisdictions. 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HASTINGS 
 
 
PREMIUM SUMMARY 
Policy Type Premium Commission Payment Options 
    
Commercial Property 
Federal Insurance Company 
Policy No.:  36044762 
 $188,800  15% Annual / Agency 
Bill 
Property  $188,800   
Machinery Breakdown     Included in Property   
Taxes and Surcharges  $0  0% Prepaid 
    
 
Please note the underwriting company in which this binder is being offered.  All insurers of the Chubb Group 
of Insurance Companies share the same financial ratings. 
 
The portion attributable to Taxes, Surcharges and Other Charges is an estimate.  The Insured is responsible 
for the total amount, if bound, shown on the premium bill and/or premium summary, regardless of the 
amount shown above. 
 
Terrorism    
Portion of premium attributable for Terrorism - Included in above premium 
Property  $21,673   
*Ensuing Fire  $4,159   
Machinery Breakdown Included in Property   
    
*If you elect not to purchase coverage for terrorism and your policy provides commercial property insurance in a 
jurisdiction that has a statutory standard fire policy, the premium shown above for Ensuing Fire is the amount 
attributable to the insurance provided pursuant to that statutory standard fire policy. This coverage cannot be rejected.   
 
“Terrorism” refers to terrorism losses covered by the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of the United States of 
America (15 USC 6701 note).  Please refer to the Important Notice to Policyholders which outlines both the 
Federal Government’s and the Insurance Company’s obligation of payment under the Terrorism Risk 
Insurance Act. 
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CUSTOMARQ COMMERCIAL COVERAGE 
 
Policy Number: 36044762 
Company: Federal Insurance Company 
Effective Date: July 1, 2019 to July 1, 2020 
 
PREMISES SCHEDULE  
1. 200 MCALLISTER ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102 
2. 198 MCALLISTER ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102 
3. 100 MCALLISTER ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102 
4. 376 LARKIN ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102 
5. 3616 DEL PASO BLVD, SACRAMENTO, CA  95838 
 
 
 
 
PROPERTY INSURANCE 
Deductible: $100,000 
Waiting Period: 24 Hours 
Extended Period: Unlimited 
The information shown above applies to: 
• all premises coverages; 
• all additional coverages; and 
• debris removal coverage, 
and all premises, unless corresponding specific information is shown as applicable to a specific premises or coverage. 
 
PREMISES COVERAGES - BLANKET LIMITS LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
Blanket Number and Coverages  
1. Building 
Personal Property 
EDP Property on Premises 
 
 $228,186,819 
2. Business Income with Extra Expense 
 
 $39,000,000 
3. Accounts Receivable on Premises 
 
 $1,000,000 
4. Fine Arts on Premises 
 
 $250,000 
5. Pollutant Clean-Up or Removal 
 
 $250,000 
6. Valuable Papers on Premises 
 
 $1,000,000 
7. Business Income - Ingress and Egress 
 
 $2,500,000 
8. Fungus Clean-Up or Removal 
 
 $250,000 
9. Business Income - Loss of Utilities 
 
 $1,000,000 
 
PREMISES COVERAGES: If “Blanket” or “Loss Limit” is shown 
under Limits Of Insurance as applicable to a Premises, please refer to 
the “Premises Coverages – Blanket Limits” section or the “Loss Limits 
Of Insurance” section above to determine the Limits Of Insurance 
applicable to such Premises. “Blanket” limits are numbered for ease of 
reference. If a specific limit is shown under Limits Of Insurance for a 
Premises Coverage, that Limit applies to such coverage, even if a 
“Blanket” limit applies to other Premises Coverage at such premises. 
LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
Premises # 1: 200 MCALLISTER ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  
94102 
 
Building  Blanket 1 
  
Personal Property  Blanket 1 
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Business Income - Ingress and Egress  Blanket 7 
  
Business Income - Loss of Utilities  Blanket 9 
  
Business Income with Extra Expense  Blanket 2 
  
EDP Property on Premises  Blanket 1 
  
Fine Arts on Premises  Blanket 4 
  
Valuable Papers on Premises  Blanket 6 
  
Accounts Receivable on Premises  Blanket 3 
  
Fungus Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 8 
  
Pollutant Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 5 
  
 
Premises # 2: 198 MCALLISTER ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  
94102 
 
Building  Blanket 1 
  
Personal Property  Blanket 1 
  
Business Income - Ingress and Egress  Blanket 7 
  
Business Income - Loss of Utilities  Blanket 9 
  
Business Income with Extra Expense  Blanket 2 
  
Fine Arts on Premises  Blanket 4 
  
Valuable Papers on Premises  Blanket 6 
  
Accounts Receivable on Premises  Blanket 3 
  
Fungus Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 8 
  
Pollutant Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 5 
  
 
Premises # 3: 100 MCALLISTER ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  
94102 
 
Building  Blanket 1 
  
Personal Property  Blanket 1 
  
Business Income - Ingress and Egress  Blanket 7 
  
Business Income - Loss of Utilities  Blanket 9 
  
Business Income with Extra Expense  Blanket 2 
  
Fine Arts on Premises  Blanket 4 
  
Valuable Papers on Premises  Blanket 6 
  
Accounts Receivable on Premises  Blanket 3 
  
Fungus Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 8 
  
Pollutant Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 5 
  
 
Premises # 4: 376 LARKIN ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102  
Building  Blanket 1 
  
Business Income - Ingress and Egress  Blanket 7 
  
Business Income - Loss of Utilities  Blanket 9 
  
Business Income with Extra Expense  Blanket 2 
  
Fine Arts on Premises  Blanket 4 
  
Valuable Papers on Premises  Blanket 6 
  
Accounts Receivable on Premises  Blanket 3 
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Fungus Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 8 
  
Pollutant Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 5 
  
 
Premises # 5: 3616 DEL PASO BLVD, SACRAMENTO, CA  
95838 
 
Building  Blanket 1 
  
Business Income - Ingress and Egress  Blanket 7 
  
Business Income - Loss of Utilities  Blanket 9 
  
Business Income with Extra Expense  Blanket 2 
  
Fine Arts on Premises  Blanket 4 
  
Valuable Papers on Premises  Blanket 6 
  
Accounts Receivable on Premises  Blanket 3 
  
Fungus Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 8 
  
Pollutant Clean-Up or Removal  Blanket 5 
  
 
PREMISES COVERAGES  LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
   Machinery Breakdown  INCLUDED 
 
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES – SPECIFIC LIMITS LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
Communicable Disease Contamination  $250,000 
  
Emergency Student and Faculty Evacuation Expense  $250,000 
  
Errors or Omissions  $1,000,000 
  
Ocean Cargo   
Goods In Transit  $50,000 
  
Prohibition of Access   
Per Occurrence Limit  $50,000 
Annual Aggregate Limit  $100,000 
  
 
EQSL DEDUCTIBLES 
EQSL  
Premises 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  
Property Damage Per Premises/Per Occurrence Percentage 
Deductible 
    2% 
Property Damage Minimum Dollar Deductible  $100,000 
Waiting Period Per Premises/Per Occurrence (Consecutive 
Hours) 
  48 Hours  
  
FLOOD LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
Policy Annual Aggregate Limit  $25,000,000 
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Flood  
(Inundation, Back-Up and Mud Flow Included)  
Premises 1, 2, 3, 4  
Premises Annual Aggregate Limit  $25,000,000    
Per Occurrence Limit  $25,000,000    
Per Occurrence Waiting Period (Consecutive Hours)   24 Hours  
Per Occurrence Dollar Deductible  $100,000    
  
 
OTHER PERIL MODIFICATIONS – EXCLUSIONS  
Inundation, Back-up, Mudflow  
Premises/Building 5/1  
  
 
OTHER PERIL MODIFICATIONS – SUBSIDIARY 
LIMITS 
LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
Mechanical Breakdown  
Premises/Building 1/1, 2/1, 3/1, 4/1, 5/1 $100,000,000 
  
 
POLICY FORMS 
80-02-0315 01-15   SUPP DEC-IMPAIRMENT OF COMP SERVICES 
80-02-1313 03-19   EXCLUSIONS 
80-02-1323 03-19   SUBSIDIARY LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
80-02-1428 03-19   ADD'L PERIL-FLOOD LIMIT/DED OR WP PER OCC 
80-02-0005 01-18   PROPERTY DECLARATIONS 
80-02-0220 01-15   PROPERTY SUPPLEMENTARY DECLARATIONS 
80-02-0225 07-03   PROPERTY SUPPLEMENTARY DEC.-BUSINESS INCOME 
80-02-1000 03-19   BUILDING AND PERSONAL PROPERTY 
80-02-1004 03-19   BUSINESS INCOME WITH EXTRA EXPENSE 
80-02-1018 07-03   EXTRA EXPENSE 
80-02-1095 07-03   IMPAIRMENT OF COMPUTER SERVICES-MALICIOUS PGM 
80-02-1097 03-19   PROPERTY/BI CONDITIONS & DEFINITIONS 
80-02-1371 10-06   EQSL-DEDUCTIBLE OR WAITING PERIOD 
80-02-1658 01-15   CAP ON CERT. TERRORISM LOSSES (ALL PREMISES) 
80-02-1690 06-05   UNINTENTIONAL ERRORS OR OMMISSIONS 
80-02-5241 03-19   COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CONTAMINATION 
80-02-5247 10-08   EMERG STUDENT & FACULTY EVAC EXPNSE 
80-02-5355 01-15   SPECIAL WAITING PERIOD PROVISION ADDED 
80-02-5407 03-19   OCEAN CARGO COVERAGE ADDED 
99-10-0996 04-18   IMPORTANT NOTICE-NY LOC INSPECTIONS 
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CUSTOMARQ PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS 
The precise coverage afforded is subject to the terms and conditions of the policies issued.  The following features are 
subject to change based upon underwriting and may or may not be available or apply to your policy. 
 
VALUATION 
 
Replacement Cost  
Cost of Replacement at any Location 
Brands & Labels 
Construction Fees 
Customs Duties 
Extended Warranties 
Ordinance or Law 
Selling Price on Finished Stock and Sold Personal Property 
Replacement Cost on Personal Property of Others, Business Personal Property You Lease and 
 Personal Property of Employees 
Replacement Cost on Research and Development Property if repaired, replaced or reproduced 
Valuation on Tenants' I & B when not replaced – ACV 
24 Months to Decide to Repair or Replace  
 
$ 500,000 BLANKET LIMIT OF INSURANCE 
 
The automatic blanket limit applies to: 
 
Accounts Receivable 
Electronic Data Processing Property 
Fine Arts 
Leasehold Interest - Bonus Payment, Prepaid Rent, Sublease Profit, Tenants’ Lease Interest 
Leasehold Interest - Undamaged Tenant’s Improvements & Betterments 
Non-Owned Detached Trailers 
Outdoor Trees, Shrubs, Plants or Lawns 
Pair and Set 
Personal Property of Employees  
Public Safety Service Charges 
Research and Development Property 
Valuable Papers 
 
The Blanket Limit of Insurance applies over all of the coverages shown above and may be apportioned at the 
time of loss.  This Blanket Limit of Insurance applies separately at each covered premises shown in the 
Declarations and is subject to the Property Deductible specified in the Declarations. 
 
Separate specific Limits of Insurance may be purchased for any of these coverages.  If purchased, the blanket 
limit of insurance will apply in addition to the specific limit. 
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ADDITIONAL PROPERTY COVERAGES 
 
The following Additional Coverages apply separately at each of your premises. In this binder, any additional 
limits for these coverages that you have purchased are indicated at the described premises to which the increased 
limits apply.  A policy level deductible applies to each of the Additional Coverages, unless otherwise indicated 
below or at the described premises. 
 
Any other location for: 
Accounts Receivable $  75,000 
Building Components $  75,000 
EDP Property $  75,000 
Fine Arts $  75,000 
Personal Property $  75,000 
R&D Property $  75,000 
Valuable Papers $  75,000 
 
Debris Removal  
25% of direct damage loss, plus: 
Premises Shown in the  
Declarations  $ 500,000 
Any Other Location $   50,000 
In Transit   $   50,000 
 
Deferred Payments  $   50,000 
 
Exhibition, Fair or Trade Show: 
 EDP Property $   75,000 
 Fine Arts $   75,000 
 Personal Property $   75,000 
 
Extra Expense   $ 250,000 
 
Fungus Clean-Up  
or Removal   $   50,000 
 
Impairment of Computer Services - Malicious 
Programming: 
 Inside Attack $ 100,000 
 Outside Attack - Per  
 Occurrence $   10,000 
 Outside Attack - Annual 
 Aggregate  $   50,000 
 
Installation: 
 Any Job Site $   50,000 
 In Transit $   50,000 
 
In Transit for: 
 Accounts Receivable $   50,000 
 Building Components $   50,000 
 EDP Property $   50,000 
 Fine Arts $   50,000 
 Personal Property $   50,000 
 Valuable Papers $   50,000 
 
Loss of Master Key  $   25,000 
 
Loss Prevention Expenses $   25,000 
 
Mobile Communication  
Property   $   25,000 
Minimum Deductible $3,500 
 
Money & Securities: 
 On Premises $   25,000 
 Off Premises $   25,000 
 
Pollutant Cleanup or  
Removal   $   50,000 
 
Processing Water  $   25,000 
 
Preparation of Loss Fees $   25,000 
 
Newly Acquired Premises Or Newly Acquired Or 
Constructed Property for 180 days 
Building $5,000,000 
Personal Property $2,500,000 
Personal Property at  
Existing Premises $   100,000 
EDP Equipment $2,500,000 
Electronic Data $   250,000 
Communication Property $   250,000 
Fine Arts $     50,000 
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BUSINESS INCOME 
 
The limits of insurance shown below are provided for the coverages shown at no additional cost 
to you.  You may purchase increased limits of insurance for an additional premium. 
 
         Limit of Insurance 
Any Other Location     $  50,000 
 
Contractual Penalties     $  25,000 
 
Loss of Utilities (excludes Overhead Trans. Lines) $  25,000 
 
Exhibition, Fair or Trade Show   $  25,000 
 
Ingress & Egress     $  50,000 
 
Newly Acquired Premises – Business Income $250,000 for 180 days 
 
Pollutant Clean-Up or Removal   $  25,000 
 
Preparation of Loss Fees    $  25,000 
 
Worldwide Dependent Business Premises  $250,000 
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COMMON POLICY CONDITIONS 
 
POLICY FORMS 
80-02-9001 06-98   HOW TO REPORT A LOSS 
80-02-9090 06-05   COMMON POLICY CONDITIONS 
80-02-9717 09-15   CALIFORNIA MANDATORY-CANC/NONRENWAL 
80-02-9790 03-12   COND - CIVIL UNIONS OR DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIPS 
80-02-9800 12-08   INSURING AGREEMENT 
99-10-0732 01-15   NOTICE TO POLICYHOLDERS-TRIPRA 
99-10-0792 09-04   IMPORTANT NOTICE - OFAC 
99-10-0872 06-07   AOD POLICYHOLDER NOTICE 
 
The state in which this policy is issued may require that we advise you that if available, the 
following condition is added to your policy: 
All references in the policy to “spouse” include a party to a civil union or domestic  
partnership recognized under the applicable law of the jurisdiction having authority. 
 
This binder does not apply to the extent that trade or economic sanctions or other laws or 
regulations prohibit Chubb from offering or providing insurance.  To the extent any such 
prohibitions apply, this binder is void ab initio. 
 
FATCA COMPLIANCE 
The U.S. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, commonly known as “FATCA”, became the 
law in the U.S. in March of 2010 and becomes effective July 1, 2014.  Pursuant to FATCA, 
brokers, producers, agents and/or clients may need to obtain withholding certificates from 
insurance companies.  For information on how to obtain the applicable withholding certificate 
from Chubb U.S. insurance companies, please go to the following web site: 
http://www2.chubb.com/us-en/u-s-foreign-account-tax-compliance-act-fatca.aspx 
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This Notice pertains to the following binder issued by an insurer of the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies.  If 
you have more than one Chubb policy, you will receive individual notice(s) for each policy to which the Terrorism 
Risk Insurance Act applies. 
 
Mailing Date June 28, 2019 
  
Insured Name University Of California Hastings 
Mailing Street Address 200 Mcallister Street 
Mailing City, State, Zip San Francisco, California  94102 
 
Policy Type  Policy Number Effective Date Underwriting Company 
Property 36044762 07/01/2019 Federal Insurance Company 
 
 IMPORTANT NOTICE TO POLICYHOLDER 
TERRORISM RISK INSURANCE ACT 
 
You are hereby notified that pursuant to the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (the “Act”) we are making available to 
you insurance for losses arising out of certain acts of terrorism. Terrorism is defined as any act certified by the 
Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, to be an act of terrorism; to be a violent act or an act that is dangerous 
to human life, property or infrastructure; to have resulted in damage within the United States, or outside the United 
States in the case of an air carrier or vessel or the premises of a United States Mission; and to have been committed 
by an individual or individuals as part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of the United States or to 
influence the policy or affect the conduct of the United States Government by coercion.  
 
You should know that the insurance provided by your policy for losses caused by acts of terrorism is partially 
reimbursed by the United States of America under the formula set forth in the Act.  Under this formula, the United 
States of America pays 85% of covered terrorism losses that exceed the statutorily established deductible to be paid 
by the insurance company providing the insurance. Beginning in 2016, the Federal Share will be reduced by 1% per 
year until it reaches 80%, where it will remain. 
 
However, if aggregate insured losses attributable to terrorist acts certified under the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act 
exceed $100 billion in a calendar year, the Treasury shall not make any payment for any portion of the amount of 
such losses that exceeds $100 billion. 
 
If aggregate insured losses attributable to terrorist acts certified under the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act exceed $100 
billion in a calendar year  and we have met our insurer deductible under the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, we shall 
not be liable for the payment of any portion of the amount of such losses that exceeds $100 billion, and in such case 
insured losses up to that amount are subject to pro rata allocation in accordance with procedures established by the 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
 
 The portion of your annual premium that is attributable to insurance for such acts of terrorism is: $ 21,673 
 
If you elect not to purchase coverage for terrorism and your policy provides commercial property insurance 
in a jurisdiction that has a statutory standard fire policy, the premium shown here for Ensuing Fire is the 
amount attributable to the insurance provided pursuant to that statutory standard fire policy.  This coverage  
cannot be rejected.  That amount is  $ 4,159 
 
Important Notice 
Form 99-10-0729 (Rev.01-15) Property - Important Notice to Policyholder Page 1 of 3 
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This Notice pertains to the following binder issued by an insurer of the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies.  If 
you have more than one Chubb policy, you will receive individual notice(s) for each policy to which the Terrorism 
Risk Insurance Act applies. 
 
Mailing Date June 28, 2019 
  
Insured Name University Of California Hastings 
Mailing Street Address 200 Mcallister Street 
Mailing City, State, Zip San Francisco, California  94102 
 
Policy Type  Policy Number Effective Date Underwriting Company 
Property 36044762 07/01/2019 Federal Insurance Company 
 
Under the Act, you have thirty (30) days from the date of this notice to consider whether or not you wish to 
maintain insurance for terrorism losses covered by the Act. 
 
If you elect not to maintain this insurance, please so indicate by placing an “X” in the space provided on the 
next page, sign and return this disclosure notice to your agent or broker as soon as possible. By electing not to 
maintain this insurance, you agree that we may attach a terrorism exclusion or sublimits to your policy. If 
you do not sign and return this disclosure notice, you will be deemed to have decided to maintain this 
insurance, subject to the next paragraph. 
 
If you elect to maintain this insurance, you must pay the premium disclosed above, otherwise we will avail 
ourselves of our normal remedies for nonpayment of premium, including cancellation of your policy in 
accordance with its terms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important Notice 
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This Notice pertains to the following binder issued by an insurer of the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies.  If 
you have more than one Chubb policy, you will receive individual notice(s) for each policy to which the Terrorism 
Risk Insurance Act applies. 
 
Mailing Date June 28, 2019 
  
Insured Name University Of California Hastings 
Mailing Street Address 200 Mcallister Street 
Mailing City, State, Zip San Francisco, California  94102 
 
Policy Type  Policy Number Effective Date Underwriting Company 
Property 36044762 07/01/2019 Federal Insurance Company 
 
Rejection of terrorism insurance: 
 
 I hereby reject terrorism insurance and elect to have a terrorism exclusion, sublimit or other limitation 
included in my policy. I understand that I will have no, or limited, coverage for losses arising from acts of 
terrorism. 
 
Policyholder/Applicant’s Name:  
  
Policyholder/Applicant’s Signature:  
  
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important Notice 
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 Greene & Associates, Inc 400 Quaker Road * East Aurora, NY 14052
Phone: 716/805-1090 * Web: whgreene.com
In California, dba WH Greene & Associates Insurance Brokers
CONFIRMATION OF COVERAGE
THE TERMS AND  CONDITIONS OF THIS CONFIRMATION OF INSURANCE  MAY NOT COMPLY WITH THE SPECIFICATIONS 
SUBMITTED FOR CONSIDERATION. PLEASE READ THIS CONFIRMATION CAREFULLY AND COMPARE IT WITH ANY QUOTE 
AND SUBMISSION DOCUMENTS AND REVIEW THE POLICY FORMS FOR THE ACTUAL COVERAGES PROVIDED.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR INSTRUCTIONS, AND IN RELIANCE UPON THE STATEMENTS MADE BY THE RETAIL BROKER 
IN THE INSURED'S APPLICATION/SUBMISSION, WE HAVE OBTAINED INSURANCE AT YOUR REQUEST AS FOLLOWS:
DATE  ISSUED: June 24, 2019
PRODUCER: AmWINS Insurance Brokerage of CA Woodland Hills
21550 Oxnard Street, 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
INSURED: Hastings College of the Law
200 McAllister Street  
San Francisco, CA  94102
   
INSURER: Merchants National Insurance Company (NA)
Non-Admitted
POLICY NO.: EXL0000736
COVERAGE:     Excess Casualty
POLICY PERIOD: 7/1/2019 TO 7/1/2020
TERM: 12 Months
12:01 A.M. STANDARD TIME AT THE LOCATION ADDRESS OF THE NAMED INSURED. THIS INSURANCE BINDER WILL BE 
TERMINATED AND SUPERSEDED UPON DELIVERY OF THE FORMAL POLICY(IES) ISSUED TO REPLACE IT.
LIMITS OF LIABILITY: $10,000,000 Occurrence
$10,000,000 Aggregate
EXCESS OF: Excess (United Educators)
$40,000,000 Occurrence
$40,000,000 Aggregate, where applicable
EXCESS OF: Primary
POLICY FORM: Occurrence
 
 
PREMIUM:  $13,500.00
FEES: Policy Fee $150.00
TRIA PREMIUM:   REJECTED
TOTAL: $13,650.00
NOTE: Policy term is made to be concurrent with the primary policies.
TERMS / CONDITIONS:    
(a) THE PREMIUM SHOWN IS THE ANNUAL MINIMUM AND DEPOSIT PREMIUM SUBJECT TO 
25% MINIMUM EARNED PREMIUM FULLY EARNED AT INCEPTION.
(b)ENDORSEMENTS  /  NOTABLE  EXCLUSIONS: 
EXCLUSIONS INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: 
CX 21 04 04 13 Total Pollution w/ Hostile Fire & HVAC Exception 
CX 21 16 04 13 Exclusion -- Silica or Silica-Related Dust 
EX 88 36 09 10 Exclusion -- Asbestos 
EX 87 29 09 10 Exclusion -- Lead Contamination 
CX 21 33 01 15 Exclsuion of Certified Acts of Terrorism (if rejected) 
EX 87 61 09 10 Exclusion -- ERISA 
EX 87 51 09 10 Exclusion -- Employmment-Related Practices 
CX 21 13 04 13 Exclusion -- Fungi or Bacteria 
EX 88 02 09 10 Exclusion -- Cyber liability 
CX 21 17 04 13 Exclusion -- Communicable Disease 
CX 21 01 09 08 Nuclear Energy Liability Exclusion (Broad Form) 
ATTACHMENTS: 
EX 88 16 09 10 -- Unimpaired Aggregate Limits 
MU 84 84 05 08 -- Service of Suits 
EX 88 74 09 10 Minimum Earned Cancellation Premium -- 25% 
ILP 0 01 01 04 -- OFAC Notice 
MU 86 04 04 09 Fraud Form 
Manuscript -- Aggregate Limits of Liability
(c) SUBJECT TO THE RECEIPT AND REVIEW AT TIME OF BINDING:
Once reviewed and accepted by the underwriter, these documents will complete compliance and binding 
requirements.
PRODUCING AGENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SURPLUS LINES FILINGS, TAXES, AND FEES 
PRIOR TO BINDING - Completed Surplus Lines Filing Confirmation 
PRIOR TO BINDING - Signed/dated Terrorism Disclosure Form 
PRIOR TO BINDING - Signed/Dated ACORD 125 & 131 Applications 
PRIOR TO BINDING - Receipt of a completed schedule of underlying form or certificate of insurance 
evidencing all underlying carriers & including policy numbers 
PRIOR TO BINDING - Confirm carrier, limit, and premium for the layer above our policy (if any)
WITHIN 50 DAYS OF BINDING –  a COMPLETE COPY, including ALL Forms and Endorsements, of the 
Excess Liability Policy and any remaining underlying policies. 
THE INSURER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ENDORSE THE POLICY WITH ANY EXCLUSIONS OR 
LIMITATION ENDORSEMENTS MADE PART OF ANY POLICY WHICH IS UNDERLYING TO THIS 
INSURANCE
All underlying carriers must be AM Best rated A-VI , B+VII or better.
NOTE:  If we do not receive a copy of the underlying policies, our policy will be cancelled.  If the 
terms of any underlying policy differ from those advised to us, the insurer reserves the right to 
endorse the policy with additional exclusions or limitation endorsements.
PREMIUM WILL STILL BE DUE 30 DAYS FROM EFFECTIVE DATE – NOT DATE INVOICED.
(d)  ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY PER FORM
CANCELLATION: THIS POLICY IS SUBJECT TO THE CANCELLATION PROVISIONS AS FOUND IN THE POLICY(IES) OR 
CERTIFICATE(S) CURRENTLY IN USE BY THE INSURER. THE INSURANCE EFFECTED UNDER THE INSURER'S BINDER CAN 
BE CANCELLED BY THE INSURER (SUBJECT TO STATUTORY REGULATIONS) BY MAILING, TO THE INSURED AT THE 
ADDRESS STATED ON THE FACE OF THIS CONFIRMATION OF INSURANCE, WRITTEN NOTICE STATING WHEN SUCH 
CANCELLATION SHALL BE EFFECTIVE. IN THE EVENT OF CANCELLATION BY THE INSURED, THE EARNED PREMIUM 
WOULD BE SUBJECT TO THE MINIMUM PREMIUM IF APPLICABLE.
THIS CONFIRMATION OF INSURANCE IS ISSUED BASED UPON THE INSURER'S AGREEMENT TO BIND AND IS ISSUED BY 
THE  UNDERSIGNED WITHOUT ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER AS AN INSURER.
_______________________________
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
Jennifer L. Greene
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES:  2
INSURED: , Hastings College of the Law
DATE ISSUED: June 24, 2019
Reference #:4075216
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Chubb Cyber Enterprise Risk 
Management Policy Binder
Policy Number: D9486558A
Contact Information
To:
Jo Anne  Roque
Phone:
4154031403
Producer:
ALLIANT INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.
Email Address:
jroque@alliant.com
From: 
Kyle Lappin
Date: 
07-03-2019
Issuing Company: 
ACE American Insurance Company
Phone:
4155474524
Email:
kyle.lappin@chubb.com
Account Information
Applicant Name: University Of California Hastings
Applicant Address: 200 Mcallister St 
San Francisco,CA, 94102-4707
Type of submission: New Business
Line of Coverage: Chubb Cyber Enterprise Risk Management Policy
Policy Form: PF-48169 (10/16)
Policy Period: 07-01-2019 To 07-01-2020
  Cover Letter
Dear Jo Anne,
I am pleased to offer the attached indication for University Of California Hastings. The 
commission payable for placement of this business is 17.5%. 
Please review this binder for accuracy and contact Chubb prior to the effective date of 
policy coverage in the event of any inaccuracies to this binder.  If Chubb does not hear
from you prior to the effective date, it will be assumed that this binder has been accepted
as an accurate description of our agreed upon terms of coverage.
Thank you for  binding coverage with Chubb. Should you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to contact me.
    Sincerely,
Kyle Lappin
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Chubb Cyber Enterprise Risk Management Policy Option: 1
Maximum Single Limit of 
Insurance
$2,000,000 Premium $10,992
Maximum Policy Aggregate 
Limit of Insurance
$2,000,000 Surcharges/Assessments/Taxes $0.00
Annual Quoted Premium $10,992
Optional Extended Reporting Period: 12 months for 100% of last annual premium
First Party Insuring Agreements
Check if 
Included Insuring Agreement
  Limit of Insurance
  Each Incident/Aggregate
Retention/Waiting Period
Each Incident
Cyber Incident 
Response Coach 
Retention
Cyber Incident  
Response Fund
Cyber Incident 
Response Team $2,000,000/$2,000,000 $25,000     $0
Non-Panel Response 
Provider              $1,000,000/$1,000,000 $25,000     $25,000
Business Interruption Loss 
and Extra Expenses $2,000,000/$2,000,000 $25,000/8 Hours   N/A
Contingent Business 
Interruption Loss and Extra 
Expenses
Unscheduled Providers $2,000,000/$2,000,000 $25,000/8 Hours   N/A
Scheduled Providers N/A N/A   N/A
Digital Data Recovery $2,000,000/$2,000,000 $25,000   N/A
Network Extortion $2,000,000/$2,000,000 $25,000   N/A
Third Party Liability Insuring Agreements
Check if 
Included Insuring Agreement
Retention Each 
Claim
Retroactive 
Date
Pending or Prior 
Proceedings 
Date
Cyber, Privacy And  
Network Security 
Liability  
Limit of Insurance 
Each Claim/Aggregate
$2,000,000/$2,000,000
$25,000 Full Prior Acts 07-01-2019
Payment Card Loss
$2,000,000/$2,000,000
$25,000 Full Prior Acts 07-01-2019
Regulatory Proceedings 
$2,000,000/$2,000,000
$25,000 Full Prior Acts 07-01-2019
Electronic, Social and 
Printed Media Liability
$2,000,000/$2,000,000
$25,000 Full Prior Acts 07-01-2019
Cyber Crime Insuring Agreements
Check if 
Included Insuring Agreement
Limit of Insurance
Each Incident/Aggregate
Retention/Waiting Period
Each Incident
Computer Fraud $100,000/$100,000 $25,000
Funds Transfer Fraud $100,000/$100,000 $25,000
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- ACE American Insurance Company (admitted paper)
 Completed, signed and dated Chubb Cyber ERM New Business Application and all materials requested thereon
 3 years of Loss history for all coverages to be insured, including detailed descriptions of allegations, settlement,
and demand values and closed and open status of each incident, claim or circumstance
Social Engineering Fraud $100,000/$100,000 $25,000
Other Notes about this option
Subjectivities
Chubb hereby indicates the coverage described below. However, any obligations the Insurer may have under this indication 
are conditioned upon each of the following conditions having first been met.
 Please Note the Following for the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act:
Coverage for acts of terrorism is included in your policy. The portion of your annual premium that is attributable to coverage 
for acts of terrorism is $0, and does not include any charges for the portion of losses covered by the United States government 
under the Act.
 The Following Notices will be added to the basic contract(s)
Title  Form Number
Chubb Producer Compensation Practices & Policies ALL-20887a (03/16)
Policyholder Notice Cyber Services for Loss Mitigation PF-48260 (10/16)
Policyholder Notice Cyber Services for Incident Response PF-48259 (10/16)
US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act ("FATCA") ALL-42490b (07/16)
U.S. Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") Advisory Notice to 
Policyholders PF-17914a (04/16)
Trade Or Economic Sanctions Endorsement ALL-21101 (11/06)
Policyholder Disclosure Notice Of Terrorism Insurance Coverage TR-19606d (01/15)
Cap On Losses From Certified Acts Of Terrorism PF-45354 (01/15)
Disclosure Pursuant To Terrorism Risk Insurance Act TRIA-11d (03/16)
Signatures CC-1k11h (03/14)
The Following Endorsement(s) will added to the basic contract(s)
Title  Form Number
 PF-49468 (08/17)
 PF-49478 (08/17)
 PF-49464 (08/17)
 PF-48257 (05/17)
 PF-49445 (08/17)
 PF-49494 (08/17)
 PF-48275 (08/17)
General Enhancement Endorsement - Cyber
Prior Knowledge Endorsement
Educational Institutions Endorsement
Cyber Crime Endorsement
Duty To Defend A Regulatory Proceeding
Extended Period of Attrition Endorsement
Non-Malicious Computer Act – System Failure – Business Interruption and Contingent 
Business Interruption - Sublimit
Hardware or Equipment Replacement Endorsement
Preventative Shutdown
Amendatory Endorsement – California
 PF-49492 (08/17) 
 PF-49501 (08/17)    
PF-48291 (10/16)
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    Conditions of this Binder
This binder is valid until 07-31-2019.
When signed by the Insurer, the coverage described above is in effect from 12:01 AM (local time at the address shown 
above) of the Effective Date listed above to 12:01 (local time at the address shown above) of the Expiration Date listed 
above pursuant to the terms, conditions and exclusions of the policy form listed above and any policy endorsements 
described above.  Unless otherwise indicated, this binder may be cancelled by the Insured, or by the Broker on behalf of 
the Insured, by written notice to the Insurer or by the surrender of this binder stating when such cancellation shall be 
effective.  Unless otherwise indicated, this binder may be cancelled by the Insurer prior to the Effective Date by sending 
written notice to the Insured at the address shown above stating when such cancellation shall be effective.  Unless 
otherwise indicated, this binder may be cancelled by the Insurer on or after the Effective Date in the same manner and 
upon the same terms and conditions applicable to the cancellation of the policy form listed above.  If cancellation of the 
binder, by or on behalf of either the Insured or the Insurer, is effective after the Effective Date, then the Insurer shall be 
entitled to the earned premium, on a pro-rata basis, for the covered period.  Issuance by the Insurer and acceptance by or 
on behalf of the Insured of the policy shall render this binder void except as indicated below.
Conditions precedent to coverage afforded by this binder are: (1) receipt, review and acceptance of the information 
required herein within the stated timeframe; and (2) that no material change in the risk occurs and no submission is made 
to the Insurer of an incident, claim or circumstances that might give risk to a claim between the date of this binder 
indicated above and the Effective Date.  If such required information is not received, reviewed and accepted within the 
stated timeframe, or such material change in the risk is discovered or submission of an incident, claim or circumstance is 
made, then the proposed insurance coverage with be void ab initio (“from the beginning”).
Sincerely,
Kyle Lappin
The underwriter’s name, set out below, constitutes a digital signature on behalf of ACE American Insurance Company.
Signed: Kyle Lappin Date/Time:  2019-07-03 at 03:18 PM
                                            Authorized Representative
     
   _
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Chubb Excess and Surplus Insurance Services, Inc. 
455 Market Street, 17th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
CA License #0594384 
 
Premises Pollution Liability 
Insurance Policy 
(claims-made coverage) 
Coverage Binder 
CHUBB ENVIRONMENTAL  
DATE: 07/02/2019 
TO: Jo Anne M. Roque 
Alliant Insurance Services Inc 
100  Pine Street, 11Th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111 
jroque@alliant.com 
BINDER # 2(This Binder supersedes and replaces Binder #1 dated 07/01/2019.) 
INSURER: Illinois Union Insurance Company 
A.M. BEST RATING: A++ XV 
FIRST NAMED INSURED: UC Hastings School of Law 
ADDRESS: 
200 McAllister St 
San Francisco, California 941024707 
HOME STATE: California 
POLICY NUMBER: PPL G7154204A 001 
INCEPTION DATE: 07/01/2019 
EXPIRATION DATE: 07/01/2020 
BOUND COVERAGES  
 A. POLLUTION CONDITIONS OR INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS COVERAGE 
 B. TRANSPORTATION COVERAGE 
 C. NON-OWNED DISPOSAL SITE COVERAGE 
RETROACTIVE DATES: 
Coverage A 
             Premises Pollution Condition Liability:                         07/01/2011 
             Premises Indoor Environmental Condition Liability:      07/01/2011 
             Premises Pollution Condition First-Party Claims:                                     07/01/2011 
             Premises Indoor Environmental Condition First-Party Claims: 07/01/2011 
             Coverage B 
             Transportation Liability:                                                   07/01/2011 
             Transportation First-Party Claims:                              07/01/2011 
             Coverage C 
             Non-Owned Disposal Sites Liability:                           07/01/2011 
If “FULL RETRO” is indicated in the Retroactive Date column above, then retroactive coverage is afforded pursuant to this 
Policy for that specific exposure, subject to any other corresponding exposure-specific Retroactive Date added to this Policy 
by endorsement. 
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POLICY LIMITS: $2,000,000 Per Pollution Condition or Indoor Environmental Condition Limit of Liability 
 $2,000,000 Aggregate Limit of Liability for all Pollution Conditions or Indoor Environmental Conditions 
RETENTION AMOUNT: $100,000 Per Pollution Condition or Indoor Environmental Condition 
 10 days Deductible for Business Interruption loss Per Pollution Condition or Indoor 
Environmental Condition 
PREMIUM: $9,450 
The premium in this binder includes commission in an amount equal to 17.0% of such premium. 
COMMISSION: 17.0% 
  
 
TERMS & CONDITIONS: PF-44887b (08/18) Premises Pollution Liability Insurance Policy 
 As per quotation #2, dated 07/01/2019. 
* THIS PREMIUM DOES NOT INCLUDE A CHARGE FOR TERRORISM COVERAGE.  SUCH COVERAGE WAS 
REJECTED BY THE INSURED. 
Coverage will be provided on a surplus lines basis.  Collection and filing of all taxes and fees is the responsibility of the 
broker.  Please forward a copy of your surplus lines license for our records. 
 
OFAC NOTICE: The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) administers and enforces sanctions policy, based on 
Presidential declarations of "national emergency."  OFAC has identified and listed numerous Foreign agents, Front 
organizations, Terrorists, Terrorist organizations, and Narcotics traffickers as "Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked 
Persons." This list can be located on the United States Treasury's web site – http://www.treas.gov/ofac.  In accordance with 
OFAC regulations, if it is determined that you or any other insured, or any person or entity claiming the benefits of this 
insurance, has violated U.S. sanctions law or is a Specially Designated National or Blocked Person, as identified by OFAC, 
this insurance will be considered a blocked or frozen contract and all provisions of this insurance are immediately subject to 
OFAC.  When an insurance policy is considered to be such a blocked or frozen contract, no payments nor premium refunds 
may be made without authorization from OFAC.  Other limitations on the premiums and payments also apply. 
 
The U.S. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, commonly known as “FATCA”, became the law in the U.S. in March of 2010 
and becomes effective July 1, 2014.  Pursuant to FATCA, brokers, producers, agents and/or clients may need to obtain 
withholding certificates from insurance companies.  For information on how to obtain the applicable withholding certificate 
from Chubb U.S. insurance companies, please go to http://www2.chubb.com/us-en/u-s-foreign-account-tax-compliance-act-
fatca.aspx. 
 
Please read this binder carefully, as the limits, coverage and other terms and conditions may vary significantly from those 
requested in your submission and/or from the expiring policy.  Terms and conditions that are not specifically mentioned in 
this binder are not included.  The terms and conditions of this binder supersede the submitted insurance specifications and 
all prior proposals and binders.  Actual coverage will be provided by and in accordance with the policy as issued. 
 
The insurer is not bound by any statements made in the submission purporting to bind the insurer unless such statement is 
reflected in the policy or in an agreement signed by someone authorized to bind the insurer.  
 
This binder has been constructed on reliance of the data provided in the submission.  A material change or 
misrepresentation of that data voids this binder. 
 
eDELIVERY NOTICE:  Acceptance of this quote indicates the insured’s consent to accept delivery of the policy by electronic 
means, including delivery of the policy as an e-mail attachment. We will deliver the policy to the email address shown above. 
If the insured would like to withdraw their consent to electronic delivery and exclusively receive a printed paper copy of the 
policy, please contact the undersigned. 
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COVERAGE IS NOW BOUND; THEREFORE, THE PREMIUM INDICATED ON THE BINDABLE QUOTATION MUST BE 
REMITTED TO US WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THE INVOICE AS OUTLINED ON YOUR 
AGENCY’S MONTHLY STATEMENT BILL. 
Thank you for placing your business with us. For underwriting questions or concerns, please contact Alicia Aghevli at 415-
547-4440 (phone) or Alicia.Aghevli@chubb.com (email). 
 
Chubb Environmental  
Alicia Aghevli, CRIS 
Chubb Excess and Surplus Insurance Services, Inc. 
CA Surplus Lines Broker License # 0E17778. 
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POLICYHOLDER DISCLOSURE 
NOTICE OF TERRORISM INSURANCE COVERAGE 
 
You are hereby notified that under the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, as amended, you have a right to purchase 
insurance coverage for losses resulting from acts of terrorism. As defined in Section 102(1) of the Act: The term 
"act of terrorism" means any act or acts that are certified by the Secretary of the Treasury---in consultation with 
the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the Attorney General of the United States---to be an act of terrorism; to 
be a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property, or infrastructure; to have resulted in damage 
within the United States, or outside the United States in the case of certain air carriers or vessels or the premises 
of a United States mission; and to have been committed by an individual or individuals as part of an effort to 
coerce the civilian population of the United States or to influence the policy or affect the conduct of the United 
States Government by coercion. 
YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT WHERE COVERAGE IS PROVIDED BY THIS POLICY FOR LOSSES RESULTING 
FROM CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM, SUCH LOSSES MAY BE PARTIALLY REIMBURSED BY THE 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT UNDER A FORMULA ESTABLISHED BY FEDERAL LAW. HOWEVER, YOUR 
POLICY MAY CONTAIN OTHER EXCLUSIONS WHICH MIGHT AFFECT YOUR COVERAGE, SUCH AS AN 
EXCLUSION FOR NUCLEAR EVENTS.  UNDER THE FORMULA, THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
GENERALLY REIMBURSES 85% THROUGH 2015, 84% BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1, 2016; 83% 
BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1, 2017, 82% BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1, 2018; 81% BEGINNING ON 
JANUARY 1, 2019 and 80% BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1, 2020, OF COVERED TERRORISM LOSSES 
EXCEEDING THE STATUTORILY ESTABLISHED DEDUCTIBLE PAID BY THE INSURANCE COMPANY 
PROVIDING THE COVERAGE.  THE PREMIUM CHARGED FOR THIS COVERAGE IS PROVIDED BELOW 
AND DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY CHARGES FOR THE PORTION OF LOSS THAT MAY BE COVERED BY 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT UNDER THE ACT. 
YOU SHOULD ALSO KNOW THAT THE TERRORISM RISK INSURANCE ACT, AS AMENDED, CONTAINS A 
$100 BILLION CAP THAT LIMITS U.S. GOVERNMENT REIMBURSEMENT AS WELL AS INSURERS’ 
LIABILITY FOR LOSSES RESULTING FROM CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM WHEN THE AMOUNT OF 
SUCH LOSSES IN ANY ONE CALENDAR YEAR EXCEEDS $100 BILLION.  IF THE AGGREGATE INSURED 
LOSSES FOR ALL INSURERS EXCEED $100 BILLION, YOUR COVERAGE MAY BE REDUCED. 
We are providing you with the terrorism coverage required by The Act. The premium for the coverage is set 
forth below.  
 
Terrorism Risk Insurance Act premium: $450    
 
THIS PREMIUM DOES NOT INCLUDE A CHARGE FOR TERRORISM COVERAGE.  SUCH 
COVERAGE WAS REJECTED BY THE INSURED 
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Illinois Union 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
                 
525 W. Monroe Street, Suite 400 
Chicago, IL 60661 
  
 
 
POLICY NO. 
PPL G7154204A 001 
 
NAME OF INSURED: UC Hastings School of Law 
 
ADDRESS: 
200 McAllister St 
San Francisco, California 941024707 
 
 
We are pleased to enclose your binder for this account. 
Please be advised that by binding this risk with the above referenced Surplus Lines Insurance Company, you 
agree that as the Surplus Lines Broker responsible for the placement of this insurance policy, it is your obligation 
to comply with all States Surplus Lines Laws including completion of any declarations/affidavits that must be filed 
as well as payment of any and all Surplus Lines taxes that must be the remitted to the State(s).  We will look to 
you for indemnification if controlling Surplus Lines Laws are violated by you as the Surplus Lines broker 
responsible for the placement. 
The Surplus Lines Broker further confirms that this risk has been declined by three admitted carriers not including 
any insurer affiliated with the Surplus Lines Insurance Company, or is on the applicable state exportable list.  
Thank you for this placement and your regulatory compliance. 
 
 
Date:  07/02/2019 
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Chubb Environmental  
 
 
IN THE EVENT OF AN 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY: 
 
1) Follow your company procedures for reporting and responding to an incident 
 
2) Alert local emergency authorities, as appropriate  
 
3) Report the incident to  Chubb Environmental through the Environmental Incident 
Alert system by one of the following methods: 
 
Phone:      888-310-9553 
Website:  www.chubbeia.net  
Mobile Incident Reporting: 
 
 
 
Be prepared to give basic information about the location and nature of the incident, as well as steps which have been taken 
in response to the incident.   You will be contacted by a trained representative of Chubb to discuss further response steps 
as soon as possible.  
 
 
 
DO follow your company’s detailed response plan 
DO contact your management as well as appropriate authorities 
DO ensure anyone who could come in contact with a spill or release is kept away 
   
DO NOT ignore a potential spill or leak    
DO NOT attempt to respond beyond your level of training or certification 
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Today’s Date:    
 
Notice of: (check all that apply) 
  Pollution Incident     Potential Claim    Other     
  Third-Party Claim     Litigation Initiated 
 
Insured’s Name & Contact Information 
 
Company Name:      Point of Contact:     
 
Address:              
 
Phone #:      
 
Broker/Agent’s Name & Contact Information 
 
Company Name:      Point of Contact:     
 
Address:              
 
Phone #:      
 
Policy Information 
 
Policy Number:      Policy Period:      
 
Limits of Liability:  per  agg     Self-Insured Retention/Deductible  
 
Loss Information 
 
Date of Incident/Claim:    Location:        
 
Claimant Name/Address:           
 
Description of Loss:            
 
              
 
              
 
 
Please list all attached or enclosed documentation: (check if none provided)     
 
              
 
              
                       
Name of Person Completing This Form:    Signature:     
CHUBB ENVIRONMENTAL FIRST NOTICE OF LOSS FORM 
SEND TO: Chubb Environmental Claims Manager 
 
BY MAIL: Chubb Claims, P.O. Box 5103, Scranton, PA 18505-0510 
 
BY FAX:   (800) 951-4119 
 
BY EMAIL: CasualtyRiskEnvironmentalFirstNotice@chubb.com 
 
 
 
ENDORSEMENT# 73 
 
This endorsement, effective   12:01 am   July 01, 2019  forms a part of 
policy number     01-606-08-20 
issued to MEMBERS OF THE ALLIANT CRIME INSURANCE PROGRAM (ACIP)  
       (as endorsed) 
 
 
by National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. 
                       
 
 
THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY. 
 
 
 
CR 20 01 03 00 Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc.,  1998  Page 1 of 2  
 
POLICY CHANGE 
(DISCOVERY FORM) 
 
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the Discovery Form version of the following: 
 
COMMERCIAL CRIME COVERAGE FORM 
COMMERCIAL CRIME POLICY 
EMPLOYEE THEFT AND FORGERY POLICY 
GOVERNMENT CRIME COVERAGE FORM 
GOVERNMENT CRIME POLICY 
 
 
Change No: 
  
Date of Issue: 06/21/2019  
Effective Date of Change: 07/01/2019    12:01 A.M. 
Standard Time 
  
 
A. Schedule* 
 
  1. The Named Insured is changed to: 
 
  2. The following Insured(s) is added as a Named Insured: 
 
  3. The following Insured(s) is deleted as a Named Insured: 
 
  4. The Mailing Address is changed to: 
 
 X 5. The Policy Period is:  extended to 07/01/20 or reduced to  
 
  6. The following Insuring Agreement(s) is: 
Page 2 of 2 Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc.,  1998  CR 20 01 03 00  
 
  Added to the Coverage Form/Policy 
  Deleted from the Coverage Form/Policy 
  Changed as respects the Limit(s) of Insurance and/or Deductible Amount(s) 
 
 
 Insuring Agreement  Limit Of Insurance Deductible Amount 
  $  $  
      
      
      
 
  7. The following Endorsement(s) is: 
  Added to the Coverage Form/Policy 
  Deleted from the Coverage Form/Policy 
  Changed as respects the Limit(s) of Insurance 
 Endorsement  Limit Of Insurance  
  $   
     
     
     
* Information required to complete this Schedule, if not shown on this endorsement, will be shown in the Decla-
rations. 
 
 
B. Provisions  
 1. Application of changes affected by this En-
dorsement: 
 a. Addition Of Coverage, Increase In Limit 
Of Insurance, Addition Of  Deductible Or 
Increase In Deductible Amount 
This change applies to loss or damage re-
sulting from acts committed or events oc-
curring at any time and discovered by you 
on or after the Effective Date of Change.  
 b. Deletion Of Coverage 
This change applies to loss or damage re-
sulting from acts committed or events oc-
curring: 
 (1) On or after the Effective Date of 
Change; and also  
 (2) Before the Effective Date of Change if 
discovered by you after 60 days from 
that date.  
 c. All Changes Other Than In Paragraphs a. 
And b. Above 
This change applies to loss or damage re-
sulting from acts committed or events oc-
curring at any time and discovered by you 
on or after the Effective Date of Change.  
 2. No Limit of Insurance during any period will be 
cumulative with any other amount applicable to 
the same coverage during any other period.  
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From Sexual Predators: 
What College Presidents and 
Trustees Should Ask 
 
 
In recent years, multiple universities have faced sexual predator scandals involving scores 
of victims. Often the institutional leaders were uninformed about the allegations regarding 
incidents on their campuses. This failure of leadership oversight has many presidents and 
trustees wondering how to safeguard their communities from similar tragedies. Here are 
key questions these campus leaders should ask and suggestions for creating a culture of 
prevention and reporting. 
Become informed about policies and procedures. 
 
What are the parameters of our sexual abuse policies? Do the institution’s sexual abuse standards and policies 
Presidents should be well versed in the institution’s apply equally to employees at all levels? 
policies addressing sexual misconduct and abuse. Consider The institution’s standards and policies must be applied 
whether the policies cover all members of the community. impartially and consistently, without exception.  This 
For example, are faculty, medical professionals, volunteers, includes departments such as athletics, whose student 
and contractors included? If so, assess how the policies are athletes and staff are sometimes excused from following 
conveyed to them and whether signed acknowledgments institutional requirements. It is important that exceptions 
are required to show they have read the policies. are not made in policy or practice, even for employees 
Confirm that the policies require all reports to be in highly visible positions, prominent departments, or 
investigated and adjudicated using consistent procedures. those who bring profit or prestige to the institution, such 
Strict compliance is important, because any exceptions can as doctors, scientists, and scholars. Remind staff that 
lead to predators avoiding accountability despite allegations preventing harm to students and the campus community 
against them. For example, investigations should not stop is always the top priority, even if it comes at a cost to the 
simply because the respondent denies the action or because institution’s reputation. 
someone powerful requests that the investigation cease. 
 
 
What are our institution’s options for reporting 
sexual abuse? 
Easily accessible reporting options are an important 
indicator of an institution that encourages reporting. 
Check whether reporting channels are well publicized, 
easy to find on the institution’s website, and include  
an anonymous reporting channel, if possible. It is also 
recommended that the email address of at least one board 
member be made available online as an additional avenue 
for reporting. What is our policy regarding background checks? 
Increasingly, educational institutions are implementing 
What are the processes through which reports of processes that require background checks of all employees 
sexual abuse are handled? at hire to screen for individuals with red flags in their 
Review how reports are handled at  the institution, pasts. Review your institution’s policy regarding which 
including which office or individual processes the reports positions or groups are subject to background checks, and 
and launches the investigation. If possible, give one staff what those checks entail. Keep in mind that phone calls 
member oversight of all reports so trends and repeat to references—with fine-tuned questions that ask about 
offenders are identified, or establish a process that looks the individual’s respect for boundaries in interactions 
for these patterns. Inquire about guidelines  for notifying with students and children—are often the best source of 
high-level administrators, legal counsel, and  others when information to weed out possible predators. 
more than one report is made against an individual. Ask Take note of whether faculty, coaches, volunteers, and 
whether the institution has any policies  regarding the third parties are subject to the same screening as regular 
reporting of allegations to external law enforcement, employees. Consider whether some employees, depending 
especially with victims who are minors. on job function, should have their background checks 
updated routinely during employment. 
Be intentional with words and actions. 
Have we established clear expectations for receiving allegations with more than one victim or allegations 
updates on sexual misconduct reports and investigations, involving individuals in positions of power. By working 
both on a routine schedule and an emergent basis for with the general counsel’s office or the individuals 
certain inquiries? responsible for negotiating settlements on behalf of the 
Presidents and trustees need not be involved in every institution, the president and trustees can ensure that they 
allegation, but they should establish clear guidelines for regular are informed early in the settlement negotiation process. 
updates about critical inquiries such as allegations involving Often, staff have a strong reluctance to tell the president 
more than one victim, more than one allegation against the bad news, and the first instinct is to handle the matter so 
same respondent, patterns of inappropriate behavior from that it does not reach the president or board. However, 
teams or departments on campus, or allegations involving on issues of serial sexual assault, presidents and boards 
individuals in positions of power. Depending on the board’s are often held accountable despite being unaware of 
structure, one of its committees could take responsibility for the allegations. Accordingly, they must become actively 
monitoring these sexual abuse reports. engaged and require updates on allegations. This cultural 
Similarly, presidents and trustees should establish guidelines change may require professional development to educate 
for when they will be notified about settlements involving staff and help shift attitudes. 
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Have we articulated our expectation that policies are Am I speaking out to foster a safe and inclusive 
followed? environment on campus? 
Upholding the administrative structure for reporting, To effectively shape the campus culture, the president’s actions 
investigating, and disciplining is an important part of should include a no-tolerance philosophy for sexual abuse and 
the president’s role. The president must set the tone for strong support for reporting. By publicly voicing support for 
thorough compliance with policies. As such, the president survivors and proactively addressing topics surrounding sexual 
should only make investigative or disciplinary decisions if abuse, the president can serve as a catalyst for cultural change. 
the president’s involvement is prescribed by the policy. If the community learns to be alert and report all boundary 
violations, this may stop or deter predators from further abuse. 
Understand the campus culture. 
 
What trainings are offered for students, employees, and What resources do we have for victims? 
faculty? Providing appropriate, easily accessible resources on 
Take a close look at the trainings used for various audiences campus is critical for survivors’ wellbeing. Review whether 
on your campus. Review the topics and training styles, your institution’s resources adequately serve the physical 
then assess whether they are appropriate for each group. and emotional needs of victims and whether referrals 
Are the trainings mandatory? How often are they required? to off-campus resources are provided. The institution’s 
Consider that many of the standard trainings (e.g. commitment to survivor wellness helps foster an 
workplace harassment training for employees or Title IX environment that encourages reporting and supports those 
training for students) may not cover important topics such who make reports. 
as boundary violations, child abuse red flags, and employee 
obligations to report incidents of suspected sexual abuse. When did we conduct our last climate survey measuring 
sexual violence attitudes and prevalence on campus, and 
Which staff members are addressing issues of sexual what were the results? 
abuse on campus? Institutional leaders must steer the campus culture toward 
Presidents must make sure they are fully versed in the an ethos that is alert about red flags, facilitates reporting, 
administrative positions working to prevent sexual abuse and and supports victims. To do this, the president and trustees 
assist victims on campus. Student affairs professionals often must understand the current campus landscape. A campus 
lead these prevention efforts and can be a valuable liaison climate survey is an anonymous survey of students that 
for the president. By developing relationships with staff who assesses the prevalence of prohibited conduct, including 
handle sexual abuse reports and manage prevention efforts, sexual assault and abuse, and provides insight into students’ 
the president can also establish an expectation that he or she perceptions about the environment on campus. 
be informed of noteworthy events. 
 
Presidents and trustees play an important role in protecting the campus community from 
sexual predators and should be well versed in the institution’s reporting options, training 
programs, victim resources, and the administrative roles responsible for implementing these 
measures. Leaders who have a deep understanding of the institution’s culture and engage in 
vocal support for reporting will help create an environment in which predatory behavior is 
unwelcome and boundary violations of any kind are not tolerated. 
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EduRiskTM Solutions provides education-specific risk management resources to colleges and schools, and is a benefit of membership 
with United Educators (UE) Insurance. As a member-owned company, UE is committed to helping educational institutions by offering 
stable pricing, targeted insurance coverage, extensive risk management resources, and exceptional claims handling. 
To learn more, please visit www.UE.org. 
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REPORT ITEM 
 
1.         REPORT BY:   Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2.         SUBJECT:         Listing of Checks and Wire Transfers over $50,000 
 
3.         REPORT: 
 
 
Listed below are checks & electronic transfers issued by the College for the period of April 30, 2019 through July 
31, 2019. 
 
Date 
Check/ 
Electronic  
Transfers No. Vendor Amount Description 
5/3/2019 E0052844 Corp State Street $58,201.99 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Post-Employment Benefits for 
PPE 4/30/2019 
5/3/2019 E0052886 
Regents University 
California $477,032.67 
Employer/employee contributions to 
UC Health & Welfare for PPE 4/30/2019 
5/8/2019 E0052917 
Regents University 
California $317,519.33 
Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 4/30/2019 
5/8/2019 ACH1980 Internal Revenue Service $543,832.18 
Payment for federal income taxes, 
 social security and Medicare taxes 
(employee and employer share) PPE 4/30/19 
5/8/2019 ACH1981 
State of CA Franchise 
Tax Board $96,863.54 
State withholding employee income tax 
payment for PPE 04/30/19 MO EE 
5/8/2019 ACH1984 Internal Revenue Service $556,647.71 
Payment for federal income taxes, 
 social security and Medicare taxes  
PPE 04/30/19 MO OASDI EE/ER 
5/8/2019 ACH1985 
State of CA Franchise 
Tax Board $100,991.76 
State withholding employee income tax 
 payment for PPE 04/30/19 MO EE 
5/10/2019 E0052978 
Another Planet 
Entertainment $75,867.62 
Deposit for 2020 Commencement venue Bill 
Graham Civic Auditorium 
5/14/2019 E0053018 NRG Energy Center-SF $54,185.66 Campus Steam utility for April 2019 
5/17/2019 0272618 
Township Building 
Services, Inc.5 $64,743.48 
Campus janitorial services through April 
2019 
5/24/2019 9005273 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. $230,809.75 
Recording of procurement card 
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the 
month of April 2019 
6/4/2019 E0053214 
Regents University 
California $439,035.24 
Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 05/18/19 BW ER 
6/7/2019 ACH2009 Internal Revenue Service $556,579.28 
Payment for federal income taxes, 
 social security and Medicare taxes 
(employee and employer share) PPE 5/18/19 
 
 
 
Date 
Check/ 
Electronic  
Transfers No. Vendor Amount Description 
6/7/2019 ACH2010 
State of CA Franchise 
Tax Board $102,007.16 
State withholding employee income tax 
 payment for PPE 05/30/19 MO EE 
6/11/2019 E0053232 Corp State Street $57,744.37 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Post-Employment Benefits for 
PPE 5/30/2019 
6/11/2019 E0053261 
Regents University 
California $324,781.55 
Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 05/30/19 
6/11/2019 0272802 George S. Hall, Inc. $70,635.91 
Building Engineer Contracted temporary 
help for March 2019 
6/11/2019 0272811 PG&E $51,943.55 Utilities payment for May 2019 
6/13/2019 0272820 
Township   
Building Services, Inc. $64,743.48 
Campus janitorial services through May 
2019 
6/18/2019 0272834 
Roebuck Construction, 
Inc. $523,322.80 
6th floor tenant improvement project 
200 McAllister 
6/18/2019 0272848 George S. Hall, Inc. $219,677.00 
Providing campus engineering services –
May 2019 
6/25/2019 0272897 George S. Hall, Inc. $55,348.23 
Providing Tower engineering services –May 
2019 
6/30/2019 9005211 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. $205,936.52 
Recording of procurement card 
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the 
month of June 2019 
7/2/2019 0272966 PG&E $63,413.49 Utilities payment for June 2019 
7/2/2019 E0053475 
Regents University 
California $394,974.88 
Employer/employee contributions to 
UC Health & Welfare for PPE 06/30/19 MO 
ER 
7/2/2019 E0053476 UCSF Police Department $607,375.50 
Payment for fourth quarter security and 
campus police services April 2019 – June 
2019 
7/2/2019 ACH2025 Internal Revenue Service $534,805.87 
Payment for federal income taxes, 
 social security and Medicare taxes 
(employee and employer share) PPE 6/30/19 
7/2/2019 ACH2026 
State of CA Franchise 
Tax Board $103,257.40 
State withholding employee income tax 
 payment for PPE 06/30/19 MO EE/ER 
7/5/2019 0272986 Ellucian Inc. $254,795.00 
Annual License agreement renewal for fiscal 
software 
7/9/2019 E0053547 Diablo Publications $61,347.78 6/17/2019 UC Hastings Alumni Magazine 
7/12/2019 E0053573 Corp State Street $59,841.90 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Post-Employment Benefits for 
PPE 6/1/2019 
 
 
 
Date 
Check/ 
Electronic  
Transfers No. Vendor Amount Description 
7/16/2019 E00535598 PROQUEST LLC $68,186.99 
Annual subscription for online research 
journals, databases, and news papers 
7/16/2019 E00535599 
Regents University 
California $325,193.99 
Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 06/30/19 
7/16/2019 0273043 George S. Hall, Inc. $50,131.03 
Engineering Services 100 McAllister June 
2019 
7/16/2019 0273051 SHI International $52,347.87 
Annual Microsoft Azure IT services 
subscription  
7/17/2019 9005211 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. $166,513.53 
Recording of procurement card 
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the 
month of June 2019 
7/23/2019 0273103 Lexis Nexis Lexis Nexis $53,039.67 Annual subscription service- law library  
7/23/2019 0273108 
Roebuck Construction, 
Inc. $338,050.14 
6th floor tenant improvement project 
200 McAllister 
7/26/2019 E0053676 
Bureau National Affairs, 
Inc. $64,309.58 
Subscription to Bloomberg BNA and 
ABA/BNA Lawyer 
7/26/2019 E0053676 MKTHINK $96,590.01 
Architecture and Programing  
for 1st &  6th  floor tenant improvements 
LRCP 200 McAllister  
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REPORT ITEM  
 
 
 
1. REPORT BY:  David Faigman 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Report of the Chancellor & Dean 
 
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 
 
9.1 Introduction of the new Chief of Staff Jenny Kwon    (Oral) 
 
9.2 Report of Action Taken in Closed Session Regarding Gifts and  
Appointments (To Be Reported Out After Closed Session)   (Oral) 
 
9.3 Chancellor & Dean Report on the State of the School, including   (Oral) 
a. Developments with the California Bar 
b. Long Range Campus Plan, Partnerships with other  
       Institutions, Initiatives and Plans 
c. Questions from the Board 
 
9.4 Other Informational Items: Academic Programs, Student Services,  
External Relations and Personnel      (Oral) 
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DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, provide a 
reference to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place items on 
future agenda.  
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THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION  
The Board will adjourn to the Closed Session to consider the items listed on the Closed Session 
Agenda. At the conclusion of the Closed Session, the Board will reconvene the Open Meeting 
prior to adjourning the meeting, to report on any actions taken in Closed Session for which a 
report is required by law. 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
 
ACTION ITEM: 
 
*12. ADJOURNMENT 
 
The meeting was adjourned at ____:_____a.m./p.m. 
 
 
 
  
  
